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Several Items Handled
By.Council At Meeting
not designed for the business firms,
the vote, however, Henley and Arnold
A more lengthy than normal agenda
merchants, professional and governarrived in a few minutes later.
was handled in near record time by the
ment offices nor their personnel, for
tment
reappoin
approved
council
The
Murray Common Council which met in
parking during the hours of 8 a. m. to 6
of John Youngennan to the Murrayregular session last night.
p.m.
Calloway Coupty Hospital Board.
The council accepted thesaudit of the
Chrisman said that many people are
of
list
a
from
Youngerman was selected
1976 city police court records presented
at meters longer than the twoparking
nominees submitted by the Murrayby Tom Shirley, CPA. Of a total of.
hour limit and pointed out that City
as
stipulated
Jay.cees
County
Calloway
$54,581.02 collected in fines, forfeitures
ordinances- prohibit the feeding of a
by the hospital bylaws.
and court costs during the year, the
meter for a period longer than two
Councilman Ed Chrisman reported
court had turned over $53,017.39 to the
He said that. after...a _
hoiirs."
-Murray
on -first quarter activities'in
•—
• a 50 cent ticket for overcity's geneYalftind.
receives
Police Court. Chrisman said that total
The remainder, with the exception of
packing, and the vehicle is not movedcollected
es
forfeitur
fines and
a cash balance on hand At the close of
the second ticket will be for $5. --amounted to $11,341 and that $9,807 of
the year of $457, went to library costs,
Chrisman indicated that ticketing of
the
to
over
turned
been
had
amount
that
jury duty, refunds due to corrections or
improperly parked vehicles will be
city.
more strictly enforcedin.the future.
reversals and bank charges. 'The council approved the purchase of
that
council
the
told
He also said that loading- and
Shirley
nt
departme
fire
the
a new fire hose for
zones at some businesses are
unloading
bookkeeping procedures being used by
at a cost of $7,191.25 and the purchase of
being abused. "1 They) mean exactly
the police court greatly reduced the
of
cost
a
at
meters
parking
new
up to 35
what the words imply," Chrisman said,
chances of funds` not being accounted
$68.50 each.
business-firin's vehicles parking
"and
for.
Councilman Chrisman reported that
those areas, unless specifically
The council approved on second and
had
es
the police and traffic committe
loading or unloading, are in violation."
- final reading two ordinances which'
met concerning parking in the downC.
Dr.
Chairman
ee
like
Committ
Billing
Central
and
other
Scott
and
John
Mayor
tap-on
Murray
A loading zone does not permit
bring
—
penalty,
G
MURRAY MUNICIPAL UTIUTIES BUILDIN
the
that
out
town area and pointed
ing will house the offices for the 'charges in the Murray Natural Gas,
TAbuild
Hall.
City
from
privileges to any business
across
special
building
l
Utilities
Municipa
Murray
the
over
C Lowry look
committees feel parking privileges in
and gas customers will be ready April 30, and
regardless of where the zones may be,
Water and Sewer and Electric systems
abused.
• new central billing program for the city. The first combined bill for water
being
are
area
the downtown
he pointed out. Chrisman also pointed
electric bills with one check, either at the central billing
in nee with each other.
due May 10. Customers may pay both the water and gas and the
"The parking meters were installed
lot
a
rezone
s.
its
bill
to
for
customer
a
designed
separate
that parking in alleys is also a
out
maintain
An
will
ordinance
system
the
electric
though
even
office or at the Murray Electric System,
to turn over the downtown traffic for
of the city's ordinances.
violation
Staff Photo by David till
owned by Loretta Jobs on Sycamore
as
not
the benefit of the merchants, and
Street from residential to professional
See COUNCIL,
a revenue producer for the city,"
office received a 6-3 favorable vote but
16,Column 2
Page
was
system
the
"and
Chrisman said,
was not approved, according to city
attorney Wells Overbey. Overbey
adv.isect. the council that to change a
zoning.ordinance required approval of
a majority (7 votes) of the entire
_
.
council. At.the -time the.votedfas taken, only
.is nearly complete with Murray State nine of the council's 12 members were
been &mated to prepare the field.
'-Committees to maxe recomUniversity concerning the county - present. Voting in favor of the motion to
School Attorney Don Cwerbey
offices. "After the war," he said, "we
mendations fo,r Iwo new Principals in
By M.C.GARRO1T
ten facility on the M.SU
rezone were council members Tom
kindergar
apbe
inons
will
.
implicati
legal
the
system
discussed
had faculty members who didn't even
the cOunty school
the
for
le
responsib
The man largely
Rusiii&, Ruby Hale, Dr, C. C. Lowry,
campus.
a desk, mfichTess ififoffiber
volved in the new EPA standards which
'have
pointed, after the two vacancies were
ItinenT,--grlititli-and -Bev
Itoo4
portion of the modern, fullywill affect the sewage treatment plants
A
created,at the regular tneetinAlka- the
and
Industry
of
College
the
ment of
Lee. Voting to deny the zoning
The board recessed until next
building housing the college
at the elementary schools. If the board
equipped
Calloway County School Board last
y
Technology at Murray State Universit
Thursday, when a special meeting will change were councilmen Howard
made- up of three surplus
is
must comply with all standards imtoday
night.
will be honored Saturday night, April
oenen,Dave Willis and Ed Chrisman.
be held with Jim Daniels,from the state
the dean salvaged from a
mediately, the cost is estimated at
buildings
The committees will make recomt.
Council members Melvin Henley, 16, as he approaches retiremen
department of education concerning
plant at Illiopolis,
190,000. An investigation is continuing
ordnance
wartime
mendations on replacements for Ron
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley,' dean of the
Loyd Arnold and W. R. Furches were
the findings of a facility survey team
into that situation.
Ill.
McAlister, principal of Calloway
and
ator
administr
key
a
of
college and
absent from the meeting at the time
here last November.
The salvaged buildings _ were
Supt. Rose reported that the contract
County High • School, and Johnny
facultt,member at Murray State since
North
of
ed, brought to the campus and
principal
-dismantl
n,
Bohanno
1946,is retiring June 30.
d at a total cost to the inre-erecte
Elementary School.
former
ators,
,...,-Educittors, administr
only $1,638 $238 for lumber
of
stitution
The vacancies were created after
students and friends of the dean will
the buildings together and $1,400
to
tie.
McAlister was named as assistant
the
Woman's
at
p.m.
7
at
gather
for new,steel windows.
superintendent of the school system,
Clubhouse in -Marroy te-honor arid pay
"I remember," Oakley said,
and Bohannon Wasnamed supervisor-Rin recognition of his 31
him
to
tribute
I took a truck and went for the
"because
inAruon.These appoint/fen-Ts sWI-be
he
p
leadershi
the
and
years at Murray
I handed the bill to Mr.
-' •
When
lumber.
effective July 1. ' has provided in guiding.its industrial
E.) -Broach, he alrriostofell off hts(R..
McAlister will succeed former
programs
education
l
fridiiAtria
n
aids and
also Ktante permissio
the remainder of the tax' at --so- • -The board
chair." It was in these improvised
superintendent William Miller,.who has
gordracts for replacing 18 windows at
to national prominence.
for the Murray High School Stage Band
charge.
service
$5,000
for
a
ly
ndent
proximate
superinte
buildings, equipped with machines and
assistant
as
apwere
served
the Murray Middle School
A native of Cadiz and a graduate of
to attend the Mid-West National Band
salvaged from the federal
due to the fact that the amount of work
tools
the past year. Bohannon will succeed
proved by the Murray City School
Oakley
y,
Universit
Western Kentucky
Clinic in Chicago on Dec. 16. The
tranof
number
theand
nt, that the program was 'involved
governme
last
night.
Edward Curd, who is retiring this year.
meeting
Board at its regular
was brought to the campus by the late
superintendent pointed outto the board
sactions will be the same.
housed until its present facilities were
Other retirements include Charlene
given
Supt. Fred Schultz reported that
and
Woods
H.
Ralph
t
that this is an extremely high honor to Presiden
Assistant Supt. Eli Alexandir
occuped in 1965.
Curd, a teacher at Southwest
Architect Pat Gingles had studied the
the assignment of planning and
the stage band.
sports
winter
her
and
and
fall
the
on
Curd
Mrs.
reported
School.
ry
Elementa
proposal made by the J. Lee Gregory
arts program.
industrial
an
initiating
program. He informed the board that
husband, Edward, have a combined
Co. and recommended two contracts
The superintendent reviewed the
At the time, he was in the Navy and
total $34,581.87 to date, and
receipts
and
total of nearly 80 years service with the
terms
the
which would comply with
the budget planning
of
at the naval air station at
progress
stationed
disbursements total $24,017.90, for
county school system.
specifications of the original recomThe committee has been
Tenn.
e.
n,
Millingto
committe
97
income over expenditures of $10,563
Also retiring are Dulcie Douglass, a
mendations on the middle school
the -only faculty member in
since early February, and
was
He
meeting
He pointed out that the spring sports
teacher at North Elementary; renovation.
the new department during the 1946-47
,rePorts estimated revenues of
program is not income Producing, and
Geraldine Myers, a teacher at
The contracts would include six
expenditures
requested
with
,
school year, teaching two courses of
$2,137,095
will cost about $2,500 to operate thi,sv which now total $2,231,669.
Calloway High, and Muriel Wright, a
openings, with 18 windows, and Gingles
engineering drawing,two in descriptive
spring.
cook at East Elementary.
recommended-that the work be comnow making
is
e
geometry and one general laboratory
committe
The
Alexander also pointed out that the
In other action, the board approved
pleted before the new ceiling is inconcerning exations
course in temporary quarters in the
determin
cost for equipment, insurance, and
payment for five new buses, which have stalled on the third floor.
will present a balanced
Administration Building, known today
and
s,
penditure
con.
awards has also increased. The
been ordered. The total cost for these
Under one contract, all aluminum
consideration
as Wrather Hall. Also quartered in the
board's
the
for
budget
census of the board was that some
five buses will be $60,20.
frames would be furnished,and window
building in addition to all the. adsometime in May.
source of additional funds will -evenAlso, two routine Change orders were
units delivered and properly stored on
be held April
ministrative offices were the departwill
meeting
special
A
tually have to be found to continue the
approved for the construction at the the job site at a cost of $2,311. Under the
ments, of chemistry, biology and
the board to consider projected
by
25
curreenevel of sports programs, and
high school, which is expected to be second contract, the existing windows
physics.
and enrollments at Murray
g
schedulin
make
Alexander was requested to
virtually complete in about a month. would be removed, and the new units
The
School.
Middle
The following year, the new program
Murray
and
High
further recommendations in the area of
The addition includes cafeteria and Installed at a cost of $2,100.
was moved to newly remodeled
ndent noted that due to
superinte
awardsfor sports programs.
library facilities. Payments were
The superintendent also informed the
qualters in the rear portion of what is
projections in enrollments, staff
The school calendar for 1977-78 was
approved to Castleberry Associates board that consideration should be
ary. It was
benecess
might
now Lovett Auditorium, most of .the
s
reduction
approved as presented by the board last
Architects and Crouch Construction Co. given to the future collection of the
will be
study
further
work on which had been done by the
that
out
pointed
night. The calendar calls for
in connection with the construction.
school property tax. The City of Murray
dations are
dean and his students.
recommen
future
before
y
necessar
registration for students on Aug. 22.
The board discussed the possibilities is now collecting about $600,000 per
25 meeting.
"I don't believe I have ever been
April
the
at
made
with 180 days of instruction.
of an addition to the county school bus year for the city school district, at a
associated with a finer group of young
garage, and the construction of a cost of about $5,000. Next year,the state
men," he said as he recalled the
or
--DR. HUGH L OAKLE.Y
shower and change house on the high
will collect the first 30 cents of the
project. "They worked day and night,
A member and past president of the
school campus. No action was taken on property tax through the sheriff's ofSaturdays and most of their Sunday
Murray Rotary Club, Oakley is a
the preliminary discussion. -•
fice, which will reduce the amount
afternoons without pay to help build the
Supt. Dr. Jack Rose reported that the collected by the city by approximately
charter member of the Murrayclassrooms, tables, cabinets and other
Calloway County Airport Board, and
football field at the high school is ready half. However, the board voted' try"'
pieces of equipment we needed, most of
has served as its chairman for the past
to sow, with most of the labor having request the city to continue to collect
the materials for which was donated."
10 years, He is a past president of both
In 1947, an additional faculty member
Kentucky lndustrial Arts
the
Hackett,
B.
Donald
Dr.
,
was employed
ment. proof department, mailing
The officers anZataff-of the Bank of
Anociation *and ..the Kentucky
of
nt
Departme
the
of
chairman
now
department, 'record vault, board of
Murray will host a grand opening of
Industrial Arts at Georgia Southern. Industrial Education Assqciation, and •
directors room, and the employee
Downtown,
Offices,
Main
new
has served on the executive board of the
their
the
of
College, Statesboro. Together, he and
member
A
as
season
served
final
be
Del Purcell, in his
dining room, where they will
April 26-27.
on
hours
American Vocational Education
banking
during
24
of
classes
four
taught
of
out
Oakley
moved
Murray State University tennis team, has
refreshments.
a
begin..iinh
s
will
festivitie
on. He long has been active in
The
28.
Associati
and
stedents each.
the shadows. A feature on Purcell appears on page 6 in
. From the third 'poor, visitors will
Boy Scout work and the First Baptist
ribbon cutting at 9:00 a.m. on April '26.
Woods
Dr.
when
1965
in
was
It
today's Sports Section.
then be directed to the lower level,
Church.
The ribbon will be made of money and
reorganized the institution's academic
where they will receive gifts and view
which
charity,
local
a
to
His future plans include 'doing a lot
be
donated
will
the
and
"
"schools,
into
E.
C
Rev.
structure
the
by
delivered
as
was
A moving sermon
the three' drive-in teller windows
the bank emby
the things I have never had time to
selected
been
of
has
home
re,
agricultu
of
nts
week.
departme
last
Timberlake during Good Friday services here
they exit the building on Third Street.
like writing, traveling and
do,ployees.
industrial
and
economics, nursing
For the benefit of those who did not attend the services,
The opening has been scheduled over
base" with former students
touching
Oakley
,th
ist
it
into
put
4,
were
page
education
Pagel
Opinion
the sermon is reprinted on today's
a three-day period to afford the public
•
Following this brief ceremony ,the
s.
and
associate
as its dean.
the opportunity to see the bank in actual
public is invited to enter the building
"It has been great personal
regents
of
board
the
1975,
of
fall
the
In
operations, a spokesman said. Guides
from the Fourth Street entrance and
authorized the establishment of the satisfaction for me to See young people,
will be stationed throughout the
tour the banking facility. The tour will
uncertain of their abilities and future,
College of Industry and Technology
banking facility to answer questions.
include the following:
develop into successful, contributing •
ng
Engineeri
nts
departme
five
'with
The public is invited and encouraged to
On the main floor, visitors will be
2,3
and Industrial Technology, Graphic citizens in their fields," he said.
Local Scene
ce
sur7ellian
participate in this grand opening, the
video
the
security
shown
an(''
2
Arts, Industrial Arts Education, IrurrayTs. industriakorts and _education „
Partly cloudy tonight
Horoscope
spokesman added.
system, teller area, customer services,
of
chance
graduates can be found op the campus
slight
a
3
with
Vocational'iechnical Education and
Saturday
Dear Alzbe
In addition to the new banking facility
vaillt area,',central -purchasing,
of virtually every college • of any34
faculty
and
Science
4
Military
evening thundeeshowers. Lows
Page
Opinion
downtown, the public is also invited to
elevators, and loan departments.
6,7
members in it. Oakley was named its significance and in • most school
tonight in the mid 50s. Highs
Sports
register
tour the new South Manor Branch on
to
ed
be
will
encourag
People
Winds
districts in the country, he noted with
80s.
low
10
dean.
•
Saturday in the
features
TV Page
South 12th Street. This facility
for the drawing of products which are
•
the
pride.
when
days
on
back
11..
Looking
light southeasterly tonight. Rain
Crossword
three drive-in,'windows and a security
Manufactured
George Lilly, a long-time associate
annual operating budget
's
13
university
chances 20 per cent tonight and 20
• ,
Comics
The
area.
this
system which is unique in
VisitorS will then be,directed to the
13,14,15
was in the $250,000 range, the retiring and chairman of the Department of
per cent on Saturday.
Classifieds
South Manor Branch is staffed by the
third floor where they Will beshown the
16
recalled how he, Dr. Woods and Industrial Arts Education, will serve as
dean
Deaths&Funerals
same personnel who worked at the
P. B. X. switchboard, customer seryi:et
would scour The country for master of ceremonies at the dinner,
others
•
its
Downtown Branch prior to
area, bookkeeping department,
which begins at 7 p.m.
equipment for their shops and
surplus
relocation-on South 120 Street
.
auditing department, 'credit depart,

McAlister And Bohannon Are
Named To New Posts By Board

,

Dr. Hugh Oakley To
Be Honored Saturday

•

Windows To Be Replaced
At Murray Middle School

Bank Announces Grand
Opening On Three Days
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Vows Planned

Max T. Canady Is Awarded
Air Force Service Medal

Rev. Jerry Lee Resigns As
Church Pastor; Guests Here
A

supper guests of the Glynn
By Mrs. R. U. Key
Orr's Saturday night ,and
March 28, 1977
The Rev. Jerry Lee resigned visited the R. D. Keys for a
. as pastor of West Fork Baptist while.
Mrs. Hattie Cook and Mrs.
Church last Sunday. He has
Bucy visited the Henry
Sadie
of
pastorate
the
accepted
Antioch - Baptist Church" Sykes' family Friday.
Ancil Wicker visited Julious
Roseville, Mich., and are
Whozlows over the weekend.
moving Tuesday, March
Bro,Jerry Lee preached at
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, will go wtth Shady Grove-Sunday, MarCh
them and spend a few days. 27. He, Mrs. Lee, and baby,
The North. Fork Baptist along with the other children,
Church dismissed _ptayer were dinner guests of Mr. and
meeting Wednesday night to.- Mrs. Sam Lee.
4
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
attend church services at Oak
Grove where Bro. Mansfield baby were invited to visit Mrs.
was in a revival. We are sorry James Houstoh Thursday and
our pastor, Bro. James Mr. and Mrs. Billy Barnhill
Phelps, became ill suddenly Friday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Wednesday morning and
could not attend. We enjoyed visited Mrs. Judy Simmers in
._tt)e_ message and special in tiuntingtg,n Bosnital Satursong by Marilyn Paschall aril!! day.' She waS riNivecf
Jimlnie Key and the quartet. there to Baptist Hospital in
Mrs. Flossie Kuykendall Nashville, Tn., where she is
,had a good check up with.her still a patient.
Bro. and _Mrs. Jerry Lee
doctor last week. Mrs.'Bardon
Nance has been ill the past few were dinner guests of Bro. and
MrS. Warren -Sykes last
days.
Mrs. Terry Sills and Mrs. Sunday afternoon. Visitors
Mark Paschallarisiied'Mr. and were •Mr. and Mrs: Henry
Vandyke Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Mrs. Dougias
and Mrs. Sadie Bury.
Wednesday. .
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Bryan, were Tarkington and Mrs. Holice
Grooms visited Mrs. layette
Orr Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, Howard
Morris, and Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr visited the Coy
1C-uykendalls Sunday atternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills
and Mrs. Mark Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandy ke Friday night. .

n..

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

Per Pose In Living

- Color

For Each Original Print
• 'No limit .
*Groups Okay
rIAll Ages

1

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12411 753-0035
Free Parking In Rear

Bryan and Mrs. Mark
Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon H.
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Vergil Paschall Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr.
and Terry visited Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Norman of Paducah visited
Anicil Wicker Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Nina Holley and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Sunday
afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Tabitha attended church at
Central Point Sunday night
and visited Mr. and Mrs.
Rickie Shankle after church.
Mr. and Mrs. Darce Mann
and Mrs. Merle Thompson
visited Mt._and Mrs, Doi_alas
Vandyke Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Fries
and Mrs. Holice Grooms
visited Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Nance,
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Haygood,
and Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Deering visited Mrs. Lamora
Nance Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs:Jerry Let and
Tabitha, Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and Mitch were
nipper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key Monday night.
Afternoon .visitors„ were Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sykes, Mary
Grace Morris,.and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall were in Paris, Tn.,
Monday'for Mrs. Paschall to
seethe doctor.

_
from Henry -County Hospital
last week. Visitors to see him_
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Vester Paschall, and Mrs.

( g -Cyuest
rs.
---- Indes
, •

Speaker :It 1 ngg

The fourth and final session
West Fork Baptist Church
gave Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee of Trigg County Right to Read
a going away supper Saturday Parent Effectiveness Sessions
night and a nice monetary was held Monday, March 28.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges, a
gift.
reviewer from Murray,
noted
Mitch
and
Moody
Pam
Mrs.
Sykes visited the Jerry Lee was guest speaker, presenting
family Saturday. Other a dramatization of "Dibs"
visitors through the week have taken from the book Dibs, In
been Mrs. Linda Orr and Search of Self.

Max T. Canady, TSGT,
USAF (Retired) was awarded
the Meritorious Service Medal
at Scott AFB, B., during
recent ceremonies on March
25, 1977„
The citation accompanying
the medal read in part,
"Technical Sergeant Max T.
Canady disting' uished himself
in the performance of outstanding service to the United
,States as Flight Chief, Noncommissioned Officer In

- their delicious new breakfast menu.

•

Two eggs cooked the way you want, served hot with ham or
sausage, golden brown toast, refreshing orange juice and a
hot cup of coffee or hot chocolate.
Add to that, a bakery-fresh Danish pastry or taste tempting
turnover and you'll discover why more and more neighbors
are joining us for breakfast at Burger Queen.

BREAKFAST
SERVED UNTIL
10:30 A.M

distinguished career in the
service of his country, andreflect great credit upon

1970 to 12 July 1975.
During this period,Sergeant
consistently
Caned-yr
unique
deqiOnstrated
technical abilities -while
performing in these important
positions. 'His outstanding
professionalism, leadership,
and dedication resulted in
major contributions to the
completion and success of the
Charge of Senior Projects, and Security Police mission at
Base. The
Air
Noncommissioned Officer In Clark
Charge, Weapon Systems singularity distinctive acSecurity Branch, 3d Security complishments of Sergeant
a
Canady
culminate

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Mi8.* Reimecti Awl

illiams

-

Mr. and Mrs. Claud Thomas Williams, Mayfield Road, Milton,sinnounce the engagement and,approaching marriage of

their daughter, Rebecca Ann,to Randy Paschall Taylor,-son of
Mr.and Mrs.Elisha W.Taylor of Hazel.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Claude
James Williams of Oakton and the late Mr. amtbIrs. Richard
Lunsford of Union City, Tn. The groom-elect is the grandson of
Mrs. Pearl Paschall and Jewell-Paschall of Hazel and the late
Mr.and Mrs. Herman Taylor of Puryear, Tn.
Miss Williams, a 1972 graduate of Hickman County High
School, received her Bachelor of Science degree in special
education from Murray State University where she is working
toward a master's degree. She is presently teaching in the
Fulton County School System.
A graduate of Henry County High School, Paris, Tn., and
Murray State University, Mr. Taylor is engaged in farming.
While at Murray State he was a„gLecritietei Lambda Chi Alpha
soc-al- tertuty.
The couple will be married on Saturday, June 11, at 5:30 p.
m. at the home of the bride-elect's uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Y,Glidelvell, in the presence of finski/y ancleinne
friends.

r150(2744.
HOLDEN GIRL

six pounds fourteen o ces,
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Holden measuring 1934 in es, born
of Murray Route Three are the un Tuesday, April S, at 3:25 pi•
parents of a , baby girl, m. at the *tray-Calloway

Chantelle Lynette, weighing County H ital.
They
ve one son, Adam,
twen months.
father is
eniPloyed with the Jones'reef-/Construction Company at
FREE

.me.

-Join your neighbors at Burger Queen for

Police Squadron, Clark Air
Base, Republic of the
Philippines,from 8 November

"GOOD MORNING" MUG
yours when you order,
a complete breakfast.

Smithland.
Graix1parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Strode of Murray
Route Three and Mr. anctMrs.
T. E. Holden of Almo. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. 0. L. Strode of Pembroke, Mr. arid Mrs. George
Shaw of Hopkinsville, slid Mr.
and Mrs. Noah Pace of Alma.

FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 1977
Fine Mars influences! With
'What kind of dax will
Initiative and enterprise, more
tomorrow be? To find out what
than usual can be achieved. Day
the stars say, read the forecast
will definitely respond to
given for your birth Sign.
imagination, aggressiveneas.
SAGITTARIUS
Yd6 may be too volatile, (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Do not become frogratetl
displaying nervousness and
over possible delays or
anxiety. This is not like the
disappointments. With your
REAL you. Give yourself a pep
innate
intelligence
and
talk and get in there and pitch —
ingenuity, 'you can change
with your usual self-confidence.
undesirable situations.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t/Cr
Emphasize: dependability, ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 11
A day ill which to get Rimy
referral to others' ideas,
building a store of usable data, from routine. New scenea, new
facts. Avoid: making decisions people, new activitilts- could
without reflection, overop- spark a brand nevi' interett in
your life, nrike it more
timism.
stimulating
GEMINI
AQUARRJS
'May 22 to June 21)
Resoluteness and deter- (Jan. to Feb. 19)
will find the "little"
mination will-put this day in the
rewarding now. Don't
winning column. Weed out

Max T. Canady
himself and the United States
Air Force."
Sergeant Canady resides at
3 Riviera Courts, Murriri,
Ky., with his wife, Maithde,
and two children, Aine and
Roger.
the
to
addition
In
Meritorious- Service- Medal
Sgt. C,Midy has received'
twenty-eight other medals and
awards for various acts and
Altkomplishments during his
service in the Air Force.

atA

certaiq_

ook for the spectacular...Be.
satitifia with even small

undesiratl

tiainents, practices,
CANCER
/E
'
7daWy Jrna
ver
une
ulyiierv
23)

benefits.
PISCES
20
(Feb. 2Otolla
20) -)(C
uuook
cr.
7
,help

most ..concern_
megtPloY "tried
in areas
'
and true,
Jiave
but
where .Y911_,BUlat a.ct

you, to improve relations with
far-114, .f.rje-nds. Josiffht .may..

little to _go on for reference.
Your staying power will aid

cire thmigh your
tuitive
faculties;

you.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Where your instinct strongly
dictates, first make sure, but
then DO act, and deliberately,
in Your innately well-diePosed
manner. Romance under
splendid influences,
VIRGO
up4,i
(Aug._ 24 to Sept 23)
es-+
• You can have what you want
if you wort Carefully and with consideration for - others.
Neither attack nor retreat, but
go forth calmly and you WILL
achieve,
UBRA
_ft r-x
Sept 24 to Oct. 23) 3••=4
'
A day for listening well and
voicing well-considered
opinions. Take stock of why
certain maneuvers and tactics
did not succeed in the past and
avoid them now.
SCORPIO
i Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVer•

444a

will

outovel
,,M
,
Make,

inmore

flexibility through- the erasure
of past concepts.

hi11641q0k;

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely outgoing person,
energetic and full of enthusiawn
for life in all its infinite variety.
You are endowed with a
brilliant imagination and would
make an excellent inventor.
You are idealistic, ambitious
and have the intuition to strike
upon now methods for advanCblg yaw status no matter
how lowly your beginnings. you
have a great love of beauty and
would make ix great success in
the fields of • music and the
theater.

Our Hostess'
Gifts and Information are
the Key to Your
New community
Mrs. Kelley* OvNewil
Palm 733-3071

4

GOOD
Is Coming

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

-41IE BEST QUARTET
„vv..

Thru Wed.

Thru Wed.

Sun. -2:30.730
,
' Mon.-Ihur.- 7:30 Only ;
Fri. -7:25,9:15
1 Sit. -2:30,7:25,9:15

Sun.-230,7:30Mon,-Thur.-740 Only
Fri. -7.:10,9:25
Sat24:30,7:20,9:25

WALT DISNEY RIODUCRONE

His whole life was
a million-to-one shot.

ROCKY021' e

laceeicsierFRIDlinr.

tete Show Fri. IL Sat. 11:40
"The Wrong Way"(X)
18 Or Over Only

Matinee Sat. & Sun.
Capri - Cheri 2:30

Ore Wed.

Thru Wed
_ .

-Sun.-2:30,7:30
"Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only Fri. &Sat.-7:15,9:05

Es,

He doesn t
get mad.
He gets even.

THE
FARMER
[RI
A CAMPUS
EXPERIMENT
three coeds
didn't take it
seriously/

student
'Body

lie 11101

Curren'" Ulu
Cirlsrepler
Plummer
,

the Mao Who Wool('Be Kilif

fr Ian
or )(Fur sr
ktfi ktats :Ake nitres P,Nro Min Ed kV Was
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Sun.-2:30, 7:30
Mon.-Thyr. - 7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat. -7:20,9:40-

Start 7:15

Seth Rated R
Emig hearer
%own Once *tele

6keerleadelli
They gave
their all
'for the

team'

00/.
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Married
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HUSFila NEWS

ow*,

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

-*twee.
,- -ADULTS 114
NURSERY 07
Saturday, April 16
Friday, April 15
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
_ Coldwater Homemakers
Greenhouse sale will be held Club will meet with Mrs.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
- Baby Boy Tuck 'mother
have a work day from 9:30 a. from nine a. m. to three p. m. Ronnie Bazzell at one p. m.
Phyllis); EL 1, KIrkseY
m. to three p. in. and a fun by the Senior Citizens
DISMISSALS
Greenhouse committee at the
Gerald M. Paschall, Rt. 4, night at six p. in.
Coles Camp_Growid United
. greenhouse. at. Main and _Methodist Church Women will
_
Murray, Mrs. Elaine D.
Meals for Senior Citiseas Broach Streets. Sale will be
meet with Mrs. Austelle
I.-Scarbrough, Rt. ,1 Si. 250,
5
Rt.
Hutson,
will be at North Second Center' held rain or shine.
Almo, Marty C.
Crouse at 7:30 p. m.
Bit. 197, 'Murray, _Erich at twelve noon.
• Wildflower Walk with
Murray Assembly _Rainbew
Wutzke, Rt.6 Bir• 302, Murray,
Open Horse Show, spaa--Hatuealist in search of miring for Girls will meet at the new
Mrs. Ladean D. McCuiston.
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Debris sored by Murray State Hor- wildflowers will start at ten a. lodge hall at seven p. m.
Byrd,Bx. 113, Paris, Tn., Mrs. semen's Club, will start at five in. at Center Station, Land
By Abigail Van' Buren
Murray TOPS Club will
Julia M. Salmon, Hazel, Mrs. p. in. at the Livestock and Between the Laker
capo 7,4)4"v01 V Vknos Srfte
,
b,0
meet at seven p. m. at the
Janice M. McClure, Doughty Exposition Center. Admission
American Quarter Horse Health Center..
Moble Home Village, Paris, 81.00.
Association Show wilLstart at
•
Tn., Miss Linda J. Graves,'500
DEAR ABBY: I have noticed that you frequently advise
Murray State will play rime a. m. at West Kentucky
No. Cherry, Murray, Mrs.
your readers to see a marriage counselor. A married friend
'
Diane E. Wray, Rt. 7, Benton, University of Louisville at Livestock and Exposition
Dexter Senior Citizens will Of mine once went to a marriage counselor she found
Mrs. Dianna L. Walker, Rt..4 three p. m. at Reagan Center. Admission is one meet at 9:30 a. m. at the through an ad in the papa', and-you.wouldn't believe 'some
dollar,
Rd., Baseball field.
West Cumberland
of the suggestions he made to her. He told her to'get
Dexter"Center.
.,
Camden, In., Mrs. Brenda L.
herself a "boyfriend"-and the younger, the better. lig /lisp_
Physics Seminar for Society
Senior recitals by Harold
Jones and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
uraged het -tolciin
--Murray
DepartMent,
Music
teMThe
French -----horns----.-of -PhyStes StlidentS
tie said HE was a member„and he even showed her one
Murray._ Mrs. Reba .1 441' er,
at•
meet
Club,
will
s
Woman
_of..t.lre "camp magazines.- She--paid him_ for a year's
Roberts, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Paducah, will be at seven p. field in the Murray. State
- 4118 housecounseling in advance, and after five weeks she went to
and by Louis George' Student Centel. For in- :7 3817:-11T--arthe,(
Allie M. Ciuminitiani, 725-1
office for an appointment and found 'that he had moved
Don
his
Dr.
call
formation
trombone,
,
Ill.
Bourgis;
Mrs.
Murray,
Ct,.
Riley
Senior Citizens will and left no forwarding address.
Hardin
Duncan.
the
iiiàt
Clarke G. McDaniel, Rt. 3, Paducah, at 8:15 p.
this one:
'have a social breakfast from
- I arerzinteseing all marrlageUhrle
Murray, Mrs. Ardee Riley, Farrell -- Recital Hall, Price
7...30 to ten a. in. and shopping but how'ilea person supposed to know the lionestones from
for
Olympics
Special
MSU.
Center,
Arts
409 Cherry, Murray, Rex C. Doyle Fine
the crooks? They all call themselves "Doctor': and their
p.m.
mentally haniticapped from ten a rn..to four
Williams (expired), Rt. 1,
walls are rotiefed- with difilenstip.that lack real ,to the
Exhibits- of- eleictren-eight years. of age
Student
Hazel.
person.
average
open
be
will
Ellis Center
,
.
photography by Robert E. and up from tweuty-one West
MRS. H.W.S.
--4e.p.
Ihr
tete-a.
—fromlfe
Valley,.
Twentfrtil
lientailry...Peewee
Duncan,
_
Miss Carol Lee Shroat
rts
a
ith
w
fo
citizens
senior
r
DEAR MRS. H.W.S.: Yours is an exeellent question. If
weavings by Steven J. Tucker. place from eight a. m. to for
4-9-77
drawings and p in. at variotis places at and crafts at 10:30 a. m., sack you are uncertain about 00 qualifications of those who
and
Lexington,
98
Adults
lunch at noon, and band advertise themselves as "marriage counselors," _oak your
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Everett groat Of Frankfort announce the
paintings by David A. Moore, Murray State University.
Nursery 6
at-one-p. tn.-practice
mayd-ocliii, clergyman or the Better Businese Bureau to
fa
engagement of their daughter, Carol Lee, to Mark Alan
tbe_Clara
Louisville, willtteat
NFWBORN ADMISSIONS
17
April
Sunday,
recommend one. If there is a university in tor near i• your
Graham,son of Mrs. William Conrad of Florissant, Mo., • • .,
until
MSU,
Gallery,
Eagle
M.
Baby boy Mellon (mother
Donna McCreary Spann,
Murray State Will play town, write to the head of the psychology department for.
the late RussellGraham.
Rt. I Bx. 65, May 27.
- . _ •
Murray. will prese,nt her
Western Millais University at' recommendation.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr.and Mrs.Samuel Frances),
are.unaeailable 'to you write to The
In.
above
sources
the
If
har&ichord
Puryear,
and
senior
piano
Davis
Jefferson
Mrs.
at
meet
and
track
a
in
m.
Mr.
p.
one
thelate
and
Jackson Gardner
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club -recital in the old recital hall of
of Marriage and Family Counselor
DISMISSALS.
_ _Stewart Stadium, MSU„ while American Association
Shroat, all of Murray.
inonthly_cateitt
its
will
have
Calif. 91711. and ask them to
Claieniont,
Avenue,
Yale
and
-125
Croech
M.
Rhonda
Mrs.
-ar2:30:Foie A-rts.Cenler,-A4Stl.
Murray Sate Ladies Tennis
Miss Shroat received her Bachelor of Arts Degree In
refer you to someone in your area.
at Piney Campground,. Land p
Mayfield,
2
Rt..
Baby
Girl,
in
University
State
of
Murray
University
meet‘the
from
will
Vocational Rehabilitation
with
L. Peal and Baby Between the Lakes.
Tennessee at Martin at three
December of 1976. She will complete the requirements for her Mrs. Ave
Eversmeyer
DEAR ABBY:The letter from Paul's wife whose •
Ruth
and
Harold
Annette
Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs.
Senior organ recital by Matt p. m.at the Univery-(ourts, husband had the annoying habit of salting his fond before
Master's Degree in Guidance and Counseling at Murray State Girl,
barbecue
A
wagonmasterr
as
and Baby -Girl, Rt. 3
Mo., will
MSU-.
tasting it reminds me of a supposedly- true story. s
in December of 1977. Miss Shroat is a Member of Alpha Mend Holden
on Bryant, Charleston,
•
Murray, Mrs.-Mae chicken supper is planned
Farrell •
290A
Box.
Cum
at
m.
p.
at
be
two
Magna
a
is
and
•
Fraternities
Honor
A personnel director- whosseas resporistblefor
Phi
Beta
Gamma
eyeing.
.
Saturday
_
Rodolfis_
Cadiz..
4
Rt.
E.
Key.
Sigma
Nr
Alpha
for
out
job
apjilicant
perinvite
the
of
alumna
would-Always
Workshop
execuU'Ves
IL
a
J.Z.
-ea
OPIne.7—Opera
----Laude graduate. She isan active
i
•
-- • - 3• •
---6-FS-IkilelgY---1R7
,.. I -Ceraduation exercises for Arts tenter- 2
.!.SU-' -Pa* ' formance or'Act 11''' will be lunch as part Of the interview. If he-salted his food before-,
‘
A„D ni,,,,:
'
- . --:
CaPlgtrraL ,-, ,
' Alpha social sorority• -- in, .
held at Old Recital Hall, Fine lasting it, he deduced that he-made decipions withouthrst
,
t. - 4Murray tithbol of Vractical ,,,,
'
7
rh.1
. Tho'"?
.
oe'
'fr
'
j
Mr. Graham will feceive a Bachelcf‘Of Arts Degree
l ALI." ao,
UITa
ML
Ray J. Beard, trombones- Arts Center, MSU, at 8:15 p. investigating.
Nursing will be held at the
Political Science from Murray State UniArsity in December R
;
Interesting'?
• '
will. 1 -.Aloes _Mrs. Sharon . M. . Memorial
- Church et l'rducah, will be presented in- in
of 1977. He has been active in the.R. 0. T. C. program
•aaa
_M_F
•
Miss_
Hardin,.
148
Bx.
Mason.
•
upon
'at
Farrell
recital
Management
-senior
a
and
7.;301em:
receive a minor in Military Science
1st
021So.
wit
Per-M-3
.
:
M
Arts
luasiseda•YeAl
Deeeen
-Eine
'
‘it
11211.,.
graduation. Mr. Graham was named a DIStinguLshe(tMilltary
DEAR M.E.H.: Yes. And.á reasonable conclusion, too.
Ladies' Golf Tee Off Coffee
'T.
.
Center, MS13", at 3:30 p. in.
_
Student for 1977. He is the student representative to -the- Murray,
The drama. "The jainMurray,
the
at
held
be
will
Murray,
Elm
706
Williams,
University.
State
I
family":
by
"immediate
meant
is
What
ABBY:
DEAR
at
presented
. President's Advisory Committee at Murray
be
will
Country Cieb itt 9:30 a. m.
Juanita L. Fairchild, Rt. maker,"
-Special visits of Era of Iron
it includes mother, father,-sisters and brothers. My
say
, Mr. Graham is a member of the Kappa Alpha Social Frater- Mrs.
Theatre at
University
the
Cons:
Golf
Ladles
With the
7 Murray, Ralph E. Crain, ittr.
will be at two p.
friend says it alho includes aunts, uncle* and cousins_
snity and is now serving as the President of the Murray State
The admission is Revisited
Trail mittee as hostesses.
1 Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Berline eight p. m.
-Furnace
Center
at
Who is right?
with
Chapter.
students
Concord, Robert $2.50 or free to
NEW YORKER
The wedding will take place on Saturday, August 13, at eight Lovins, New
ticket parking lot, and visit to The
and
cards
ID
season
Ladies day/luncheon will be
.
Mason, 'Rt. 1 Dexter, Mrs.
Homeplace at Homeplace
p.In. at the First United Methodist Church,Frankfort.
"DEAR NEW YORKER: You are.
Katheleen M. Coley, Bx.'432 holders.
entrance road at 2:30 p. m. in' at Oaks Country Club with
Mary Bogard and Sarah
Paris, Mrs. Sandra B. Mur.Lakes.
the
Between
Land
Annual exhibition of juried
__Everyone_ hats a probtene-Whatls-yours? Fora persond
Massey as hostesses. =
dock, Si. 124 Lynnville, Mrs.
_
.in the
students
write to ABBY: Box,No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
reply,
by
--/Nerkii
.
911,.Frances E.. _Miller,
Hoedown, sponsored by
Enclose stamped, self-addreised eni7ellose, pitase.
of Art at MSU
will
Citizens
Senior
Hazel
Sycamore Murray, Mrs.;Effle- _Department
Ceara. M. Ealse MSU Student Activities
meet at the Hazel:Community
;0.-Hanley, Rt. 2 Murray, Mrs. will be at the
Doyle rote Board, wilt be held at 6:30 p. -Center at one p. in.
Prtee
Gallery,
,Blame A. Short, Rt 2 Bx. ?TS
'
Center
Student
MSU
m.
the
at
Arts Center, until May 11.
Fox hietidows,louth 16th St.
Murray, - Mts. Lucy V.
Court Yard, or in case of rain
.
Homemakers P—r
Wadesboro
9:00-6:00
_
Hours Mon-En.
.Coletoan..RL 5 _Murray,-Mrs.in the Thoroughbred Room.
Safurdai, April 16
Club will _meet with sirs.
Sat. 900- 700- Son. 1:00-600
Autumn F. McKinney, 321
Rizpah
Warteltardie at t..30 p:
Indin " Murray', William J.
Monday, April 18
Shriners
Gibson,302 No.8th Murray,G. sponsor a dance for
Continuing
Murray
Community
The Latest In Needle Arts
Murray State and Western
P. Paschall, Rt.. 1 Hazel, and guests at the'
meeting State Women will have a track
m
Education
p
Nursing
eight
at
Club
Country
Accessories
Full Line of
Carmen - Graham, 1505
Sherrill will be at the Murray- meet at Stewart Stadium,
Yarns, Canvas, Threads,
Glendale Rd. Murray, Mrs. Music will be by
Calloway County Hospital MSU, at 2:30 p. in.
band.
his
and
Wyatt
Katy L. Miller (expired), Rt. 2
Kits, Pamphlets, Painted Canvas, Patterns
Neat Pump and Ai! Conditioning
conference room at 7:30 p.
Puryear, Tn.
Instruction Booklets, Transfers
with Dr. H. S. Jackson as
Specialists
All-campus sing will be held
Chapter M of PE 0
at five p. m. in Lovett
have a luncheon at the hone,I speaker.
-.: Modern Sheet Metal Shop
Auditorium, MSU.
4-10-77
Mrs. James W. Parker. 1.nn
*Superior
Service On All Brands
Needlepoint, Latch Hook, Ring Kits
Adults 113
M Club will meet at 6:30
Grove Road, at twelve
*Free
Estimates
University
Murray State
Nursery 7
p.m. at Triangle Inn.
Crewel & Cotton Embroidery,
*Financing Available
Percussion . Ensemble,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
For further inicirrnatiorr
by Prof. Torn
12 'Rouse
directed
Boys
Baby
Rug Yarn, Crochet Cottons,
Penny Homemakers Club Njanarsdel, will perform- at
(mother Alice), 1712 PlainCall Larry Wisehart
Will meet with Mrs:Allan Cole 11:1S p. in. in the Old Recital
view, Mureay."
Embroidery Linens,
m.
p.
1:30
at
753-9290
MSU.
Hall. Flee Arts Center,
DISMISSALS
4111•1111Mints
and
Burkeen
S.
Ginger
Mrs.
Yarns
Knitting
Ply
4
Theta Department., M,urras
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Dexter, • Gayle —Vermillion of
Club, will meet at
Woman's
Phillip R. Carson, Rt. 3,
Fancy Farm, hae been --7:30 p ra. at the Murray Art
403
Skinner,
S.
Crochet,
Robert
Crewel,
Benton,
-Needlepoint.
in
fre(classes
elected state treasurer 01 -Guild and -then to the club
tM -S. the Kentucky
--Ash, Murray,
- and Srnockin4 iviittseiLirt soon,
Dental house for business and social
McMillen, 1500 clayshire Dr.,
Hygienists' Associatihn at hour.
Murray, Edgar N. Williams,
the Annual Session of -,he
700 Fairlane, Murray, Mrs.
House of Delegates held
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Lela Coles, "Rt. 7, Murray,
April 3 in the Galt Hou,e.
Presbyterian Church,
First
Mrs. Etha M. Bailey, Rt. 6,
Louisville.
at 730
Elected president aas Main and 16th Streets,
Murray, Mrs. Ora L. Houston,
m.
p.
Scottof
Murray,
Ruby
Meador
Fern Terrace Idg.,
- peesiaent-eiect
Mrs. beta D: Robiason,_Box_
Baptist
River
Blood
Linda Oliver of Louisville._
25, Hazel, Mrs. Lottie P.
meet_
will
Adeens
Assoeiation
Wilson
Lila
vice-president,
Watson (expired); 1183 "
of Louisville; and speaker at Fellowship Hall of First
Poplar, Murray.
of the house, Barbara
Baptist Church at seven p. rre
Johnson, of Owensboro.
Also, serving this year as
Bluegrass State CB Club,
-secretary to the president is scheduled to fheet'at sesen p.
Nancy Price, of Boating
m. at court house.
Green.
Life memberships in the. „.,.Murray Lodge No...105 F. tit
Kentucky' Dental, A: M. will meet-at new lodge
Hygienists' Association
hall on Highway 121, Maefield
were awarded to Carol..
Road, at seven 0. m.
Read, Jiiainta . Poeell.
Theresa Butler. and Sally
by Ranelle
Schaeffer. The House of. • joint recital
Scholl sandals are made to feel past
soprano,
Rigney,
Dean
Delegates awarded
cool and comfortable as they taOk
-as
Vicki
and,
Elizabethtown
William R. Hot:mean,
They have lots of special featiire,. like
Hays, French horn, Paducah,
Kentucky
Western
cushiony padded leather insoles; soft, supple
University, honorary- - will be at 8:15 p. m. in Farrell
top-grain leather, and gently built-up archri
Arts
Fine
his
Hall,
Recital
membership because of
active interest and support , Center, MSU.
,As Seen In
Of dental hygiene.
Living"
"Southern
Hardin Senior Citizens will'shave a work day from 9:30 a.
Scholl sandal. feel as(ornfortAle is then look
41 m. to three p. m.
ILI
At
"IA
g
'fi
#
.111
7
11".
we fool you )),Sandalette in Narrow & Medium
6 to 10
Tuesday.April 19
HOSPITAL PATIENT
ce
Fsroviden
New
Murray
Joe Roberts of
Also Have
Route Eight has 'a-en Homemakers Club will meet
dismissed' - from Low des -, with Bonicha Williams at one
p.m.
4 Ft. Swing - $16"
Hospttal, Paducah.
Financing
. .
5 ft. Swing - $17"
Available
Miiireay Shrine Ladies
. No Respecter of Ass
Group will meet wjth
Sewing
3 Piece Sines and Gliders
Cancer kills the your_ and
Crihfield at ten a:m.
Mrs.
Phil
the old alike. Help %sew ‘sst
Court
by
:
cancer in _ your Kew,
For living Room or Den furniture Check With Us.
Square
giving to the American(
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Society's programs oi re.'
Shepherd United Methodist
education and SCIVICC.
-Church will meet at L30.p-m.

How To Tell.Quacks
From Counselors

C
.

diast4e oj Titoo4ancii

Carrier

Quality Service
Company, Inc.

Kentucky Dental
Hygienists'Assn.
.Elects Officers

Scholl Sandals
Won't Fool You.

15% Discount To
Senior Citizens

753-3855

Buy Direct From

Direct Furniture

3 Piece Contemporary Suite

Sofa—Love Seat—Chair $24900
Western
Set
$34900

1 Mile an 94 East - Nixt To Darnell Marine 753-3546
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a.aillp
I•
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F doorials find opinionated arti, le. on Om page are presenled (or
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n,, editors of Um co...paper strangl, beta". ttiat to hind
lath Moss., *Mai pprraiter Mir PlttortNt - " `ea......on_ 404.syensitiipe'r w otdd be a (It...eerier to our iendee,..
ttierefowner urge renders w,ho do not agree w al Ali e•torial stand I or
.presented bt .III dubs olual writer in a i oaupui to respond
it„..1,or
',
.I ail Mt part'. ular issue brin,. de., ussed
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The Editor':
Notebook

Lesson

By Dr. H. C.CHILES

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

hased on cifn righted outlines produced k the I ,,,,nmttee on
Abe Uniform Series and used tle. permission

until He changed from guest to host. At
the evening meal,"He took bread, and
Incredible if it works.
We read the other' day of a newly
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Worship Services

ra

'

..

l

-I

10:30a. m.

7 00 p m
11 00. in

Morning Worship
Evening

11 00a.m.

'
11 03•. in
L9 19• in,
6 00 p m
GROVE
SOUTH PLEASANT
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
7.00 p. m. •
STOREY'S CTIAM UNITED
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
10:43a. us
Son0nY School

0:30a. m.
10:45a. m.

•E

•

•

•

a

4.

. Sat. 10:30 a. in.

Sat.9:15a.m.

lkoss a ion i)one
Beads

Beauty
Salon
753-7598

Dixieland Center
753-7111

Boyd's Auto Repair

_

•

ROSES

ShoPPer9

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Om Diadem Nei mid Nem Senthriches

'Tenn Saves'
1206 Chnstmet St,

Under New Management

753-7,47

Wells Electric

Murray, Ky.

Dan Boaz-Owner
Railroad Ave. 753-3404

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Corvette Lanes

'

Chicken- Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches

Farmers Grain
& Seed Co.

753-1717

Cell in Orders 753-7101

Sycamore at 12th

7S3-7175

cOMPLIMENTS
paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4

.i.c.a c.o.

If God is your partner,
make your plans large

Murray's Most Complete Department Store

-Kentucky fried ekicket

Garold leyd-Ownor
Cooplote Arnommtic Transmission Service
-Treat bed Alignment
n -Csompiete Tere-Upt topeir Services"1 753-1751
200 S.b716

Trenholm's Drive-In

Central

Center

"For The Complete Look"

Radiator i. Auto Glass Service

9 30 4.in

inis Paige Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.

mei'•''''

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST

School
Sabbath
worship se mu.,

11 :CO a. m.

7:00p. m.

()lurch School
Worship Service

Lst & 3rd Sunday

Everung
2nd de 4th Sunday
No Evening Worship
stun UNITED.

...

WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
11 00a.m , 7:00p.m.
Worship Services
ST. MAWS EPISCOPAL
9:45a, m.
Worship Hour -.!,
11:00a. m.
Church School
HAMANUEl tyrant/Ai' - - - 9:13a. m.
SundAY School
Morning Worship

-

MOUNT PLEASANT
FIRST PRESEITTERIAN

2 it\ k:i

Ow larles.41.. Va., MIS

t( NA •..4- 1-7 -v' ,s.";• t*. P..!:ar

10.45a ni

moots CHAPEL UNITED

. Ain a. m.•" Ist.& 3rd Sunday
if p,in,,ii., eq. -KM& 404 Stinday
Evening

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

_..01

9:30a. in.

Bible Lecture

9
11 00a.at, _

Sunday School
Worship Service

,

c `'''''"". "v-wwer rwwew *ram ww.

rI
Ar
u4c
Wrgra
Morning Services

.Gtovi

'•

•

6,00 p. m

OAK
t,
,

MT. CARMEL

_ _....,____PresbYterian___ __..__

••

'

Worship Service 10 00 a rn 2nd Sunday.
11 30. in 4th Sunday Sunday School 10 00
a rn 1st, Ird. & 4th Sunday • 11.00 a .m 2nd
Sunday

10:00a. m.
•••• 11 •00. in

,

Evening Vion4lp

--

••. •
.s.

Bible Study
Morning Worship

v Ci °k

t

m

- ..

LIMO

-•

JENOVANI WITNESSES
10.30 a , in.
Watchtower

E. Mein A ladintriel Rd.

402 N. 12th
753-4845

4

Cain-AMC
Jeep

PHILLIPS

66

Heniet-Metoder-Greesem-lem-Pecer Wagon
Tim Ommirly Used Cars
maws 753-64411
M6 Celeweter Rd.

Carroll Tire Service

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.South 2nd
753-2752 or 753-3571

P/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489

Rebuih Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPUTE PARTS DEPARTMENT
753-4424
605. Maple St.

-Bowling

Member FDIC.
500 Main

So. 1211i i Story

753-3231

753-6655

- Chestnut St.
753-1215

1915 Main St.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

Murray Auto Ports

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

'' P

.

411:*P In•

10•00a.m
Sunday School
10:50•. in.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 7:00 p. rii. I Sunday Ili Wednesdays i

411.14,

,

, 5•11..
.
orpilmI.
of No..*
0,be•%WI.4.
a..•daft bale mid*
•• mad •••••1...Ns
••••*.*. -

days 11:00 a. m. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday Op. in

Your Complete rev Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Saadi"
Max Keel

Motors

Evening•Worship
KIRKSEY CHURCH
Of CIMIST

1111M11a. M.

DIXTENHARDIN UNITED
10 00 a. us
Worship Service
11 00a.in.
1st 62nd Sundays
1st63rd64th Sunday
IT. NEURON
Worship Service 10 00 a m. 1st Sunday Se
Sunda Y S,Itesol 11 00
Sunday
11 00 a in 3rd
a rn 1st Sunday - 10 00 a in ind, 3rd,& 4th
s,,aulay

10.00. m

Morning Worship

. I
,

.

7:00

COLDWATER

` 0
/
*NOPIV. d
'0' •.All

Warship Service

WM
Cal

Mid-Week

V

10 00. in

COU'S CAMPGROUND

10:00

P.M. Worship

•

•
. -.__YR:..

11.00 a. in.

Bible Study
A.M. Worship

I I 00 a in

9 30. ni
Morning worship Services
10 40 a 01
Sunday School
Evening services lit. 3rd & 5th Sundays
Preaching Service 6 30 p in

10.00 a.m.

Morning Worship
HAZEL 0110101
Of CHRIST

' 111

Isaiah•
In Own Is Yes
- i•••••samaras..
Or4.1...my 4.a.,
i••
*rm.a./ OW rands
e.......11••••• e.. *.
ebetral, ie. cs.• i.,
.00.11
..............
... v.. us
.

lis,

-

CJIRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky. . Sun-

Purchase Tire Mart

American

IMENOSIOP
Sunday School

8 456 10 Ma m.

GOSNIN METICIOIST

loop,in.

Evening Worship

FIRST METWOOIST

LYNN &NOVI
Morning Worship Service
School
Sunday

6 •PO P• m•
.
10.45•. in.

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship

fie .3,
i

11 00 a m

Morning Worship
Evening Worstup

A•

it 4-. .
'J '"

-

Saturday Mass6 30 p rn

11.90 a in.
7 00p rn

'
•
v

10 00 ern
11 00 a. m.

MISSELS CRAM IIIIMO
10 00 a in'
Sunday School
11 30 a in
Morning Worship

.
10:50a. in.
likeiiing Service
Evening Worship
6.00 P. En.
INEASJUIT VALLI,

-

•,..,•• so

e

Mlle.in.
-OLD SALEM BAPTIST
-10:1Ma.in
Sunday School
600p.in.
Evening Senhce
11:10a. m.
Worship Service
meat OF JESUS Client
. 5:40p. m.
Vesper Service
.•
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS _,,_ COLDWATER
10-,Clis.in.
•
er.
Sunday School
„. . ..-,"..1.;th:
Mottling ServiceS
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
0:00p.m.
Evening Services
CHURCH
'
FAITH BAPTIST
Sunday Mass I a m, 11 a :r: 4 30 p m
11-008 m
6 30p m

I, '.
' t•

---

FIRST OIMSTIAN ' •
.ig ...,...-- p. ..
1044fligii;. 111
- TAIIIMArCEIRIST1AN .
10.30 a. in.
Worihip
9:30a. in.
Bible School

•----

..44‘ .

10 00 a ni.
11 00 a m
; 00 p. in

Worship

.

IIIILCONCORD

Sund*hool
Sc IMS""MD
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

TEMPS' Rill (ACTED

SMUTS A POPLAR
10 401 in
Worship Service
6 00 p. hi
Worship
Evening

.
• r.
.1 i •

.

There is a thole ill every person'. life when be feel. that what he duos
doesn't matter very much He feels that bele unimportant in the larger
scheme of things. The world is se vast and .0 complet that it must seem
that what our man doe* is of little value. Tel in Luke 12:6.7 we read,
"Are not 6ve sparrows sold for two hirthingsand not one of diem is forgotten before God '8 Bra even the very hairs of your bead are all num.
bered. Fear not therefore: ye are of more value than many ',arrows."
If God values each *parrot., than how much
more important is the lifr of each mass? To
i....1 every living soal i. iinvortiuit. Remember,
no matter who you are. rIch or poor. fatness
or unknown, hod air,* kr iou.

Worship Sir-Weed

. 2:0131.I3L

LOCUST GROVE

0

His Eye is-On the Sparrow

Christian

9 30 a m
11 00 a m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

qr

..

•

LONE OAK MUMMY( ‘'
lot Sunday
.... 3rd Sunday

.

10.00 a iii
11 00 A in.

Morning Worship
Sunday School

10'50 a. ni.
6 JO p. m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship

n6ToottarITLD .1, 2nd
atow
woritup serv
Sunday. 10:00 a m 3rd & 4th. Sunday School
10.00• m 1st & 2nd Sunday. 11 06. m 3rd
a' 4thSundlif

19:50a. m.
6,00 p. in.

•

UNION GROVE
itor

'1

MOUNT HORDE FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
Worship

EMT MURRAY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

A.

..a.Ili

Pt"

Morning Worship
Evening Worship .

I 400

Nimbi,••

OWD6 CHAPEL
Morrung Worship
Evening Worship

'...

0

--

10 30a m
6 00 p. in.
II 43 a.
in.
7 00 p. m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•

IleallikAppr

kl%.

UNIVIIIIIITY

,

Mm.raiii,

11 00 a M.
Morning Worship
0 Me.
Evening Worship
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
sunday school
1000a.m.
II 00 a m . 7:011p.m.
Worship Services
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10110p.m
11.00 a m.,7:311184,M..:
Worship Services
FIRST ASSEMBLY
.
08 001)
101111a.rts.
School
Sunday
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.,
Evening
Sunday
eitua.a. rate
7.00p. in.
UNITED,310 RYAN AVE.
10:00a. m.
Sunday School
7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
•
CHAPEL
DIVIARDS
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
31-00.. in.
Worship Service
7:30 p. m.
Everung Worship
FIRST UNITED -_
10.00 a.m.Is 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship
Tues. s,Thum
7:00 p m.

Everting Worship
l'°°11 in.
NEW MT. GRIME MISSIONARY
..-., 11:00a. in.
Morning Worship
7,00 p. m.
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

VII

INDEPENDENCE UNTIED

11.00 a in
6 30 p m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ifr
I . p.t,_
11L

LIMO HEIGHTS

tIMMOSSAL BAPTIST

Morning-Worship

m.
m
in
in
in

Pentecostal

11 001. in
7.30 p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

9 44 a
10.45 a
5 13p
6 00 p
7 00 p

NEW PROVIDENa

II .00• in
10 00a ru.

Worship Service
Sunday School

Church of Christ

.

LOCUST NOVI MIMI
11:00•m.
Mordng Worship
10:00am.
lhoday School
5:10 pm.
Worship
M.woegbip
5:00 pin.
6 •30 pm.
Wednesday Evening

11 110 a in
emp in

Morning Worship
10'41P..5:30,4:000.4s
Singing,Evening WoreRIVER
R1.000
11 00 a rn
Morning Worship
6'30p. m
Evening Wor4lup
KINSEY IAPTIST
- • - - --. -

,

0000 DIRDIRD UNITED -

NORTHSIDE

Morning Worship
•Evening Worship

9 30.. in.
10 30' m.

Worship Service
Sunday School

11:1111a. in.
6:00p. m.
7:00 p. m.

Morrung Worship
Everung Worship

10 00

PALI:WNW UNITED

WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunda) Evening
Wednesday Evening

11 00

Worship
Worship

•

AI'

-- - -

Methodist

•

-

A ,-

...Attend Ch urch

•

11:00a. in.
630p. m.

Worship Service
Evening Worstup

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR

-

. --.-- -. . . . . . . ..........
.
FUTURE

Play School

.0:..,
46(1,•

At Its Best':
Ph. 753-2202

Neon 4.1•al. te 5 pm.• S Dins
.-i111 Your Children
Worship
Ai W

1
.11t..}43
_,,.)..
vlr.

•Chidren Are Gods Gift

.-„._,.,,,,
,....
Plants'
Fancy
,

Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance

..,..,

753-8807

1606 Ryan-Ave., Merrrry

'Your Plant &

Quasar

Whirlpool Sales 8. Service
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
753-1319
Phone
Rood
Industrial
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Wicker

Headquarters
4• oi.i.i...a CeMor 751HAS

753-3037

-r-

°6
114.16.1

m

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

C'Murray Cahlevision
, Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Motel
753-4032
8th 8. Chestnut

Creative Printers, Inc.

401 Olive - 753-5312
.

Let us Entertain You

. •,

DeVanti s Steak
& Pizza House

V
Itil 44 RIM f Mt• TIM

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
100 So. 13th St.

mold fungus

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Tobers Body
Shop,inc.

Murray Electric System

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnist, Murray
753-2285

We use plastic &
wood treatment for

Storey's
,
Food Giant

Murray
Theatres

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service

ineting-Comeserciel Refripen**

KNOWLEDGE
T
SERVICE THROUGH
Phone 753-8181
802 Chestnut

&

FlowersforIIOccadests

iID

For Passenger-Track 0 Farm Tires
753-3164
$OS Coldwater Rd.

Noose Pleats Landscaping
SOO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

.

1-6 San.

Shop For The
Entire Family

753-8777

7 wire
.
- 0.*••....71.,

=AM

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"

Shalt Not Steal
Thy
r

Plumbing - Heating
& Air Conditioning

•Cootio•rcial •Ititsialookil
Repairs 1 Ortellotion

501 4 4t6

7334164

The Little

Big John's
, Economy
None of Omelet
!
-

•Selection"

•

West Ky. Rural Telephone

0

Toys it Gifts
for Everyone
Dixieland Center
753-9696

Lynburst Resort

God Is Love

0TAsc

„'.• •

,

Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

rum.P.-,

•

.*

Cel. sod IiIrs. UMW &Fill - MOM I
now 436-2345 end 434-5376

Phone 753-1713

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

•

1031000e • 753-1933

Ilel.Alr lhopsh•

Jock & Jill Day Core Center

94 Wash*,

m.‘sio.

75$411111
We base shocks,
Illrolos„ llokhors

June McAlister-Owner

Avis 2 yr. se 5 yrs. - Ins. 6:30.... v.5 p.m.
107 Se. 4,11 - Money • 753.4E22

ess.

Kenlake Marina

Glen 8 Sears, Gen. Manager
GRAIN DIVISION
WILHAM- MGR.
stJ.W.
Tom Andrews - Veer-We
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
,-Calionet, Alerskell, CarNslo Connie, in ey 0/4
Graves
Sorel*,
BOAT RENTALS ','
HOUSE
lbws.
Ors
liEss.
etray,
specials
N.ere minim
Wheat & SoYbealls
Homy C.., Timm.
Sam wk. M E. W.0601md, Supt.
Phi. 4744245
Fri.. SM,Son.• T41/01 INA tykoldl
lake State Park
Ky.
753-4351 or 247-4350
Ns. 1200 En.641 -Cal im Orden to 733-4419
Rosa /534220. .

ii

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

,

Open 9-9
Mors.-Sat.

Acres of
Free Parking

Ward-Elkins

641 North - 753-2654

Ewing Tire Service

Grecian Steak House

Air Conditioning

Jerry D. tents, Ilemid A. Mem and lorry leiter, moms

Shirley's Florist &
Gorden Center

"

Randy Thornton Service Co..

Murray Mensorid Gardens

7S3-3914

Yew Complete Tire Service Castor

''Go To Church Sunday-

Bel-Air Center

,

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
%nisi, Neer Tensilion Sims 1916
ledestriml ltd.

753-2924

•••
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Del Purcell: Out Of Shadows
And Finding-His Own Lifestyle
more and has really improved that into my head and he's
By MIKE BRANDON
teaching pro.
teaching professional.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
"I really pride myself in his game," Bennie added.
All three of.us ( Mel along
made his point. A temper
As a freshman at Murray hurts you more than helps
Hank Williams Junior once with Bennie, the father and teaching so that's what I want
recorded a song called MSU tennis coach) started to do. Mel's future and mine state, Del, played the number you.
"Standing in the Shadows." playing tennis about the same are just two different aspects five. singles. As a sophomore
"When you have a temper,
and junior, he played at you have to beat yourself and
It was a song about how he'd time. I think I was about nine of the game," Del added.
found life tough after standing and Mel was around five," Del
When Mel was in the fifth number four. During those your opponent," Del added.
in the shadows of his late and said-.
grade, he earned a trip to the three years, he averaged le Toel Purcell may or may not
famous father.
"I never really got serious State Tournament in the wins per season.
finish his career as a winner.
But this year, Del is playing It would be great for his last
For Del Purcell, there's about tennis until I was about singles play. By the time. Mel
been a lot of standing in the 15. I played baseball in the was in the seventh, Del was a at the top, the number one match to be a win in the league
shadows. But slowly and summer and enjoyed all the junior and the two combined singles.
championship.
"It doesn't seem that much
surely, and with confidence, other sports and I really kind to win the State Championship
But on the other hand, if he
Del Purcell has moved out of of got a late start.
in the doubles. They repeated tougher playing at number loses, it's not the end of the
one but I guess that's why I've world for the young man who
the shadow.
"Mel's just a natural ders senior year,.
"Del Purcell? Sure, he's athlete. He started young and
After he had completed his lost so many close matches wants to be a teacher of the
Mel's older brother isn't he?" has stayed with it and he's senior year at Murray High, this year," Del said.
sport.
"I feel as j.he season goes on,
Del has probably heard that going to have the talent to go Del went to Massachusetts
Instead, he will quietly
hundreds of times but it on and pursue a career as a and worked in a tennis camp. I will be able to convert some pursue his goal and take life in
doesn't bother him. He has professional.
He had hoped to get a of those close losses into stride. Del Purcell will be a
matured and knows what he
But I feel I can relate to scholarship to Memphis State. wins."
brilliant teacher because he
There's no such thing al an has learned so much and has
wants in life.
He was told there were no
people pretty well and get
_
PIaying -his-finat - year -of-- things said so they can un- 'IOW scholarships left at easy match - when you are the intelligence, wit and
tennis at Murray State, derstand. Plus I think my Memphis so he signed to play playing at number one. Even personality to be able to pass
Purcell has his sights set on a experience as a player will under his father at Murray the schools that don't have it on other young people who
job. He wants to become a also help a lot in becoming a State. Later„. a scholarship outstanding tennis programs have dreams.
opened at Memphis but it was still have their best at number
one so you are never able to
too late.
Both Bennie and Del believe overlook anyone.
Del's chances for the upthe father-son, coach-athlete
aspect of their relationship coming OVC Tournament will
be the luck of the draw. All the
has helped.
Of course, with Bennie being number one players for the
the coach, he has-more time to eight schools in the league will
spend with Del. And of course, draw and they'll fight. It out
By Mike Brandon
with Bennie himself being a from there.
It's going to be tough.
great teacher, Del has reaped
Sports Editor
Western Kentucky's Svante
the benefits.
"He's improved his game Malstem, who won at number
three last year, has moved up
every year," Bennie said.
"He's a smart player and to number one for the
has a lot more self control Hilltoppers and will give
now. Used to, Del would stay Purcell rugged competition in
on the baseline and try to win. the OVC Tournament.
weanesaay was the first day of the beginning.
Nobody, including fans or even those lofty people on the
By MATT YANCEY
me," he said afterwards. "I He tried to hit too many shots • Then there's Joe Shaheen of
It was the day when college basketball coaches who have
Board of Regents, should tell Fred Overton orJim Calvin
.Associated Press_Weiter •
was just-as-nervetts. I wrisn't-- ter make winners.
Easter.p Kentucky and Lasse
been losers saw visions of turning into winners.
where the players should come from or what color they
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP overjoyed, but I was pleased.
His strongest points are his Durchman of Middle TenIt was the day when coaches who have been winners held
should be.
— - Winning is great, but the Of the 92 pitches, all of them backhand and his serve. And nessee. And to make it worse,
their breath and hoped tradition would carry them through.
Those people don't coach basketball. If Jim Calvin and
next best thing is losing. The knucklebails. I only threw 10 now he's coming to the net Gary Boss, the defending
Wednesday was the first day a basketball player could
Fred Overton receive total community support,some great
worst"thing is not feeling that that didn't do anything."
champion at number one, is
sign a national letter of intent.
things are going to happen at Murray State University.
feeling in my storOch,
Bouton _ ;.had tried
a
still there for Austin Peay.
What Next?
It does not end in a week. A month from now, the
something I haven't felt in a comeback in the latter part of
While the going has been
recruiters will still be on the phone, running through the airlongtime."
the 1975 season with Portland,' ,ATHENS, Ga. (AP) Ted tough in the singles this
ports and wishing they had a Hertz credit card.
Turner,
colorful
owner
of
the
That is the reason former Ore., in the Northwest
season, the doubles has been
Wednesday was just the day the first shot was heard by
New York Yankees pitcher League. He gave it up last National League Atlanta super. Del has combined with
Joe Public.
Murray will no longer be a ghost town as the high schools
Jim Bouton gives for his final season to star in a television Braves and the Atlanta Hawks Tom Lie at number two and
Old Joe doesn't know about the time and frustration that
will resume classes Monday.
of
the
National
Basketball
fling at baseball. At 38, Bouton series based on his book. The
they've won their last six
goes into recruiting. Old Joe seems to think it's a life of
And of course, next week is going to be the heaviest week
has given up a $65,000 per year series was canceled after only Association, will make his matches.
wining and dining when actually it's two cold Big Macs and
of the spring as far as sports is concerned.
head
football
coaching
debut
job as a sports broadcaster five weeks.
Perhaps it's Del's ability to
an order of fries in a Holiday Inn,if you're lucky.
Here's a look at what's going on next week:
and made a comeback atHe said he began calling the April'n in the University of control his temper that has
You practically live with a kid for a weekend and just
Monday — Murray State at Arkansas State for
Georgia's
annual
Red-Black
-—th-mpt with the Knoxville Sox, major league clubs in January
helped his tennis career as
when you think you have him ready to sign, he's like that
doubleheader and Calloway golf at Fulton City.
game.
•
a Class AA Southern League trying to get one of them just
much as anything else.
-big bass that somehow got away.
Tuesday — Calloway golf at Lone-Oak; Calloway, MarThe announcement was,
,farm team of the Chicago to let him show up for spring
There was a time when he
At Murray State, it's sort of like a campaign headquarshall County and Murray High boys and girls' track teams
made
Thursday
by
Georgia
White Sox.
training. Of the 12 clubs he
would slam his racket on the
ters on election eve. It's been a bitter and hard-fought battle
will have a triangular at Murray High; Calloway baseball
His pay is $1,500 per month, contacted, only the White Sox Coach Vince Dooley.
courts, stomp, scream and
and nobody really knows for sure how it's going to turn out.
at Fancy Farm and Murray High baseball at Marshall
"He's
taken
over
the
Braves
more than the mortgage told him he could come, but
Murray is close, very close, to landing some outstanding
County.
,exhibit his temper tantrums.
payments on his home at with the tandition that he pay and Hawks, so he might as.
But now, he's quiet and
players.
But
Gerald
Ford
was
close
to
being
elected
Wednesday — Murray High golf at Calloway golf, Lyon
well take the Bulldogs for a
Englewood, N.J., a home his his own expenses.
confident on the courts, but
president too.
County at Calloway'baseball, Mayfield at Murray High
day,"
said
Dooley
of
Turner.
wife is trying to sell to finance
sometimes, he'll give an ocDon't expect to be reading headlines about who Murray
baseball and Western Kentucky will be at Stewart Stadium
"I wouldn't want to be
his dream of again playing in
casional
yell
in
disgust
at
has
signed, not yet. As we've said before, the Racers are
for a dual meet with the Racer women's track team.
New
Coach
as
a
box-office
called
atup
the major leagues.
himself if he does something,
pursuing quality and not quantity. And the quieter it's kept,
Thursday — Calloway baseball at Lowes, Calloway boys
The fast ball Bouton had in traction," he said. "I only
the better.
AUSTIN, Tex. ( AP) — wrong.
and girls' track teams at Mayfield, Camden at Murray
.
.
compiling a 21-7 record for the want to go to the big leagues if Catherine Beene, tennis pro at
"I guess self control is
Whether they are black or white, from Kentucky or
High baseball (4 p. m.1; Henry County at Murray High
Yankees in 1963 is long gone. I could win up there. the University Club in probably a sign of maturity.
California, the thing is this: the object is to produce a winbaseball ( 7 p. m.) and Murray State baseball for
Ten years ago, he was con- Knuckleballers go on and on. Houston, has been named the My dad has been pounding
ner.
doubleheader at Middle Tennessee.
Hoyt
Wilhelm
was
still
sidered washed up, and later
women's tennis coach at the
Friday — Murray High baseball at Calloway baseball;
he drated from one minor throwing them in the big University of Texas.
Arkansas State and Austin Peay at Murray State for mens'
49,
which
gives
leagues
me
at
league team to another while
track meet.
TENNIS
writiuglascontroversial-book, a good II years"..
Saturday — Murray State women's track team at
Bouton'said-the all-night bus
PORT WASHINGTOINTAFT,Y
-Ban Four," poking holes in
Lexington for KWIC Meet, Western Kentucky Conference
rides
end
playing
before
as
—
Billie
Jean
King and br.
baseball
America's
Track Meet at Stewart Stadium and the annual Blue-Gold
few as 500 fans in small parks Renee Richards defeated
mythology.
Game (7:30 p. m.)at Stewart Stadium.
throughout
the
South
does
not
Patti
Shoolman
and
Aleida
Bouton, using only a
Boys and girls' tennis lit Murray High will also begin nest
knuckleball, pitched his first bolher him. Nor does the idea Spex 6-0, 6-7, 6-1 in reaching
week
but we do not have a completed schedule as of yet.
the semifinals of a $20,000
game for Knoxville Thursday he might fail,
might
be
a
sad
story;
"It
if
I
women's doubles tennis
night. In seven innings, he
and center fielder Ruppert
gave up seven hits, including don't do well, I'll consider it a tournament.
Blue Jays 5, Tigers 3
By KEN RAPPOPORT
41.
said.
"I'm
sad
story,"
sure
he
HOUSTON—
Secondtwo home runs, to players half
Pinch-hitter Otto Velez' Jones drilled a two-run homer
AP Sports Writer
his age. The Chattanooga a doctor could tell me-why I'm seeded the Nastase of
The weather in Milwaukee three-run homer in the eighth to lead Seattle over the Twins.
Jones' third homer of the
Lookouts, a farm club of the doing this more than I can. Romania rallied for.0 4-6, 6-1,
was just what the doctor inning vaulted surprising
season off right-hander Pete
Toronto over Detroit.
Oakland A'S, went on to win Sometimes_ I question it 6-2 victory over Australian
ordered for Jim Slaton.
the game 3-1 and Bouton was myself: 'Am I going nuts?' Ross Case in gaining the
With one out in the eighth, Redfern in the eighth sent the
"In warmer weather, I
But then five minutes later semifinals of a $100,000 WC-T
the lbsing pitcher.
might not have lasted as reliever John Hiller, 0-2, Twins' starter to the showers
tournament.
"It was the World Series to I'm having fun."
long," said the Milwaukee walked Doug Ault and Ron and gave the Mariners a 4-1
Comes From
Fairly. Velez, batting for Sam lead and their eventual
Brewer pitcher.
Staten was making his first Ewing, then hit a 2-1 pitch winning run.
A's 8, Angels 7
start of the season Thursday over the left field fence to give
Larry Lintz scored from
after a long siege with the flu the expansion Blue Jays their
and with the help of 46-degree fifth triumph in seven games second base in the ninth inning
Flowers & Greenhouse
temperatures,
breeted and provide rookie Jerry on an error by stortstop Bobby
through nine no-sweat innings Garvin with his second victory Grich to give Oakland its
917 Coldwater
Phone 753-3880
and handcuffed the Baltimore in two starts. Garvin gave up victory over California.
by
off
the
ninth
Lintz
led
six hits, struck out 10 and
Orioles 5-0 on three hits.
drawing a walk off loser John
"I would have sweated a lot 'walked two.,
Verhoeven, 0-2, and moved to
Mariners 4, Twins 3
more if it was warmer and it
Right-hander
Gary second on a sacrifice by Matt
would have drained a lot more
out of me," noted Slaton, who Wheelock limited Minnesota Alexander. Mitchell Page was
had lost six pounds during his to four hits in eight innings, intentionally walked and Dick
Allen then flied to deep center.
illness and recovery.
Lintz.went to third after the
He hadn't pitched since
What Losers!
catch and scored when the
April 4.
relay throw lot away from
In other American League
MOORPAFtK, Calif.(AP) —
action,the Toronto Blue Jays The two other teams did not Grich in short center field.
Looking for something enjoyable to do?
beat the Detroit Tigers 5-3; the enter the final event of the
Signs
Contract
Then
help us help children who can't help
Seattle Mariners nipped the triangular track meet, but the
Minnesota Twins 4-3 and the Santa Barbara City College
themselves.
EDMONTON (AP)
Oakland A's edged the women's mile relay team still Offensive guard Bill Story,
Cystic Fibrosis is a killer. It kills children.
formerly of Souther, Illinois
California Angels 8-7. The did not win it.
If
-ryou can sponsor a youngster who is
Texas-Cleveland game was
Moorpark
Since
and University, has signed with
going
to ride Saturday in the Cystic Fibrosis
postponed by rain. .
the
Edmonton
Eskimos
of
the
did
not
Ventura
have women's
The Brewers took a 2-0 lead mile relay teams, all Santa Canadian Football League.
log-Bike-A-Thon,then give all you can.
with two fifth-inning runs off Barbara CC's team had to do
After his collegiate career,
Delicious food served in a experience when you visit
And if God has blessed you enough that
loser Rudy May, 0-2. Don to win the event — and the Story played with the Detroit
beautiful dining room with a the dining rooms of Kenlake
you are strong and healthy, then show up
Money singled and took third meet — was finish the final Wheels of the now-defunct
beautiful view overlooking State Resort Park_ A regular
World Football League in 1974
on a double by Dan Thomas. event without incident.
at 9-a.m. at Murray High to help make this
the lake and soft organ menu is served during the
Money scored on a single by
It did not, howeyer. As and the Kansas City Chiefs of
year's event a success.
Von Joshua and Thomas raced Barbara Smith, the SBCC the National Football League
music...that's a perfect dining week.
It's still not too late to get someone to
home when Larry Harlow anchor runner, headed for the in 1975.
bobbled the ball for an error in rape, an overjoyed teammate
BUFFET: FRIDAY-SATURDAY - 5:30-9 *SUNDAYS 11 NOON-9
sponsor you. It's never too late to help
HORSE RACING
short center.
ran on the track in front of her
CHERRY HILL, N.J. —
child.
The Brewers made it 4-0 and broke the ribbon.
About 10,000 persons fled a fire
Proceeds from this event will go to the
with a pair of unearned runs in
That disqualifed Santa that destroyed the 35-year-old
the sixth and a single by Cecil Barbara in ,the event WedBluegrass
Chapter of the Cystic Fibrosis
clubhouse at Garden State
HWY 94-E, AURORA
Cooper and double by Sal nesday and made the
Park and heavily damaged
Foundation.
Bando produced their final Vaqueros finish the meet two
the adjacent grandstand
run in the eighth.
points behind Ventura.
areas.
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Bouton Gives Up Job To
Play In Minor Leagues

Standing On
The Firing Line

Racers Probably Won't Sign Many Players

Looking Ahead

Cool Temperatures Key
For Slaton's Shutout

All
Good

Shrubbery

Yuaida's

Help
Wanted!

Kenlake State Resort Park
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Warriors Explode To‘
Rout Pistons 138-108
a sellout Cobo Arena crowd of
By LARRY PALADINO
11,220. Barry scored 28 points
AP Sports Writer
DETROIT (API - It had to and Smith had 28 of his 35 in
be one of the biggest collapses the first half.
Last year, Smith averaged
in
National Basketball
31 points against the Pistons
Association playoff history.
The Detroit Pistons trailed and 29.5 against them in the
by two points, 69-67, three playoffs.
-We didn't-10 to anyone
minutes into the second half
and lost by 30 Thursday night, special. We try to think we're
138-108, to the Golden State flexible enough to run our stuff
to anybody," said Golden
Warriors. •
There is no room, now, for State Coach Al Attles. "Smith
either team to collapse. Their was going good and Rick hit
best-of-three opening-round well and we got the ball to
playoff series is tied 1-1. The them when they were going
teams meet in Oakland hot."
Sunday to determine who
The Warriors, who led only
advances to the quarter-finals
63-59 at halftime, outscored
against Los Angeles.
the Pistons 26-10 in a sevenWe simply got outplayed, minute span midway through
that's all there was to it," said the third quarter to pull away.
Pistons Coach Herb Brawn. Barry, Smith and - Cliff Ray
We looked like rank each scored six points in the
• -- •
amateurs. That's it. I'm too spurt.
Ray scored 16 points, hitting
hoarse to talk."
He may have been un- all eight of his shots, including
several slam dunks. Rookie
derstating the case.
"Yeh, I was embarrassed," Robert Parish came. off the
admitted Detroit center Bob bench and scored 20.
Lanier. _
Eric Money topped the
Phil Smith and Rick Barry Pistons with 31 points, while
teamed for 63 points, pacing Lanier scored 23 and Chris
the Warriors' triumph, before Ford 22. Lanier, who returned

from a 15-game absence a
week ago after recovering
from a broken right hand,
grabbed 18 rebounds.
Earl Strom, one of the two
NBA officials who aren't on
strike,, handled the , game
along With Dick Schaper - a
referee from the semi-pro
Eastern League.
Cobo Arena was picketed by
four striking officials - Don
Murphy, Paul Mihalic, Jim
Capers and Mike Mathis. They
carried signs reading, "NBA
unfair to referees."
Regarding the officials,
Attles said: "I told our players
it was up to us to control our
tempers and keep the fans off
of us. You'll notice I yelled at
, the vet, not the rookie."
There are three NBA playoff
games tonight, with all the
home teams looking to even
the best-cif-three series at 1-1.
A loss br any home team
mews elimination.
Tfe Cleveland Cavaliers
entertain the Washington
Bullets, the San Antonio Spurs
are home to the Boston
Celtics, and the Chicago Bulls
entertain the Portland Trail
Blazers.

SOn HIM 1.1.INAR C4'IMF)
•

Pains
Cardinal Kiddie Korps
Steals Show From Mets

By HERSCHEL NISSENISON seven-hitter and Bitl Madlock
and Willie McCovey belted
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- It was two-run homers.
Madlock also had an RBI
Senior Citizens Day at Shea
Stadium but the St. Louis single to go along with his
Cardinals' Kiddie Karns stole second homer in two garrits as
the Giants took the series from
the show.
"St. Louis might be the the Padres 2-1. Barr evened
darkhorses," said New Yet* his record at 1-1 with the
Manager Joe Frazier after the victory, striking out a careerhighflying, young Cardinals high 11 men and walking two.
Jerry Turner and pinchdisposed of the Mets 4-1
Thursday and boosted their hitter Mery Rettenmund hit
solo homers for the Padres
record to 5-1, all on the road.
After winning three games while Gary Thomasson,
in Pittsburgh, the Cards were Darrell Evans and Madloek
shut out by the Mets':-Toax all collected two hits to pace
Seaver Tuesday, but bounced the Giants' 12-hit attack.
back with a pair of victories.
The hungry Redbirds are
beginning to make believers of
preseason experts who consigned them to fourth place in
the National League East.
" "Pittsburgh and New York
are strong enough clubs to
make or break you," said 37year-old left fielder Lou
By BOB GREEN
Brock, the club's elder
AP Golf Writer
statesman, "and usually they
CARLSBAD, Calif. ( AP)break you more .than make The last year, said Johnny
you."
Miller, "has been a humbling
Brock is caught up in the experience.
club's early-season spirit of
'I've been playieg bad that
success, but it doesn't surprise long, except for the Kaiser and
him.
the British Open. This isn't
"I got that feeling the last something that's just come up
six weeks of last season," he
day on the 1st of October. It said.This club was 80 per in the last couple of months.
came out to 60 hitsin 30 cent young, inexperienced _I've been playing pretty bad
golf fora year.
-genies," said Rose.
players who were just happy
-But..1 haven't really been
Rose, who has missed just to be in the major leagues and
seven games in seven years,, were awed by the opposition. down on mY•self. I've been
says it is a matter of accepting But the last six weeks they
aches and pains,
adopted the attitude that they
"I have my share of would stand up and fight and
problems, but I just try not to not be denied. What you see
let people know when I don't now are guys determined to
feel good.".
Ametcan League
prove they're big league
EAST
One year, Rose played the ballplayers."
W L Pet. GB
first month of a season with a
The young lions include first here
kl
3 1 .750
heavily wrapped leg "but
5 2 .714 baseman Keith Heniandezs--Toronto nobody knew about it except 23; shortstop Garry Tern- M11,wkee
3 2 .600 1
2 3 .400 2
N ork
Sparky Anderson."
pleton, 22; right fielder Hector Bait
1 4 .200 3
Rose admits there was one Cruz, 24; and rookie relievers Detroit
1 6 .143 4
occasion when pride entered Jottri Urrea, 22, and Johnny Boston
0 4 .000 3‘.2
into issue.
WEST
---Sutton, 24. Templeton and
"We were playing the New Hernandez each drove in arta 2Iderbrd
' 6 1 1ST 1 -.BOO 1
- 4
York Mets and John Matlack Thursday while newcorriri
4 1 .800 1
was pitching. I had hurt Tony Scott, who has less than Texas
meats
3 2 .600 2
myself running into the two years of service in the Seattle
4 5 444 3
3 4 429 3
stands, but I wasn't about to majors, slammed a two-run • Mine
3 6 .333 4
sit out. -I'd still be hearing triple while filling in for center Calif
Thursday's Results
about it if I had," he said, fielder Bake McBride. Toronto 5, Detroit 3
referring, to the clubhouse
Milwaukee 5, Baltimore 0
When the Mets nicked
needling between players.
Oakland 8, California 7
winner Bob Forsch for a run in
Seattle 4, Minnesota 3
the seventh, Urrea came on
Cleveland at Texas, ppd.,
Milian,
out
struck
Felix
and
Nice Luck
rain
annually one of baseball's
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
SALEM, N.H. (AP) - An toughest hitters to fan. That
Oakland I Torrez 1-01 at Minunidentified ticket holder ended the threat and Urrea
(Thormodsgard 10
correctly selected the first allowed one hit over the last nesota
New York (Gullett 0-1 ) at
three finishers. in the seventh two innings to record his Milwaukee (Augustine 1-01, (n)
at second save in as many big
races
ninth
and
Toronto (Hargan 1-0i at Chicago Knapp I-0i.
Rockingham Park Thursday league appearances.
Detroit (Ru,hle 0-1) at Kansas
night, winning the Twin
In the only other National City
(Colborn I.O, (n) ,
Trifecta Dynamite Jackpot League game Thursday, the
Baltimore (Grimsley 071) at
for a record $32,116.10.
outSan Francisco Giants
Texas (Perry 1-01, tn)
Seattle (Abbott 0-11 at CaliThe previous record was scored the San Diego Padres
( Ryan 1-11, in )
fornia
$15,079.30 won April 5.
8-4 as Jim Barr pitched a
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Boston at Cleveland
Neu York at Milwaukee
Toronto at Chicago
Oakland at Minnesota
Detroit at Kansas City, tn-1
Baltimore at Texas, (n)
Seattle at California, in)
Sunday's Games
playoff games this year, carry
By FRANK BROWN
Boston at Cleveland
of
Three
into
lead
Game
2-0
a
AP Sports Writer
Toronto at Chicago
The Philadelphia Flyers their best-of-seven set widithe Oakland at Minnesota
don't need to be reminded Buffalo Sabres. New York lost Detroit at Kansas City
New York at Milwaukee
what happened in last year's the first two games of the Baltimore
at Texas
matchup
teams'
quarter-final
they
quarter-final when
Seattle at California
coming
last
season
before
played the Maple Leafs in
National League
four •
EAST
Toronto. They don't need to be back to sweep the next
W L Pet. GB
told that four of their players and enter thesemis.
6 1 .857
This year the shoe is on the SI?auis
await June trials after having
3 2 .600 2
Chicago
N
are
foot.
Sabres
The
other
been charged with criminal
yMontreal
2 2 .560
have
for
hoping
a
but
reversal,
3 4 _429 3
actions stemming from inlost their last eight games to pins
2 3 .400 3
cidents during the games.
2
/
0 4 .000 41
- Phila
They also don't have to be Islanders goalie Billy Smith
WEST
13
reminded that they've lost the who is unbeaten in his 1(st
5 1 .833
Houston
4 2 .667 1
first two games of this year's games over-all - and have
beaten
once
New
York
only
LQ;r:rnIg
in.,„,S
3 3 .500 2
quarter-final to the Leafs and
, :
Diego
3 4 .429
;
Atian
.lio S
new must win four of the next the last 11 games betweee
2 4 .333 3
five - three of them at teams.
2 5 .2116 3½
Added to Buffalo'-s` troubles Cinci
Toronto, where Ontario
Thursday's Results
St. Louis 4, New York 1
Roy are injuries to defensemen
General
Attorney
Fogolin.
Billy
Hajt _and Lee
San Francisco 8, San Diego 4
McMurtry might well be in
Only games scheduled
and
attendance to make sure no left wing Terry Martin
Friday's Games
more -criminal" mischief right wing Danny Gare.
Chicago (Krukow 0-0) at New
who
The
Bruins,
Boston
York
(Matlack 0-1i
takes place.
a
Philadelphia (Carlpn 0-h at
That doesn't matter to eliminated the Kings in
last
Montreal (Stanhouse"5-0i
Flyers left wing Ross Lon- seven-game quarter-final
Los Angeles (Rau 1-01 at San
the
sberry. "All that matters now year, take their 2-0 lead to
Francisco
( Halicki 1-0)
6-2
West
and
Coast
after 8-3
is winning some hockey
Houston Lemongello 0-11 at
who Atlanta ( Ruthven 1-0), I n
games, and we'll do what we triumphs. The Canadiens,
10
Pittsburgh (Rooker 0-1.i at St.
have to-do, even if it means the have beaten St. Louis in all
Louis (Falcone 0-0_), in; ,
enof
-season
their
post
out
bailed
be
must
entire team
Cincinnati (Norman 0.4)) at
counters, visit the Blues on San
"firjaiffer the games.
Diego (Strom 0-h, n )
St
the
Saturday
night because
Saturday's Games
"Last year is history and it
Louis Arena wasn't available
Chicago at New York
won't affect us now."
Philadelphia at Montreal
History seems to be for a Friday game.
Pittsburgh at -St. Louis
other
the
repeating itself in
Los Angeles at San .Franoisco
GOLF
National Hockey League
Houston at Atlanta, in
Cincinnati at San Diego, r n
playoff series, which shift to
TALLAHASSEE, Fla
Sunday's Games
Buffalo and Los Angeles for Five players, including rookie
Chicago at New York
games tonight and to St. Louis Richard Meissner, shot 68s
Philadelphia at Montreal
and tied for the first-round
Saturday night.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis 3
Houston at Atlanta
The New York Islanders, lead in the $80,000 Tallahassee
Is Angeles at San Francisco
who have won all four of their Open Golf Tournament.
Cincinnati at San Diego .
•

Big M Club
Meeting Set
For Monday
The Big M Club will hold its
annual spring meeting at 6:30
p. m. Monday at the Triangle
Inn.
The club will be discussing
the upcoming Blue-Gold game
at Murray State. The BlueGold game, which caps spring
football practice, will be held
at 7:30 p. m. April 23.
There will he some other
important topics
discussed. All members are
urged to attend the meeting.

rested him for the playoffs.
"I like to play," said Rose,
who will become the first Red
in 15 years to, play in 500
straight since Vada Pinson
compiled a 508-game string
between 1959 and 1962.
"I have a tendency to get
sluggish if I ea out a game. I
lose my momentum. That's
whY early in my career I had a
tough time making the AllStar games. I don't usually
come alive until July or
August,:' he said.
Rose holds the all-time
record and its originator in
reverence.
"You have to give Lou
Gehrig credit. He went 14
years without missing a game.
It's rough. It's hard to keep
the body going that many
years," said Rose, who hasn't
missed a game due to injury
since 1971, when he suffered a
shoulder injury while diving
fora ball.
-Geheig, the Iron Horse of the
New York Yankees, set the
record of 2,130 games between
June 1,1925 and April 31, 1939.
his
attributes
Rose
durability to conditioning.
"I've always been a strong
player. Sure, there are times
when a rest would probably
help, but in the past it's hurt
me. Joe Morgan and I are
opposite when it comes to that.
Joe will play and play and
play, then take one or two
days off and bounce back like
a new man. He's revived. It
really helps him."
Rose thrives on daily duty.
It builds up his stamina and
knowledge of the pitchers he
faces.
"I always seem to do better
the last couple months. One
year I went 4-for-5 the last day
of August, got 52 hits in
September and had a 4 for-5

Clean your carpet
faster and better
with Steamex:
power jets
ir 6get
dirt the
other methods
don't reach!

Rent

the pro

• Do ,1 yourself and save'
• 1et action penetrates to
loosan ground in dirt and old
shampoo 2 then sucks4 out
.to beautify carpet/
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Major League
Standings

Flyers Trying To Win
And Stay Out Of Jail

By WILL GRIMSLEY
ace relief pitcher who was as Pepper Martin, Dizzy
AP Special Correspondent
reduced to tears when he was Dean, Ducky Medwick and
NEW YORK (AP•- The separated from his Fu Stan Musial, should like the
quick getaway of the St. Louis Manrhu mustache by Rapp's bill of fare that Rapp is serving up for them in 1977. It's a
Cardinals in the National "clean chins" code.
League baseball race this _.21-still•don't agree with that interesting team - young
an infringement-pitchers, slashing hitters,
year lends support to the old- order
fashioned "spit and polist" on individual freedom," speed and daring on the bases.
It's chief asset, however,
regimen practiced by rookie Hrabosky said. "But no doubt
manager Vern Rapp.
about it, Rapp has brought may be its '•all for one and one
"We've got a spirit and a this team together. We had a for all" credo - the
united effort' that's been lot of talent. It was just ready trademark of Rapp.
•'Individual performances
missing on this club for to explode."
years," said veteran catcher
The Cardinals opened the show up in the box scores but
Ted Simmons, one of the season by outslugging the the won-lost column is
Cards' chief sparkplugs.
Pittsburgh Pirates in three determined by how everybody
"I don't think ballgames are straight and pen came to New plays as a team," the
won by long hair or short York for- a 2-1 edge that manager said before Thurhair,- added outfielder Bake planjed-them firmly atop the sday's game. "More than any
other sport, I think baseball is
McBride "but we must he
mr haSopener
it
h
s
atgBouis
ne
gat t"
ghain
. iyt s- a team game.'4
r P
doing something right. This:
-Rapp, St.- Louis-born,
Stadium
team is itching to go.'
Cardinal fans, spoiled by a Cardinal-cradled but part of
There even was no loud beef
from Al liraboaky, the.Cards' rich tradition of players such Bob Howsam's Cincinnati
system for seven years,
established' a stern, conservative system shortly after
being named as a replacement
for Red Schoendienst.
No long hair, beards or
mustaches; he insisted.
Jackets and ties on road trips,
airplanes and public places.
learning something from this experiencing a letdown from Emphasis on image.
"If you're going to be a
bad experience. Sometimes; his last-round charge that fell
when I was playing good, I'd short in last week's Masters, major leaguer," he said.
shoot a better score than I said he doesn't like to play the "You've got to look and act
should. It just seemed easy. I week immediately following a like one."
Some may say that Rapp,
think • I really needed major championship, but
added, "since I'm here, I who never played a major
something to wake me up."
The worst slump of his might as well get with it, get in league game, borrowed his
tournament. disciplinary technique from
golf
career served as the wake-up the
call and sent Miller on a Hopefully, I can get it in Sparky Anderson, , who has
search through basic fun- position where' a good last made it work so advantageously for the world
damentals to find the swing round will win it."
Tom Watson, who beat champion Reds. It wouldn't be
that once made him the hottest property;ingolf. And he's Nicklaus in that thrilling 'true. Rapp has his own style,
come up with something that stretch run at Augusta, Ga.., which made him - a winning
and Lee Trevino, Making a manager at Little Rock,
works.
still haven't got it down second try at the tour after Indianapolis and Denver.
He is a pleasant, soft-spoken
pat, but I'm on the right back surgery last year, were
track," Miller said after his well back with 74s. Trevino man -- no Captain Bligh. He
no-bogey, five-under-par 67- highlighted his round with a rarely raises his voice. He is
by two shots his best round of seven iron shot that found the firm but sympathetic, with a
the season - had tied him cup for an eagle two. Ben strong feeling for personal
with Ray Floyd for the first- Crenshaw shot 76 and dignity and pride. He is a
round lead Thursday in the defending champion Don benevolent despot.
"For the last six or seven
prestigious, $225,000 Tour- January trailed the field at 77.
Floyd, who has been in title years, baseball has drifted too
nament of Champions.
They shared a one-shotIeSid contention in two of his last much toward individuality over Lee Elder, who once had four starts and has played everybody doing his own
it seven under par, then ran strongly all year, commented thing," Rapp says.-PI can't- into trouble . on the ,tough "I'm_playing well enough to swallow -that:I an strong on
finishirig-hOles at the 6,855- ' win. It's just' a matter of togetherness. If we do things
yard La Costa Country Club getting out there and getting together, we can win
course and fell back to a 68. the job done."
together."
He had the lead alone after
Gary Koch and Joe Inman,
two of the record 12 first-time stroking approaches to within
For
players in this elite event that five feet for consecutive
brings together only _ the birdies on the 12th and 13th,
winners of regular tour events then fell back into a tie for the
Corect',)
from the last 12 months, were top spot with a bogey from a
bunker mettle 14th.
next at 69.
Miller said he has worked on
Jack Nicklanis. laced a one
Day or Night
iron 12 feet from the flag and basics, principally his hip
ran in the putt for an eagle turn, in his attempt to "try to
three on the second hole. 'do what I used to do."
Courtesy (-He said he'd gotten away
But it was his one bright spot
of the mild, sunny day. He from his basic swing in an
EOPLEELAANIE
attempt to improve on a game
finished with a 71:
INUIONLAT-115 ICIr.
top.
the
at
ranked
admittedly that
Nicklaus,

Resurgent Johnny Miller In
Lead At Tourney Of Champions

Tonight's Appearance Will Be
500th In Succession For Rose
SAN DIEGO (AP) - "It's
not a pride thing. It just seems
that the morel play, the better
I play," said Cincinnati Reds
star Pete Rose, who appears
in his 500th consecutive game
tonight, one day after his 36th
birthday.
It's the longest streak
among active major leaguers,
but far short of the National
League record of 1,117 set by
Billy Williams of the Chicago
Cubs.
Rose hopes the occasion will
be happier than events of the
past week.
The Reds, off to their worst
start in years, enter a
weekend series against the
San Dieg6 Padres with a fivegame losing streak and
currently reside in last place
in the National League
Western Division with a 2-5
record.
Rase, who holds seven alltime Reds' records in 15-plus
seasons, has not missed a
game in Sept.. 26, 1973 when
Manager Sparky Anderson

Rapp, Unity Reasons
For Cardinal Success

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

DIAL 753-6363

Pro Hockey
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
National Hockey League
PLAYOFFS
Quarter-finals
Best-of-Seven
Friday's Games
New York Islanders at Buffalo, New York leads series 2-0
Philadelphia at Toronto, Toronto leads series 2-0
Boston at Los Angeles, Boaton leads series 2-0
Saturday's Game
Montreal at St. Louis, Montreal leads series 2-0
Sunday's Games
New York Islanders at Buffalo
Philadelphia at Toronto
Montreal at St. Louis
Boston arboa Angeles
World Hockey Association
PLA YOFFS
Quarter-finals
Best-of-Seven
Series A
Thursday's Remit
Quebec 4, New England 3,
OT. Quebec leads series 3-0
Saturday's Game
Quebec at New England
Series B
Thursday's Result
Indianapolis 5, Cincinnati 3,
Indianapolis leads series 3-0
Saturday's Game
cinunnau at Indianapolis
Series C
Friday's Game
Edmonton at Houston Houston leads series 1-0
Sunday's Game
Houston at Edmonton
Series D
Saturday's Game
Winnipeg at San Diego. Winnipeg leads series 2-0
Sunday's Game
WinajPeg at San Diego
BOWLING
Wendell
AKRON, Ohio
Davis gained a 2I-pin lead
over Wayne Zahn in this
week's Psefessional Bowling
AssociatamItournament.

LUNCH
Is Now Being

SERVED!
at

Pagliai's
We Now Open Daily at I I AM
11:30 AM Sundays
‘1,

ha‘e added a nel.%

selection of

SANDWICHES
and a
*.

SALAD BAR
and don't forget
all of our delicious foods
are still available anyiime.

Pagliai's
510 Main

Phone 753-2975
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Don Cain To Be
Guest Speaker At
7th And Poplar
Don Cain, minister of the
Benton Church of Christ, will
be, the guest speaker at the
8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m. and six
p.m. worship strvices on
Sunday, April 17, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ- while the Murray
minister, John Dale, is conducting a. gospel meeting at
-the Benton Church:
from
scripture
The
Ephesians 4:31-32 will'be read
by Bob LaMastus at 8:30 and
E.M. Manners at 10:40. Bruce
McManus will read the
scripture fr'om Hebrews 11:14
at the evening service.
- At 8-:-30— Ron McNutt will
niake the announcements,
Alan Jones will direct the song
service, and E. C. Wallin and
James Harris will lead in
prayers.
Ed Thomas will make the
announcements—and- Jerry
Bolls will direct the song
service at the 10:40 a.m. and
six p.m. services. Prayers-will
be led by Lenith Rogers,
Donnie Winchester, Paul
Ragsdale, -and Mike .Lyons.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Larry Evans,
Ken Hopkins, Aubrey Hat-'
cher, and Ted Howard.
Tammie Parker will be the
teen nursery helper.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be Ted
Howard, Jerry and Ken.
Humphreys.- and David
Jewell.
---thble•Study will be at 9:40
r

Carter School Pack 57 Cub Scouts receiving achievement badges were, left to right,
front row, Billy Barnett, Bobcat, David Daughaday, silver arrow,Steve Bogard,one weld
and two silver arrows on Wolf and Bear Badge, Richard Jonekiwo silver arrows, Ham
Cotes, silver arrow, back row, Robert LaMastus, Bobcat badge, Bernard Cavitt, silver
arrow, Brent Priddy, silver arrow, Brad Skierkowski, wolf badge, Wayne Gargus, two
silver arrows, Will Futrell, two silver arrows on Wolf and Bear Badge,one gold and one
silver arrows.
Photo by Gerald Carter

'Then Jesus Came'

Cub Scouts of Pace 57 of Carter School recently held their Pinewood Derby race.loys winning ribbons were, left
to right, front row, Brad Skierkowski, Elk Whited, Terry Elkins, first in speed, Jay Watson, first in design, Philip
Witheringion, Ahdy Henry, Chris Drew, back row, Robert Latvtastus, Shane Wallace, Bobby Peebles, Phillip Carter,
Billy Barnett, Brent Priddy, Richard Jones, and Jeff Swan. The boys will have a Kite Derby this month.
Moto by Gerald Carter

To Be Topic Of
Dr. James Fisher

On Tuesday the devotional
breakfast will be at 6:3d a.m.
andihe Ladies Bible Class will
be at 9:30 a.m,

Fellowstlip Set
At Independence
Church On Sunday
The Independence United
Methodist Church will hold its
third Sunday night fellowship
on April 17 at seven p.m. at the
church. A potluck AutiPer will
be served at six.p.m.
Regular wOrship services
will be,,hekl at eleven 111.12. _
Sunday with the speaker being
the Rev. COy.Garrett. Sunday
School will be at ten a.m. -

"Then Jesus Came" wilr be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Dr. James Fisher for
the 8:45 and 1050 a.m. worship services On Sunday, April
- at the First United
Methodist CVrch. His
scripture. will be from John
20:19-31.
Mr!',James Diuguid will
sing a solo at the early service. The Chancel Choir.:
directed by Paul Shahan with:,
Bea Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem, "GI-Is A
Spirit," at the later service.
,cbufch School will be held
between the Morning services.
The youth groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for supper
and have separate meetings at
six p.m.

MODEL 300

MODEL 4000

MITCHELL

A total of 129 million Americans were licensed to drive motor vehicles in 1975. The natibri
al leader was California, with
-40.5--milhon licensed drivers,
New york_ had 8A . million and
'Texas 7. 'million holders or
driver's licenses_ _

Free for the Askihg!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

ta

AMBASSEDEUR
The most sofidly engtneered reel made:- Two
spools—each with
ferent line capacity-more than double its versatility. Models 300 and
301.

REEL
New :.levalr_wind.,
casting reel haS- precision brake that adjusts
to any lureweight.
Winners for design of the Pinewood Derby Cars held
by Cub Scouts of Pack 57 of Carter School were, left to
right, first row, Jay Watson, grand champion and first in
Den 1, Shane Wallace,first in Den 3, Andy Henry,first in
Den 2. second row, Terry Elkins, second in Den 3, Billy.
Barnett, second in Den 2, Philip Witherington, second in
Den 1, third row, Phillip Carter, third in Den 1, Brad
Skierkowski, third in Den 2, Bobby Peebles, third in Den
3, fourth row, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark, judges. Mr.
Clark is the Executive Director of the Choctaw District
for the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council.
Photo by Gerald Carter

State Farmers To Find Out
Soon On Eligibility For Law

CONOLON

ROD RIOT

interest Federal Farm Loans

S259.0O

roula,SolOise"1'68111

atue

Nour Clwice
tn
Ot etW*

Buy Now
or
Lay Away

Charge It!,4 Ways Tofay

MICHELSON'S4
-) Bel-Air Shopping
Murray, Ky.
illustrations Enlarged To Mogi Oelails

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — need cash to repair fences,
The federal government soon equipment and roads, to buy
must let Kentucky farmers seed and fertilizer, restock
know whether they'll be their herds, and in some cases
eligible for low-interest buy supplemental feed for
federal farm loans, to help livestock.
Although most steel( has
recover from Oamages caused
by the severest winter in been turned out to pasture,
decades, state Agriculture Harris said some of it is
Commissioner Tom Harris "pretty chewed down," and
farmers may have to buy
says.
"If it's put off much more,it supplemental feed.
He said many farmers may
won't help the farmers,"
Harris said Thursday in an leave the cattle business
interview. "Time is of, the unless beef pricesimprove'.
Harris said he receives
essence:" _
Harris visited Washington several calls a day from
several times eariter this year farmers asking whether the
to urge U.S. Agriculture request for low-interest loans
Secretary Bob Bergland to has been granted.
Some may be able to get
approve disaster aid for
credit, and others may obtain
Kentucky farmers.
Estimates of damage range commercial leaps. But some
are in too rough a position to
upwards of $175 million.
When the request for direct qualify for a commercial loan,
federal reimbursement was and those are the farmers who
rejected, the state Agriculture need the federal aid most, he
Department aSkecr the federal said.
"As they start into spring,
government to consider apall the expenses start hitting
proving low-interest loans.
That was more than them," Harris said. "And
two weeks ago, and Harris many don't have the cash to
says be is still hoping it will operate."
He said even if some farcome through.
"I haven't been told-. it _mem go out- of business
shouldn't affect the size of the
wouldn't," he said.
Harris 'said the fact that Kentucky. burley tobacco
Kentucky pastures are crop, shim other farmers will
greening in the hot spring probably take over poundage
have allocations.
weather
doesn't
'anything to de with whether _He said it is too early to tell
whether it tvill-have an effect
farmers will receive aid.
Except, he said, it would on wheat, corn or soybean
come too late for farmers who crops in Kentucky.

" V.
4

88

Spin Casting Outfit With
Caviar Natural Bait Pak

Ferrules machined and handmated for a perfect fit. They are then mounted over reibforced glass sections for added strength.

Min. 24 per store

MY BUDDY

LANDING NET

TACKLE BOX
Baked-on enamel finish.
Full --length steel tray
Jong
" x
2
/
compartments'. 111
5" x 31/4".

FRABILL

47
REG. 2.77

I" heavy duty embossed aluminum handle with
stur0 plastic end cap:." heavy duty tear drop
2
1
/
shaped aluminum hoop.

MOM
8ANKAMERK4A0
11111111111
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OpinionsINfered
By Attorney General

-Mrs. Spann To
Be In Recital

Investigation Continues Into_Shooting
Incident Near Strike-Bound Mine

. Mrs.' Richard Spann, the
former Dbnna Sue McCreery,
STEARNS,Ky.(AP)-Two the three guards were overFRANKFORT, Ky. IAP1 - the school board is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
One of the thorniest questions demand deposit of funds for Harold McCreery,804 Bagwell security company employes powered by 60 to 75 armed
asked of the attorney the drawing of checks or the Street, Murray, will be remain hospitalized today as men who took their weapons,
general's office involves the , deposit of school monies in presented in her senior piano- an investigation continues into threatened and beat them and
: a shooting incident near the took them to the highway to
relationship between a local time deptoits on which in- harpsichord recital on SIM
Co.'s wait for the car.
Mining
school board ancia local bark terest is paid _by the bank to day, April 17, at 3:30 p. m. in Stearns
When Worley_ and HanSpecifically, the queries the school, there is -no the Old Recital Hall;located in strike-bound Justus mine.
drove up, they were
.Sherry
the
Price
Doyle
Fine
42'227'
&ale
poliee.t.aip.Wilson
usually are about.4 yiossibie violation."
surrounded by the crowd and
there
said...
are
„Thursday
...Complex,
State
Murray
conflict of interest if a school
Another request from
suipects in the case but no sped away, Storm said. As
board member also is a bank Somerset dealt with whether University.
they drove away from the
The Murray artist will be arrests have been made.
director-when the bank is the mayor has power to veto a
Dale Edward Worley, 33.
used as the school board city council action firing the assisted by Philip Read,
trombone, accompanied by London, and Curthiv
depository.
mayor's secretary.
Susan
Femmer, and Brenda Hansberry, About 55, Lily,
The query has been anCity Atty. John Mandt asked
swered in seemingly con- that question and Asst. Atty. Robertson,- soprano, ac- were shot Wednesday night on
by . Janet Kentucky 92, while attempting
tradictory ways during the Gen. Walter Herdman said no. companied
to pick up three guards who
Last few years.
mayor's
"The
veto Childress.
Mrs. Spann is a student of had walked away from the
The latest opinion, relfased authority is limited to those
Thursday, revises a couple of _ ordinances appropriating and Marie Taylor, assistant mine earlier, police said.
The men, employed by
previous opinions, all of which involving expenditure of professor in the Music
have no force of law.
money and granting of any Department at Murray State Storm Security Systems, were
It says, in effect, that.onb license, privilege or fran- University. The concert will reported in fair condition at
-Bach, the Lake Cumberland lidiedical
_those.. banking transactions. -chise," Herdman-said. "Thus -consist of worksCenter ativomerset. - - - •which.cause the school board the adoption of a motion to fire Brahms, and KaBalevsky.
The concert is open to the
The London-based security
to spend education funds an employe of the city Would
firm was hired last month by
create a forbidden conflict of not be subject to veto by the public, free of Charge.
Stearns Mining Co. to guard
- interest.
.
mayor."the Justus mine, where about
An examike it cited is the
Herdman added that courts
180 United Mine Workers have
borrowing of money from a seem to lean to the view that a
been on strike since last July.
bank and paying of interest.
city council's action is more
Negotiations for a new con"To- the extent that other administrative
than
tract broke off in .lanuarr•
opinions are in conflict with legislative, and thus not
The strike has been marked
this opinion, they are hereby subject to veto.
numerous _ shooting
by
modified," Asst. Atty. Gen.
In another opinion, state
incidents, with both sides in
'Robert Chenoweth said.
Mines and Minerals Comthe dispute accusing the other
The opinion was requested missioner H. N. Kirkpatrick
by aGeorge Price, executive was advised his department Holy Communion will be of blame' However' Wed"
vice president of the Bank of can require monthly fire boss celebrated by St. John's nesday's incident was the first
Somerset. Chenoweth replied: reports from coal mines.
Episcopal Church, Main and `. in which anyone has been
"It is the opinion of this
Such reports deal with gas Broach Streets,- an Sunday, injured, officials said.
According to Robert Storm,
office .that if the only tran- and dangerous equipment or April 17, at 9:45 a.m. with the
saction between a bank and mine conditions that have Rt. Rev. Ravid Reed as the president of the security firm,
three guards at the Justus
been uncovered during in- celebrant.
spection by.a fire bees.
Acolytes will be Ben Moore, mine left the property at about
Asst. Atty. Gen. David Short Mike Shore, and Ray Rodden. noon 'Wednesday, heading
said last year's amendment to Steve Hale will be the lay southwest through a • wooded
the Mine Safety Act gives the reader. The ushers Will be area to avoid pickets on the
commissiciper authority to - Mike Brun, Roger Burgoyne, other side of the mine.
of the
Storm
Sometime after
such
require
reports and Ray Rodden.
stopped
at a
three
said,
the
regularly.
Church
School
and
PEG. 5.44
the firm
congregational meeting will house and telephoned
for a ride back to London.
be held at eleven a.m. were
Sunday at three p.p. a Hansberry and Worley
-pick -them -up,-.Stocua
church picnic "Oa'be held at sent. to
the home of the Rev. and Mrs* said.
Before Hansberry and
Stephen Davenport.
Worley arrived, Storm said,

St John's To

Celebrate Holy

crowd, shots were fired and
the two men were injured, he
said.
Worley and Hansberry
drove several miles before
stopping ,for help at a house,
Storm said.
He said. the three-quards
from the Justus mine, whom
he declined to name, were
near
released
later

Johnson's
, Grocery

Tuesday

Crib&Playpen Toys
•erprke

TEETHER
& RATTLES
125
RE

FLOATING
FAMILY

50.

1

At Two Services

For Week
Ending 4-9
Brett Harrowt . ....
Linda Jones
34.00
• Phyllis Mier
'Freed.Kaykeadall
44.33
Gale DIM
Hazel Berkley
24.37

CHECK YOUR CASH
REGISTER TICKET, IF
YOURS HAS TNE Johnson's MAGIC MARKyour groceries on that
ticket will cost you
nothing-

The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at both the eleven a.m.
and 7:15 p.m. woiship services on Sunday, April 17.
"Jesus Is Still The Answer!'
will be the selection by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
• at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ. Tommy
and Susie Scott will sing a
duet, "What A. Beautiful
•
Day."
Gene Jones, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morning services.
The youth choir will meet at
six p.m. for practice and will
sing in the evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Gary
'covey and Mrs. Debbie Miller.
Sunday School will be at ten
urch Training at
a.m.
6:30 p.m.
-

GVacation inGFlorida
Near.
Walt DisneyVVorld

Wirxter nth
Garden 11111
r

Upto4 Persons:
Sept 1-Dec1.5 $14
Dec16- Jun14 $18
lan15-Aug 31 $22
So convenient to Disney World, the
Itenntdy. Space Center, Sea World,
Circus World, Cypriti Gardens,
Stars Ball of Fame, Busch.
Gardens see them sill
Winter Garden Inn
17minutes from Disney

BOTH LOCATIONS FEATURE
• ReCreation
•Pool
• Lounge
• Efficiencies
•Restaurant
•Color TV
•Children under 12 free in
• Air Conditioning
same room with parent
•2 double beds
For reservation information and confirmation send check Or
money order for $25.00. Limited riLkker of rooms are now

Xeur Lnogr,

horrid _CancettecLchaCh

.......
amassMilima-m•
inter Garde,, inn_
t7•7171................... I n

NANST•11111

State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zit)

Hideaway/Winter Garden Inns
PO.Box 1428
Winter Garden,Fla. 32787
Pi4(305)656-M0S

Respite From Fires
Is Only Briel
FRANKFORT, Ky. (
before and 76 on Monday.
Rains that flooded eastern
He -said he believes the
Kentucky mountain com- number is
declining because
munities last week put a "it's been a
few days since it
damper on.forest fires in the rained.
and people _ are
area, but only briefly
., a state beginning to realize that its
forester says.
dry and windy."
Woods at higher elevations
Wednesday's fires included
were dry enough to burn a 300-acre
blaze in Knott
before the week was out, County and
covered a total of
according to Charles Prather, 1,295 acres
in 32 counties,
fire control chief for the state Prather
said.
Division of Forestry.
Most of the fires were in
We had some fires last eastern
,Kentucky, he said,
Thursday. It surprises a lot of "but we
had four. in
people,"
Prather
said Elizabethtown, nine in
Thursday. "They just don't Madisonville,
three ia
realize how dry it can get in Campbellsville
and four in
such a short time."
Mayfield."
He said frequent gentle
John Korb, deputy forest
rains, not a sudden deluge like
supervisor at the Daniel
last week's, are needed to Boone
National Forest, said
the woods safe from fire.
the vast eastern Kentucky
'Itbnly takes two or three
woodland had 18 fires over the
hours of
sunshine on the weekend.
south slopes o
ose moun"We held most of them to
tains and the moist is gone less
than 20 to 25 acres. We
out of the leaves and grass and
had two more _Wednesda,Y that
laid. "The- soil 1s-40 and two acres.
still damp but the top layer of
Today we don't have any
grass and twigs is dry."
going," he-said Thursday. The dampness of the soil
However, KOth.said, Were
causes added problems, he
running a high to've7 high
said, including slippery going
fire danger and I suspect it
for the "fire plows" used by
will be a bad weekend- if we
fire-fighting crews.
don't get some rain."
"They're crawler tractors,
He and Prather said the fire
but we have to watch it in the
danger is decreasing as trees
creeks and hollows where it's
develop more foliage.
soft and boggy," he said.
'We'll definitely be out of it Also, he said, the damp in
another 'month,' said
earth makes fires smokier. s
Prather. "If it stays warm the
"The plows can get in that
•worst of it could be over in
smoke and choke. It can get so
•
another two weeks.
heavy there's not enough
"We just hope for a
oxygen to run a plow. Then we
warm rain," he added.• 'If we
have to back off," he said.
had a quarter to a half-inch of
"We'v.e. been having fires all
rain,every couple of days we'd
week," Prather said."We had
be in good shape."
51 Wednesday, 62 the day

4
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Williamsburg.
A spokesman for Blue
Diamond Coal Co. of Knoxville, parent firm of the
Stearns operation, said the
incident was under investigation.
.Ben Elliott; A UMW
spokesman, said the union
also was looking into the
matter.
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Hideaway Inn
8 minutes from Disney
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Schedules For The Week Of April 16-April 22

PROGRAM SCHEDULE CHANNEL 1'I
April

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
1 WTVF-S
WSM-4

WSIL-3
7:00-Ti.a Jerry

WNGE-2
630- Cluldren's Gospel
7:00- Tem a Jerry
7:30 -1411arleort
1:00-Semby Dee
- 9:30,Kreft's Sopershew
10:30-Seel Train
11:30-Ileadsteed
12:30- Wesemo's /HIM
2:00-Pre Seeders
3:30- World of Sports
5:00- here. if Champs
6:00- Musk Niel
7:00-1111ensky's Seeseies
7:30-Reh
11:00-SheehyI Neck
9:00-Leal Special
10:00-Newswatn
10:30- Wreelins
11:30-Movie
ID CM
3:00- News
3:10- Newsweek

WNGE-2

6:2S-Amiadtere
6:55-Fame Digest
7:311- kilesensi
7:55 _kiodheeee lea 7:110-Weedy Woodpecker
7:30-Pink Panther
11:00-Score* Dee
9:25-Scheelhoese Reck 0:00-Speed Ingsy
9:30_ mods soporshoo 616-610110er Semi
10:110-Space Ghost
111:311-Seperfrieads
l03011 Joao,ufgo
I 1:00-Shert Story
11:01-tend ef lest
11:30- Ileeilsteed
11.30-Inds hem CAM
12:30- Woolen's Tennis
'
12:00- Me Wipe
2:110-Pre Moine
12:30Victory Line
3:30-dem ofsoon*
5:13-Tie.. of Champions „lir_ -...
_ _ .._,„
111/s/bal
6:00- Lwow,ogod
Jowl- weelee'll well
6:00-News
7:00- liensky's Meorties
6:30-liert's Neshville
7:30-Fish
le
SAM-Starsky S. Dodo
'
70-Iewirlen
0:00-Med.
9:00-Deg It Cat
10:15-News
10:00-News
111:45-Weary Night
111i15-News
12:15-Neil.
10:30-If..,Reck
-

WPSD-6

6:30- Mese Mostar ‘43,Western,
7:01-Sylvester a Tweety 7:10-Rudy Wilvellieikw
7:30-a,.Chi
7:30-Pink Panther
0:00-Oils Simony
9AM-Speed loge
9:00- T.
9:30- Monter Sewed
10:00-Specs Most
6
'"-IINwee
1040-11inzald Isis
WM-lig John, Little leis
11:0111- Fat Albert
11:011- Lind if Lest
111M II
11:30- Meggsy
12:
00-N/Se NMI
12:110-RFDTV
12126-146.6/ 16 2116616‘611 12i30-R/ell ille him
,
*
1:00-Fun City 5
1:00-10000011
I:30-406W 011 Scheele 4:00-1,16A Masters
2:00-News Calf:wens 5:3g_go
"
2:30-Davis Cum
6:00-News
3:30-Len Ranger
4:30- Accent
5:00-Cowed Comm
7:N0 _ unc„cy
e
S:30-News
SAM-Nevis
4:00-Neellaw
10:20-News
'
l IM-1121112 1246r 1166111 10:SO-Morale /KIM
7:30- Mb Newiert
12:20-Drape
S.0-Al la The holly
5:30-Carel Meet
1
10:00-News
10:30- Gensseeke
11:31-Irani&
'?2:3I-N..
100-Seeman Theatre

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WSM-4
WTVF-5

WSIL-3

WPSD-6

6 30-Me Moths
2:011-111reniAN Deerle/ 6:50-Form Digest
6:0111-Senries Semester 6:45-Weather
7:00-Neese if Worship 2:30-Wel if INeeliellrf
7:00-Deeds the Menace MO-Toe,a Sean
743- Meshy*
7:30 -linenlois Grote
SA111-MINI Mime
7:31-Mff's Call.
7:SO-Gospel Jubilee
7:30-Carl /Mtn
1:00-Little Reseals
Kin-Orel Rawls
8:110-11eshelle Googol
8:05_
know
11:30-Peden& Devotion
0:30- yams deeps
0:00-Old Tim Gospel
ih,30-007 of Dloesoori
6,351„,_,New Ite66,„
lt:is-IlamiNe• Bream
9:ao-Nix sileminrd
'_ ammo Gino
1046-Gales
11:00-Disemesiess ie Folio I'll-Grid
go-ad games
10:30-Needle:et Sep 10:30-Ads,Mimes %MI-Nero/ of kWh
11130- bre Myers Baptist ,
Le_
Ihr
e-C11.1111/11
„_,
.
4:1T......"
i/
Ii:30-News Ceefereece 11:00-lessee IL Answers 1
0:410-CoonnersitY Wet*,1030- Near el Pewer
'''."--"...".
"" ....."
12:00- Wesnee's Semis 11:30-Dee /swag
HAM-mese
10:30-Media
11:00-Seer Ckerch
3:00-Due.Oehkeers 12:10-Rue..,/ergs
11:30_ doe the press
11:00 newt *these
11:30-Ogaden
2:30-lawerence Welk 2:00- World if Sports
11:30-Meet the Press
12:10- American Life Style
3:30- Teem. ef Champs 3:30-Tier., if Chempiene 12:00-Oen Kid
11/LAN
"
,
"
ea/ 12:30-File 6
12:00- fishing
5:30-Wad lUnselem
5:00-Deem Onions
1:00-Drape
12:30- Virgin,
12:30-Basketball
6:00-Nancy Drew
5:30-Rid Kidiem
1:30- Beane It Doter
2:00- Weasee's Gel
3:00-News
7:00-Six Milieu S AM 6:00-111any Drew
2:00- VGA Masters
4:30- Motives Workshop 5:le
_ News
IL00-Movie
7:011-Sh Millen S kW
4:X,Grid
5:00-Explorers
i:010-611Filkedes
1000-Newsesedi
Sill-Med.
4:30-Ky. Afield'-5:311- News
7:00-Cheinege ef Sens 5:00_ mom
111S-News
10:31111-Fease
6:00- Weed el Dime
I I MO-lobby Vinton
11:15-Tee CM
5:31-Sews
7:1110-Mystery Stev
me_Dldi ,00_ News
16
11:30-Seel el Nee City
4:00-Wilt Disney '
0:311-"McCleol"
10:30-Perry Massa
12:00-New Life
7:00- Mystery Moyle
1010-News
:
11:30-Fee the Nudism
12:30-News
1:30_fef000d
10:30-Droplet
12:110-Gesspel
Guitar
1140_
Nom,
I 1:00- Merle
12:30-News
10:30-Gelden Age
..
y

111:1111-56emn1s1s
11:00:-Fort Abort
11:311-11.4 II
12100-Dime's It Al Abuse
I:00-1a7 Fenn
200-Mk Affairs
2:30-Davis Cup
330-Sports Spectacular
S:00-News
5:30-News
6:00-Nee New
7:00- Mary Tyler Meets
7:30_ gob dootorf
11:00- Al in the Fishy
0:30-Ake
9:1111-Gerel Ournett
10:011-11ews
° 10:30-Gensmake 1 1:30-Nashville ea Read
12:00- Geed News
12:30-Phis This Ring
12:45-New

KFVS-12

s go-on
The Word

The Word

FR I DAY
A ri 1 22
sign-on
The Word

Afternoon
•
Devo ional
Knock-Knock

Afternoon
Devotional
Milestones
of Progress

Afternoon
Devotional
Quest For
Adventure

FOCUS

FØCUS

FOCUS

Film

News 11
Travel ure

News 11
Knock-Knock

sign-off

sign-off

NOW
Murray
Outdoors
sign-off

Afternoon
Devotional'

4:30

A Better •

Human

•

•
_

7:ssolOCUS
News 11
5:30
News 11

6:00
6:30

Ladies
Day "sign-off.

Sign-on

sign-off

GUESTS ON FOCUS

J

6:00-Christopher Omen
6:30-lie.
7:00
-Nein=
Dimensioa
...._
meow of
Tres,
..:"
I.
SAM- Way 0,0 GOSH
11:30-Spec* Nets
9,00- I d Sept goweh
mad-Cantors Three
10:30-lice the Wise
11:00-This ie She INI1
11:311-Lemp Unte My het
12:00-Lank Up sod Uve
13:30-Sesketbell
5:00- America
_
5:30_u.3
MOO-lithertes
7:00-Cloodleope ef Seen
9:00- World ef Darkness
10:00-News
10:15-News
10:30- Geemesim
11:311-Pelsik Affairs
12:00-News

- - .
THURSDAY
A ri 1 21

175

?
2:

6:00-Sunrise Semester
630_ dud
7:00-Sylvester It Terusety
7300..CM
OM-Si,.Mug
9:00- Terme
0,30_ won

WEDNESDAY
A ril 20

TUESDAY
April 19
s g n-on
The Word
Afternoon
Devotional'

T144

KFVS-12

MONDAY
April 18sign-on
_
e Word

18 .to 22

Monday
April 18

1.
2.

Tuesday
April 19

1.

Chuck Gutherie, Di rector of Adult Learning Center
Craft Corner
•
Michael /44 1 Ler with Book Review

Wednesday,

1.

April 20

2.

Hughie Lawson places History in perspective
Andrew Bates, MSU Economist

Thursday
April 21
Friday
April 22

1.
2.

Keith Heim, Special CollectiOns Branch
MSU Political Scientist

V.
2.

Rev. David Roos, First Christian Church
Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner

of Library

Pwii
'- ‘m
c. nm s-fen
IS

7 5, a egettilDiVa Felled" The
Italian journalist is Interviewed by
National Public Radio's Barbara
Newman- .
lbw NA Plasemsele Upraise
Jessye Norman joins conductor Pierre
Boulez in Bartok's Fun Pieces, Opus 12,
Berg's ''Der Web" and Wagner's
"Wnendonck Liedee" and selections
from "Dle Me.Lstersinger"
Saloordwf, April 16
1 p.
iliftegollhis Spew The last broadcast of in. 1077 Met Opera radio semen
(Note: This Is the start of
There are sounds from all.
Li -Samson et Delilah" by SainSeens.
Peter Allen hosts,
over the South from Texas to
reek
lip e. heireem"Soal line" and other
groups from the South. The
Nashville and to the rock
Wick features are mixed with the lasted
columns will cover such
world's latest mecca, Atlanta
soul and disco sounds.
Top, Sea Level,
and Macon, Georgia. Today
Sway, Agri 17
we look at the rock groups that
1110411 MOM "Three Rivers PlangSeere The Marshall Tucker
petition" NPR will provide live coverage and The Atlanta. Rhythm
are part of the grownigiSouth.
of the largest single piano compeUtion in
the country, held in Pittsburgh. NPR'„ Section. In addition to these •
Marshall Tucker Band
••
reviews, the columns
Fred Calland will anchor the
Capricorn'vecords is one of
for the broadcast and assIstfree hhe will will cover other albums
and
be Clive Lythgoe, British pianist and
the main springboards for
music commentator. Five finalists will other information in the music
these sounds having produced
perform.
world.)
albums for the Allman
The South for over, one
Brothers and now for Sea
„ :st
et Wahl Me final , hundred years has been
Level,.Elvin Bishop and a six
program-et is series tos the problerde
submerged - under recOnhigher education today.
member band from SparI.,. 1110.01469- 91 The first hew of struction and backwardness.
tanburg,South Carolina with a
tonight's program is an albino feature However, in recent years the
underwritten in part by a grant from
country rock flair - The
South has regained it's lost
Mama Nature's.
Marshall Tucker Band.
power even
electing
a
Teissolay, April 19
President of the United States.
Marshall Tucker Band
p lirtioul Tem. Plee.ing 'NO Growth&
Sacrifice: Limits on the American Not only have there been thins
started their winning streak of
Dream" NBC's Douglas Riker will politically, economically, and
four gold albums nearly four
moderate this discussion with guests Dr.
years ago. Now, they have
, Robert Coles, psychiatrist and author, socially, but there have been
tremendous strides in the area
ad George Will,conunentator.
released a fifth album,
of music especially rock.
"Carolina Dreams" which is
Wednesday,. _Aprit 20.
e. ors.. "The Right to Die" This
broadcast, recorded at this year's
AmeriCan Association for - the Advancement of Science Convention,
features a group of didinguisbed social
scientists considering - the dilemmas
posed by the "right to die" controversy.
•p.

series of reviews about

a

groups as 7

Band

asperial

T.
:P•
giiiiiii*e"ete ,
15101111&=&i

WNGE-2

111111Ut8filV111111!

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WSIL-3
WSM-4
WPSD-6

WNGE-2

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WSM-4
WTVF-5

WSIL-3

6:30-Dolly
740-Nam tleys
7:311-liesehall
1040- Neweimech
10:30- Mary *arms=
11:1111-Sts. of S. F.
1 AM-1,11. Club
3:110-Newswetch

a

5:45-Weed..,
6:00- Geed Mere. Am. 7:1111 Americ
5:53- Menlo Devetiei aMIS-Arthe Smith
7:00-iese
- 11.10-700 Chi
M54-Parter Spooks
sits•-leii Market
1:00-Foyers
10:30-lieppy Oars
7:00- Tetley Skew
4:00-Ralph
beery
11:10-0.. Ns fiwor
11: 30-Green Acres
9:00-Serderd a See
IMO-Teary
6
11:315_ gyms 15"
9:00-Andy Griffith
1:30-Romper 10411111
7:25
-Mee
/edgy
12:110-All Mychile..9:55-Caleader
Owe Them
7:30-Ude
10:00-Den No Show
12:30-Maly Mod
10:00-IMMO el Fortelle'
S:25-Scene /edgy
10:30- Nappy Days
1:MI-S20,1111 Pyramid
10:30-Sheet fee the Stare
11:1Teeny
11:00-lie. Coder 2
1:30-Gee life
I I:00-16ome that Time
0:00-Dill
11:26_ Leven 6 Frwee
1 1:30- AN kly Child.
2:15- Gea. Moselle
10:00-Reid
ell
Felon,
.
Noe
3:011-Idge ellight12:
00-News
10:311-Sheet the Sten
3,3a_komose
12:30-Mak Feed
12:30-Days et ear Live
II:00-14nm
Time
1:00-520,000 Pyramid 4:01 M-lb MOM,ea,
11:se_ The flat
show
1:30- Me Doctors
1:30-Gee We Si Live
4:011F- Wellys Ref..,24o-AarebetWadi
12:30-Days
if
Our Urn
2:00-Gael Ness.
4:30 F-fileaseet
IMO-One"Mew
30-13eclers
3:34_ Gores'weed
215-Genre Moshe SAM F-Seel TM.
3;03- Asather Redd
3:00-Edge efiliekt
4:00-Bo* Wadi '
3:10- Gong Sew '
3:30-Rowdy Owen
4:30-kende
3:30-Sanford
4:00 -11ig Valley
5:30-News
4:011-11ewitched
5:00-ABC News
6:00-News
4:30-fidergeary Owe '
530- Adm 12
5:25-Weather
6:00-Newsweldi
5:30-News

S:30-Greve Pete
6:15-News
6:311-News
7:00-Nippy Rey}
7:30-Ilessiell
111:110-News
10:30-Sts. if Son From.
12:45-News

7:00- Neese as Prairie'
COO-Nevis
10:00-News
10:30-Tonight Skew
12:00- Tionerew

WPSD-6
6:30-Pep Gees Coreedry
7:00-Neese ea Prairie
meg _ 65„,i,
10410-News
10:30- Teal*
12:g0_ Timm.",

6:30-Tell The Trorth
7:00-Pinocchio
11:30-All's Fair
9:110- Andres Targets
10:00-News
10:30- W/VF Reports
11:00- Wanted: Deed
ow Alive

KFVS-12
6:00-Semite Sem.
11:30-avoided-1Mo
7:00-News
$10-tepid.Smigeree
9:00-Price Is Right
10:00- Doable Owe
10:30- Wee ef lit•
10:55-News
bl:110- 2weella Nee/less
11:30-Send fer Tesnerrew
12:00-Ferns Plc?,..
12:65-News
12:311- World /eras
1:30-Guiding Ugh?
2:00-Al is the family
2:30-Mitch Gems 77
3,00,Teeteeles •
3:30-Beverly Nillbfiles
4:00-Bewitched
.
4:30- Andy GrIffitt
5:00- Tel the Trek
5:30-News
6:10-News

WSIL-3

6:30- Treasure Mort
7:00-Nappy Gays
1:30-Leer..I. Shirley
1:110-Eight Is limeglo
9:1110- Family
10:00-Newsweek
10:30-/dory Martine

WSM-4.

5:30-Caden Pee
6:15-News
630_ New,
7:ao _ Nene Dees
MO-LIWIlle 4 51**
Ma-Nil W Mew* 1
11:011-Fewilly
ICAO- News
10:311- Mystery Mesh •
1200:
News

I'
L N-T///d.2 Th/etr/
1:00-PT1 CM
2:00-Ilewranch

1

I

WTVF-5

7:10- Medi Sheep
Mill-Peke We...
IMO-Pelee Seery
10:00-News
10:30-Ten* Show
12:00- Tomorrow

6:30-1111 The Truth
710- Re's Who
11:110- Will** ,
$:30-Os Day At A
9:00-UM
10:00-News
10:30- Gememeke
11:30-frommide
12:30-News

WPSD-6
6:30-sin,000 Doestion
7:00-- neck Sheds
.OM-Peke Wawa
9:1110-Peke Story
10:00-Nem
10:30-/eel* Shew
12:00- Tounierrew

By The Associated Press
Here are the top 10 singles
and albums as compiler-by
Billboard magazine:
TOP 10 SINGLES
1. DON'T LEAVE ME THIS
WAY - Thelma Houston

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6:30-New Thus hoes
7:00-Whet Wise
$:00-111* A'V N
11:30- Outs Dry et•Time
9:00-110A
10:00-News
10:30-Movie
12:30-News

(TarnIa)
2. SOUTHERN NIGHTS Glen Campbell(Capitol)
3. HOTEL CALIFORNIA Eagles(Asylum)
4. DON'T GIVE UP ON US
-David Soul( Private Stock)
5. THE THINGS WE DO
FOR LOVE - 10 cc ( Mer-

I
...Alms

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2

1

6:30-Nellywolel Silleleet
7:00-Oink Wenn
1:00-Ogren
1:00-Cberile's Angels
10410-lieweretch
10:30- Alloy 16seenum
11:00- Rookies
1:45-P/1 CM
3:45 -11ewswetch

WNGE-2
6:311-Nesee The Tome
7:00- getter
7:30--Inele'll 11011P•Ww1
:00- herney Miller
S:30Twee's Censpary
0:00-Freak
Slastr/
111:11111-16dirdvatch
10:30- Merl Ner1w161
11:00-Lie Rawls SIcl•
12:30-P11 Club
2:II-Newswetch

WNGE-2

ViSIL-3
5:39-5
6:15-News P.t.
6:30-News
7:00-Mend Weems
940-Cberee's Aorgeh
111:111111ews
10:30-Rookies
12:30-News

wsn-3
5:08_ rectos pot,
5:15-News
5:30-lock Van Imps
6:3._ gm,
7:ds _ Low
2-Whers Nefirew.11
cgs _gm.,maw
lbree's Company
9:oe-Fronk Sinatra
10:00-News
10:30-Specie
12:00-News

WSIL-3

WSM-4
7:00- Gristly Admuu
SAM-CPO Sharkey
1:3111-2firee's Court
9:11111- Kingston: Coolidge.
10:00-News
i
10:36_ you*,Skew
I
12:00- Teaserrew
I

WTVF-5
6:30-Tel The Troia
2:C.-Greet Prewil
SAM- Goldenrod
10:00_ dodo
10:30-Gewsonelie
11:30- Masi&
12:30-Nees

WPSD-6
6:30 _Nino& Music
7:00- Grizzly Mains
11:00-ao Sharkey
S:30-Siren's cent1:0-Mr
0:04_ mow"coodioodoo
10:00-News
10:30-Veal* Show
12:011-Tesserrew

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
i
WTVF-5
WSM-4
7:00-Feivtarfic Mowry
cgs _ Boofoam
10:00-News
10:30- height Mew
12:00- Temerrem

6:30-Tel TM TrwM
7,05_gfoloess
I:00- Navel Rye-0
9:00-Dora* i.e.,
Jams
10:311-Gammehe
11:30- humid*
12:30-News

WPSD-6
il:30-Porter Wagewer
7:00-leamme
kNews" S/Lien
10:30-Tonight Show
12:110-Temerrew

cury )
6:1'VE GOT LOVE ON MY
Cole
91IND - Natalie
(Capitol)
7. EVERGREEN - Barbra
Streisand (Columbia)
8. SO IN TO YOU - Atlanta
Rhythm Section(Polydor) •
9. WHEN I NEED YOU Leo Sayer( Warner Bros.)
10. RIGHT TIME OF'THE
NIGHT - JenniLer Warnes

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6130-Nee is Right
700-Greet Pyramid
8:00-President Carter
9:00-News Special
10:00-News
10:30-Mud.
12:31-Newt ,

( Arista)
TOP 10 ALBUMS
1'. EAGLES - Hotel
California (Asylum)
2. FLEETWOOD MAC Rumours( Warner Bros.)
" 3. BARBRA STREISAND &
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON "A Star Is Born" Original
Soundtrack Recording
(Columbia)
4. STEVIE WONDER Songs In The Key Of Life

KFVS-12
6:00-Newt
0:30-Wend ef Animals
7:EN- Wiens
S:00- Nowa/ Nve-0
9:00-lam* JOINS
10:00-News
10:31-Med.
1:20- News
'

TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WSM-4

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30-Ky.Names Race
641-Cedes Pete
7:00-Sanford a See
- 7:6-Dowry I, Ihrie
6:30-,Tell The /reit
6:30-Candid CAND•re
6:1S
-News
7:01_66:I .
7:311-Clice II the Men
11:11111- Fevre Cep
700-Sanford a Sea
6:30-Nen
CMg:00 _ iikadis 9,
Rockford MU
940-News
Clem"
alem
nin
Meow
itadiferd
Chice
a the
ed'7
:
30
5:11•
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'Television Critics
Circle Awardr Aired
LOS ANGELES (AP,) - It
looked like Tuxedo Junction.
Several hundred men in boiled
shirts and ladies in evening
gowns were on Stage 4 at
station KTTV, right off
Fernwood
Avenue
in
Hollywood.
When this many guys appear in penguin suits, it means
but one thing: Another awards
show. CBS, which aired it this
weak, called
The -first
"Television Critics' Circle
Awards."
•
Even talk show host David
Susskind of New York was
there. It's logical. -His firm
produced the . program and
selected the 16 big-city TV
critics who nominated 103
contenders in 18 categories.
After the nominating, 225
TV critics nationwide were
sent ballots. They- even could
write in their own choices. Of
the 225, 120 critics responded
with votes, according to-show
officials.
Your observer got no ballot.
Mr. Susskind's office says it
thought your observer still
lived in New York and sent it
there. But your observer
moved here last June Us/avoid
dunning notices and ballots.
Had we received the ballot,
we would have written on it,
"Please leave 'three quarts"
aryl resumed the pokeigaihe.

Alas, the game was interrupted anyway by orders to
cover the TV critics' thing,
even though we suggested it
meant less to.history than the
first man to go over Niagara
Falls in a beer firkin.
We decamped to the show's
press room at Stage 6 at
KTTV. There we watched on
TV the show going on in Stage
(Tornio)
4, a few hundred feet away.
5. KANSAS - Leftoverture Weird, but this" TS the way
(Kirshner) -a wardom works.
_ .
.6. BARRY MANHAW
Stage 6 was &tided by a
This One's For You ( Arista)
curtain. On one side were
7. BOSTON -Boston (Epic) those who had to file award
g. NATALIE COLE - news immediately. On the
Unpredictable (Capitol)
other side were tables at
9. STEVE MILLER BAND which sundry souls sipped
-Fly Like An-Eagle(Capitol) wine, talked and watched-the
10. GEORGE BENSON -In TV show.
night(Warner Bros.)
Tuxedoed fuglemen moved

about, aiding scribes when
desired and shepherding
happy awardees to a pale blue
backdrop so they could have
their picture took.
It was a good night for
producer Susskind. ABC's
Franklin,"
and
"Eleanor
which his company made,
took home five critics'
awards, a number matched
only by "Roots," which his
company didn't make.
And his awards show wasn't
bad,as these things go,
It was sprightly_ and the
speeches of awardees were
mercifully brief. It would have
been much better, though, had
not 27 trophies been dispensed. This tended to slow down
the entertainment.
The show was CBS' fourth
awards bash this year. B3
June, the three networks will
have aired 11 such events.
However, one respite from
this awardamania may (*cur
- the threatened nighttime
Ernrny show.
Hollywoodians,
Many
among them Norman Lear
and Mary Tyler Moore, are
saying they'll boycott the
industry's
top
backpat
ceremonies,

destined for gold perhaps a
platinum album. Drummer
Paul Riddle says that' he is
really excited about the new
album. "When
we
cut
'Carolina Dreams' it felt as
exciting as When we recorded
the first album back when I
was 18."
The album itself *superbly
produced by Paul Hornsby
who has produced all of MTh's
albums. In addition to the six
member band are other guest
musicians such as Chuck
Leaven on piano and Jai
Johanny Johanson on congas,
both of Sea Level, as well as
Charlie Daniels and his fiddle.
The greatest cut on the LP is
"Heard It In A Love Song" the
smash hit that is tearing up
the charts. Lead guitarists,
Toy Caldwell and lead singer,
Doug Gray do outstanding
jobs on this cut.
Another moving cut On the
album Is "I Should Have
Never Started Lovin' You," a
rhythm and blue
'
s grabber
thatfeatures Doug's powerful
vocal aided by a sparkling
horn section led by Jerry
Eubanks.
One cut, "Desert Skies" is a
pure country tune and very
tastefully dcihe too. Other
great cuts are "Fly Like An
Eagle," "Life In A Song" and
"Never Trust A Stranger."
With the release of the
album you can tell the group's
vast influences of rock,
country, jazz, rhythm and
blues and western swing.
A Long Distance Call
-The other day I made a call
to Elektra-Asylum records in
California in order to receive
some press information about
their rock stars. Sally Stevens
in public relations there told
me that the Eagles were
coming back to the studio and
from there would go on a tour
of Europe. My thinking is that
they might make another
album. However, Sally told
me that if you put out too
many albums on the market,
the group might lose its
popularity. In other words, the-public looks forward to seeing
their new release if they do
one say once a year.
Sally also commented about
their new addition to the
Elektra family - Bread. She
said that this was a surprise to
have them 'return to us.
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. Engineer Trades Peace And Tranquility For Life In Rhodesia
adventure and excitement and
a whole new way of living,"
Gary Hale said in an interview
Thursday. "The idea just sort
of popped into his head, and it
seemed like it would be the
place to go."
Like his older brother, Gary
Hale, 33, admits to being the
adventurous type too. He said
he's trying to get a job now
with a travel agency, but that
if that falls through he may
join his brother in Rhodesia.
. . I've got a little money
up,I'm single, and I just
saved
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — the road was needed because might go too," said Gary.
the
Former Transportation of a landfill and that,
Secretary John C. Roberts contrtict was awarded in a
says state Auditor George public forum.
Atkins, however, said that
Atkins has embarked on
"another political voyage" Roberts, as commissioner of
with a report which raises highways, gave the conconflict of interest questions tractor, "who is his neighbor
about the rebuildiug of a road on the road in question, a
blank check to build the road..
adjoining Roberts'farm.
Atkins said at a news con- . ." He said the original cost
ference Thursday that an estimate soared from 840,000
indicates to an actual cost of $380,000.
report
audit
"When there is a 59 per cent
irregularities in the Woodford
on the project...when
overrun
project
County resurfacing
public records are delast year.
Roberts, who also was stroyed...the taxpayers are
conunissioner of highways at losers," Atkins said.
In a statement issued by the
2 mile Grassy
/
the time the 21
office Thursday,
governor's
resurfaced,
Spring Road was
resigned as transportation Roberts said Atkins "and his
secretary recently to became staff do not understand what
secretary of public protection they have allegedly audited.
Change orders are a way of
and regulation.
in the construction
life
was
there
Roberts contends
nothing illegal about the way busin ess."
Roberts implied that the
the project was handled; that
Fiscal Court audit report Was political. He
Woodford
a
designated the road as top said of Atkins, who is
Democratic
prospective
priority for rebuilding; that
candidate for governor and a
factional foe of the Carroll
regime:
"He kind of reminds me of
Capt. Ahab ( who chased the
great white whale in the novel
•Moby Dick'). I think he's in
blind pursuit of the great
white ( governor's I mansion."

t:011iSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Why would a 38-year-old
engineer trade the peace and
tranquility of life in the
Bluegrass for a hazardous
existence in Rhodesia, an

African country in the throes
of a bloody guerrilla war?
The answer's simple, says
Gary Hale, whose older
brother Sheldon moved to
Rhodesia two months ago.
He just was looking for

'Political Voyage'
Charged By Roberts
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brother said. But his letters
emphasize for the most part
that he's happy there, that
he's made friends, and that
he's prospering as an engineer
for a Rhodesian company.
mentioned the
"He's
dangers, but there's excitement in that there's
danger," Gary Hale said of his
older brother's feelings. "He
likes the frontier type atmosphere over there."
Hale's mother, Irene Hale,
59, who lives in Madisonyille,
said she wasn't too happy at
first when her son moved to

Rhodesia.
But now, she says she "can
see the Lord's in it."
"He didn't go to church
here, but he is a church-goer
over there," she said. "I've
told him in a letter he had to go
all the way to Africa to start
going to church. It. makes me
happy that he started going to
church, so I'll just trust in the
Lord."
Informed of the Rhodesian
law, Mrs. Hale said she hopes
her son won't stay long enough
to be retiuired to become a
soldier.

-He doesn't tell me a whola
lot of these dangerous things,'
she said."He knows I worry.'''.
She said she-receives about
three letters a week front
Rhodesia and that her son
.
asks for her to answer, that:
he's curious about what's
going on in his home state.
In case he's curious about
what's going on in Rhodesia;
Mrs. Hale said she sends hint
newspaper articles about the
war in that country because
"they kobably don't write the
things about theawarl there
they do here."
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Atkins rejected Roberts'
defense of the road project,
saying the Bureau of Highways, not Woodford Fiscal
Court, ordered the project. He
said the only bidder, Ed
Randle, also owns an adjoining farm on the same road
— land he bought from
Roberts.
.One can justifiably
".
conclude that what we have is
a special project that has been
given extraordinary treatment raising serious questions
of conflict of interest," Atkins
said. "Would a $380,000 road
have been built if the COMmissioner of highways had not
owned prbperty on this road?"
certain
said
Atkins
memoranda relating to the
project have been destroyed.
The records would have
showed the road was committed before the bidding.

20%

On Exhaust Off
Parts
*Free
Inspection*

Authorized Huth Bonder Center

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St
Phone 753-9868

.01

Atkins declined to say
whether prosecution were
• possible. However, he said he
suggested to Atty. Gen.
Robert Stephens and Commonwealth's Atty. Ray Corns
that they reread the statutes
concerned with conflict of
interest. Stephens and Corns
— along with Gov. Julian
Carroll — were sent copies of
the audit report, he said.
Roberts' transfer out of the
Transportation Department
may have been linked to the
audit, Atkins said. He said the
move occurred only a few
days after the governor's
office learned of the investigation.
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talking about how colorful and
clean and unhurried the
society is," the younger Hale
said. "He said he was really
enthusiastic about the social
and political climate. He
talked about the colorfulness
and friendliness of the people
there."
Gary said his brother was
"getting rather bored with the
sort of monotonous lifestyle"
in Lexington, where he lived,
and -was looking for
something different."
Sheldon Hale, in his letters,
has "touched on the war," his

f11/aild
c

Save
9/

"I've got itchy feet, like him."
In an Associated Press story
earlier
from Ruwa, Rhodesia,
was
this week, Sheldon Hale
quoted as saying he liked the
pioneer spirit' in Africa. He
indicated he wasn't worried
about Rhqclesia's policy that
immigratIri who stay longer
than two years must serve in
the military.
Rhodesia, he said, is "a land
worth fighting for."
Gary Hale says he's
received letters from his
brother frequently.
"In his last letter, he was
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National Guard:Troops Pulling
Out Of East State Flood Areas
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Disaster and Emergency
National Guard troops are Services.
pulling out of flood areas in the
The homeless are finding
eastern Kentucky hills today food and shelter at hospitals,
as residents turn their effort schools, churches and the
from survival to cleaning up homes of friends and
and rebuilding devastated relatives, he said. "There's
homes and businesses.
nobody in danger of not having
A large number will remain someplace to stay or
at South Williamson, an something to eat."
isolated community where
The Department of Tranrelief has been slow in coming. sportation will take on part of
Only a few will be left in other the cleanup effort as the
towns to hell) with food and guardsmen
leave, said Stuart
water distribution, com- Victor,
administrative
munication
and
other assistant to Transportation
problems. Secretary Calvin Grayson.
The Federal Disaster
Victor said the TranAssistance
Administration sporation Department will
( FDAA ) has announced, quickly move men and
meantime, that it will close machines in to help clean mud
three of its eight relief centers and debris from the streets of
today where residents have stricken communities.
been getting help and inLocal officials have been
formation. The remaining five urged by Gov. Julian Carroll
centers are scheduled to'close to turn as much cleanup work
next week.
as possible over to private
Susan Bullard, FDAA contractors or the Army Corps
spokesman at London, Ky., of Engineers so that the
said the 7,875 persons had federal government will
applied for some type of assume the cost.
•
assistance at the eight centers
During his third tour of the
through Thursday.
flood areas, Carroll on
The Corbin, Hazard and Wednesday told local officials
Warfield relief centers will that communities can be
close at the end of regular reimbursed by the federal
hours tonight, she said. The
Prestonsburg,
Middlesboro
and Belfry centers will close
Sunday; centers at Harlan
and Pikeville will close
Tuesday,she said.
''The FDAA emphasizes
that although the centers will
be closing within the next
several days, assistance
programs are still available to
The Calloway County Public
residents of the 15 affected
-L.Labrarytias on display a joint
• counties," Miss Bullard said.
"exhibit of art paintings by
'She said the London FDAA
Sirnone Taylor and Sally Gay.
field office will remain open to
Simone Taylor ( Mrs. Robert
provide information.
Taylor) has been painting for
State Adjutant General
-about two years_ and uses oil
.chard—.--F-ryinire
said
On canvasTSV was born in
Thursday that of the 980
France but has been a
guardsmen then on duty,
resident of Calloway County
fewer than 100 will still be in
since 1961. Painting is her
the flood areas by Sunday.
hobby.
for
Except
South
Sally Gay uses oil painting
Williamson, "the emergency
on canvas and has also been
phase has passed," said Tom
painting for about two years
Little of the state Division of
as a hobby. Ms. Gay is retired
now and came to Calloway
County from Chicago.
Both artists are mem berr6
the Murray Art Guild. Art
Guild members were invited
to display their works at the
Public Library at scheduled
times. Ms. Gay and Mrs.
Taylor's works will be shown
through the month of April.
MICIIELSON'S
"The public is invited to
drop by the Library to view
this art exhibit," a library
spokesman said.

Art Works On
Display At
Library Here

c„.•t,
,/ „
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YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service kilt Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TOSEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

The area is at the eastern
government if they hire
contractors for cleanup work, edge of Pike County,
but all National Gua,rd ac- separated from the nearest
tivities are paid for the state. sizeable town, Pikeville, by 30
Little said Thursday that the miles of rugged mountains.
cost of keeping the National The flood wiped out comGuard on duty, including munications and there are still
salaries, fuel and other ex- only three telephone lines
penses, was approaching serving the area.
-We feel like a lost people
$50,000 a day.
here," said William F.
over
operations
of
"The cost of
the guard is a cost against the Blackburn III, 24. He and his
commonwealth, while the cost father,William F. Blackburn operations
our
of
is Jr., a certified public acrecoverable from the federal countant, have worked to
coordinate flood relief efforts
government, Victor said.
For days after the flood,
"We expect to bring in
additional men and equipment before federal and state help
from areas not affected by the arrived, ''it was just citizens
flood. This is an emergency doing it here," Blackburn
situation and it is seen as such said.
here," he said.
- . Carroll acknowledged -that
Streets and sidewalks in the the situation in South
mountain towns were piled Williamson "has not been
high with soggy Store mer- good. Not. only were we not
chandise and belongings from aware of the damage, but the
homes.
people in the county seat
Cleanup efforts clogged ( Pikevillg I were not aware."
traffic and police vainly tried
Blackburn said emergency
to deal with what state police shelter needs are being met by - Lt. David Patterson at a hospital, schools and
Pikeville called "New York churches as well as friends
City traffic on wagon roads." and relatives of the homeless,
With the piles of debris and and that National Guard
drying mud, Patterson said, shipments of food are easing
-Downtown has a smell that's that shortage.
almost a deathly, con"Our biggest need is to
taminated smell."
continue to keep the food
Police in several of the corning. in here," he said.
towns wore surgical masks "And we need hundreds of
while directing traffic, to filter men, and equipment, to clean
choking dust from the drying up.'* mud, and one National
South Williamson residents,
Guardsman
in
South
Williamson directed traffic he said,"have mud a foot deep
on their floors. We'll be at this
wearing his gas mask.
South Williamson is at the a good year,"
BlackburnT said he_ was center of a 40-mile stretch of
the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy encouraged by Carroll's visit.
where homes and trailers "Hopefully with this meeting
were washed away and we'll get something done;" he
said.
smashed by the flood.
AN& a: owl&
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Returning

PHILADELPHIA ( AP) — States, Kaplan said.
An aerospace engineer whose
"It is getting messy op
colleagues call him the there,_
and the Air Force may
"garbageman of space" has
be thinking it would be
developed away to pluck---cfheaper---tir- re-terwe-- Theorbiting satellites from space
satellites than to continua
and bring them safely back to
tracking them," Kaplan said.
earth.
He said the main reason for
The plan is the first prac- bringing
the space junk back
ticat method devised for
to earth is so scientists could
clearing some 3,000 manmade
study those that failed and
objects now littering the
relaunch others, saving
galaxy hundreds of miles
millions of dollars The
above the earth, said Dr.
satellites cost between $2
Marsl all Kaplan of Pennmillion and $40 million.
sylvania State University.
"The biggest obstacle to
Kaplan said he presented (capturing
objects in space is
the proposal this week to the
the fact that many ofrthem are
National Aeronautics Space
spinning or tumbling very
Administration, which quickly,
making it unsafe for a
commissioned his research
retrieval vehicle to link up
and is considering the plan for
with a target — particularly if
the Space Shuttle program in
there are people in the obmid-1979.
ject," Kaplan said.
The Defense Department
Under the plan, The space
also is "very interested" in
Shuttle would carry a,cargo.nf
the retrieval proposal as a
water and point a giant nozzle
way in which foreign satellites
at the spinning satellite.
could be captured if they
Because water in a vacuum
posed a threat to the United
freezes when it strikes an
object, the satellite would
temporarily be coated with
ice. As the ice turned from
solid to gas, Kaplan said, it
would slow the satellite's
momentum, permitting a
linkup.
Kaplan said satellites that
are not spinning pose no
problems other than hookup.
Kaplan
and
Douglas
Freesland, a • I graduate
assistant, developed the
retrieval method during a 32month study commissioned by
the NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center in -Huntsville,
Ala.
For years the space center
has puzzled over what to do
about costly satellites orbiting
uselessly. Scientists have been
concerned that the space junk
could cause an outer space
collision. While the probability
of that happening 'is small.
Kaplan said, the Air Force
does track all manmade objects over a certain size.

ALBUMS

TAPES

Great selection of country
albums arid tapes by popular artists including
Freddy Fender and
Charlie Rh

'''"----,
'/#51001476710071ANSY. .f.

40-ti awp of us Peet

Hones
Improves all sole Increases
mew halm newly

12-0Z.
EARTHBORN
*SHAMPOO
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

You Buy the Chicken,
The Fixin's are Free!

Non-alkaline shampoo with
natural Ph Balance

MAKe YOUR OWN

meAL!

NANCY DREW
AND THE HARDY
BOYS MYSTERY

1

Saturdays and Sundays Only

Two Free Fixin's with a Bucket!
Three Free Fixin's with a Barrel!

BOOKS 199
reg. $2.50

Men's Anklets

For work, play or leisure.
men's cushion sole anklets
of 100% cotton Provides
air cushion comfort. White
only Sizes 1054/11, 11 Si/
12.

'411MTrMOINANNAMOPIRMe
ArAMINIONANF:

Hog Market ,
Rolls

Potato Salad
Three Bean Salad
All fixini in pint containers/package of rolls

Katecky frial ekieket,
113 Sycamore St.
Murray

602S.6th Street

Offer Expires May 1, 1977

Mayfield

Federal State Market News Service
Apnl IS. 1,77
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 518 Est 1100 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 1 00 lower Sows stead) .50
lower
US 1-2 20G-230 lbs.
$36 5.3650
US 1-3 200-240 lba.
$36 0436.25
US 2-4 240-260113a.
635 50-36 00
US 3-4 260-280 Ibis
$34 50-550
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.—. ...:$31 0432.00
US 1 800-4.50 lba.
- 632 06-13 00
US 1-345065011w. ,
i33 00-.14.01
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
$;
111
0(1
Boars 19 oci-n_co

Embossed Seersucker in
beautiful stnpes or plaids
Perfect for dresses,
skirts or yackets
45 wide

Package of four 1 2ir 1 4 dish
cloths in Colorful stripes Long
lasting cotton cloths, so stock
up now

--tiggiOMPAMOIECONNVIMMC--

—
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Cesmalliiiver's Eels
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky. Plaintiff, versus
John Henry Gray and wile, Alma M.Gray Defendant.
NOTICE Of SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the March 254h
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
Ten Thousand One Hundred Forty five and 90-100
($10,145.90) Dollars, with interest at the rate of $1.70
per day from the 5th day of January 1977, until paid and
its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to
the highest biddef;at public auction on the 25th day of
April 1977,at 1:00o'clock p.m.,or thereabout,for cash,
the following described property,to-wit:
One 1975 Allenwood mobile home,Ser. No. 544, 44' x
24',three bedrooms,one bath,all electric,3ton air conditioner, central. Mobile home located about 2 miles
north of airport on west side of road.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Freak L. Ryan
Master Conatissieeer Calloway Circuit Cent

YOUR Ern°Buy,Sell ortrade

ARE THE OAS
2 Notice
FLEA ALULKET Craftsman Fair and Antique
Show. Held April 16 and
17. On MSU Campus
between Payne and
Chestnut Street. For
table reservations
contact Kevin Leavy at
753-9135. Cost of 1 booth
is $10 for 2 days.
For Saki
55 Gallon
Drums
forted The
& Marble

*.•

;
..•

ik.::::•:.

4.••I,4•

HERE'S
SOMETHING
ELSE TO
THINK
ABOUT..

°: °: : :
:4.1,•.•.4
i:°: °: :.

•4

WESTERN DARR FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
ASSC.
Newly decorated

532sq.ft.
office spacefor rent.
Utilities furnished
plenty of
Parking aPacePhone 753-3341 or •
753-3342

REWARD
for

information
leading to the
arrest of person
or persons responsible for the theft
of a -Blacksmith's
anvil from the

Wallis
Stained
Glass Co.

Smyth 918 St.

Cermaissieeses Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Jennings Turner, ET AL Plaintiff, versus Daisy
(HoPlthis) Darnell,ET AL Defendant.
NOTICE Of SALE
By virtue of a petition and order of sale of the
Calioway Circuit Court rendered at the March 25th
Term thereof 1977,in the above cause, for the Division
ofPtoPerty and its cost'therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of April 1977, at 1:00 _o'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property,to-wit:
Lying in the South East Corner of the SEVr. of Sec.
32, Township 2 North, Range 3 East; Beginning at the
South East corner of said Qr.and running thence West
about 92 poles to Jack Fosters SE corner; Thence North 1011 poles, thence East 11 poles and 9 feet; thence
South 211 poles; thence East about 80 poles and 7% feet
to Sec.line; thence South SO poles to the beginning con.
taining 42 acres more or less. , _
For source of title see Deed Book 11,Page 210-11 in
the(ace of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearinglekal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms. Purchase will have
the privilege of paying4ash:
Frank L. Ryan
Master Coninissioner Calloway Omit Overt

2. Notice

2 Notice

KY. LAKE MUSIC
BARN, New __Concord.
Ky. Weekend activities.
Square dance every
Friday 8:00 p.m.
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00
p.m. Special drawings.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK.
HO model trains 20 per
cent off. Murray Paint
vmd -Hobby Center, 614South 4th.

Special 10% Off

Phone Numbers
for The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows

Wood
Items

YOU NAVE Tiff OPPORTUNITY
TO GPO TO TN COMMUNITY
WOOD AAA TODAY

BABYSITTER IN my
home for 3 children.
Must have references
and experience. Call 7536892 after 4:30 p. m.
FULL TIME meat cutter,
Washburn's Market,
Hardin, Kentucky. Call
4374439.

ead Linde Dill's FLEA
NIARETT, Dover, TN sod lot
Awn al it for vow.

READING MAKETN A
FULL MAN,CONFERENCE
A REAN MAN AND
WRITING AN EXACT MAN"

w)-1-1

YOLI 5401.1LDN'T
HAVE TOLD
COOKIE 04t.5
14EA1.1-1 FOOD
PINNER 1.A5T
N16,1-1T WAS
1.1N1-1EALTP1*

NOT?

CA R KGE,
LARRY
'mechanic on duty 8-6 p.
m.,6 days a week. Tires
changed, 'oil changes di
lubes, and ac. welding,
on Hwy. 94 East next to
Morris Grocery.
WILL ACCEPT sealed
bids for the up-keep of
Cemetery.
Ricks
Deadline April 23. All
interested,. contact
Clifford-Farris, Route 4 •‘
Box 555, Murray, Ky.

r

DON'T WANT
MY _NEW „POG
TO KNOW I'M
RICH

Bamboo
Garden
D14 Coldwater lid
753-0317

LOOK Wi-IAT
WE'RE NAVIN&
TO NI6F41!

No

7.C140SODIAA
GLUTAMATE
DI -GLYCERIDES

tliTRooS OIO
-r-RiSooluaA CiTRf
XANTMA4 GUM
HYDPDXVP5211MENVCELLULOCE
(A00 enr-teR

Open Sun. 1-;

KY. LAKE MUSIC
BARN, Nevi Concord,
Ky. Weekend. activities.
Square dance every
Friday 8:00 p. mi
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00 p.
-m. Special drawings.

APainves)

ri•

4 -15
"PIE PH4N7041 OF THAT TIME, THE 917+ OF
WO.EVEN AS THEY RESTED, (
WOUR LINE, CAME 70 THE CHIEFS."

THE RAIDERS ATTACKED.,
DRA65IN6 BFF MORE virrows
FOR ZAAL „.

BANJO PLAYER needed
for skimmer work. Apply
in person at Kaintuck
Territory, Benton,
Kentucky.
$200.00 'WEEKLY
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
- addressed
envelope to .Fischer
Enterprises,. Box 127,Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

Assistant
Manager

977 United Feetura Syndicate Inr

SURVIVED TNAT HOPELESS ATTACK
A6AIN57 774E EASTERN PARK_

coNect(205)1170-4M.

Roy Harmon
and
Rusco

ROt.LO, WHY ARE
_YOU _WEARING:
SUCI-f` CRUMMY
CLOTHES?

"A FEW OF OUR WARRIORS

N TOUR OWN "1055"1 Area
Distribeter for Reed McNair
Soo.*
limps.
Reed
ism Preen kr.
via Co. eat. accts. Is
Sane. levestment $2,010 to
812.510 secured. Seed memo,
address, phems & 3 refereeces to Personas& My., NAMCO, 3/28 Meatealr Rd.,
,irbagi., Al. 35213 er

HEARING
BELTONE
Aid sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
For Apennine: call 753.Monday-Friday.
5131
In the
Beltone of Benton, 1200
lieuntry Khchen
Poplar Street, Benton,
APRIL 18, 1977
WE BUY AND SELL used
Ky. Phone 527-8463.
Call
air conditioners.
Stark's Hardware
7514104 days, 753-1551 KY. LAKE MUSIC
12th EL Poplar
nights.
'Our 30th Year"
BARN, New Concord,
•
Ky. Weekend activities.
Square dance every
News. Society and
Friday 8:00 p. in.
753-1918 COLOR PORTRAITS,
Sports
Country Music Show
for
extra.
yours
us
bring
Retail Dispfay-adSaturday, 8:00 p.
every
copies. Made from any
vertising 753-1919
m..Special drawings.
size into any size.
Classified Display
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
Classified, Circulati-.
Combination Storm
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
on and the Business
Doors & Windows Can
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
be
• CASH
may
Office
Save You EnergyV__
7534035. ,FPee parking
hfusirclivenlvlo wed
iris
Sr
7i3on
reached
lot, use our rear enInv* too owl? 0001 *sew
7113-4124
1916 and 753-1917
trance.
ewes, brio. it to Ars IsSiy

DO WU KNOW WHAT
FRANCIS BACON3AiC
ABOUT READING?

Lk,

•

WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If Interested ball Gene Allen
502-442.77368, Paducah,
Ky.

WHAT WE do best is
-care. NeecUine, 753-6333.

:
:
ii:IF

t-N.L.Aa.t

FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Weill
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

Diane
I Love You

:•: : : : : :$
•,:•::'

Would you Ws to
ride our Church
Bus to Sunday
School and morning worship sofvicosat
Silk* Wee Whit Church
Bus Driver For April,
Mike Lovins 753-7459

489-1613

6. Nelp Wanted

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

WHAT
EVEN
ONE
you THAT VVE
COL,P NOT...
AGAr NC" THOSE
DEMONS

HURRY
JOE BAILEY & Linda
Dill of the indoor FLEA
MARKET Dover, TN
said to: Bring your
items to sell while spare
is available. Many
people' already taking
5100's of dollars weekly
far their unwanted
items.

Immediat-e
opening male or
female a must be
- capable of handling
all duties in collection and credit reporting divisions, supervise officin absence
of owner.' Previous
experience in credit
collections
and
necessary. Liberal
salary and fringes
for right person. apply at the CreditBureau of Murray,
304 Maple St. or call
Bob Lamastus at 7535572. All inquiries
will be kept confidential.
NOW
APPLICATIONS
being accepted for full
and part time employees„Apply in person
at Roses, Central
Center,
Shopping
Murray.
THE MURRAY Calloway
County Parks Board has
the following openings.
Applications may be
obtained at the Park
Office, 10th- & Payne
Murray.
Street,
Deadline for the, Pool
Manager position will
close April 29th. Pool
Manager, Life Guards
Coricessiiin
and
workers.
SALESMAN TO work in
store. Apply in person.
Joe Smith Discount
Carpet Center.

SERVICE MANAGER
FOR local ear Agency.
Top wages plus commission. Call 753-7114
between 8 a. m. and 6 p.
in.

[

5 Lost And Found

- E TROMPED ALL
W
WAY N•FLYA 708PAT04,L-...
50-1-

$50.00 REWARD, for
small male white poodle*. lastseen on Highway 121
' South, near ---ipcust
Grove Road on March
23. Call 753-6040.

WAITRESS 'WANTED.
Apply at Gallimore's
Restaurant in -Hate] or
call 492-9785.
Help Wanted
Male or female night
time help, must be 18
or older. Part time or
full time. Apply in
person only, no
be
Ovine
See
accepted.
Richard Parker

CALLOWAY
LOST
County senior ring 1976.
_ blue stone. Call 753-5942.
Reward offered.•
[94.*
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FRIGIDAIRE RANGE,
like new, coppertone,
standard size. For infixnation. call 753-152
irom 8:30 a7-m. to 5:30
in.,ask for Mrs.!lazuli.

BEAUTICIANS '
NEEDED, pleasant
working conditions. Call
753-7598.

ONE MAPLE dinette
suite, six chairs, two
leafs, one maple hutch,
all like new, less than 1
One
old.
year
WANTED SOMEONE to
Westinghouse washing
break garden. Call 753machine, good cond.,
7207.
one plate glass mirror,
two living room pictwo living room
tures,
$2,001100 MONTHLY! lamps. Moving, needs
SPARETIME! Unspace. Call 753-7700
believably, excitingly
:SI
a.-in.er-after-4)
Sent -sett" *easy!
p.m.
•
and
stamped
addressed
envelope to Box 1824„
30" G. E ELECTRIC
Clelieland, Ohio 44106.,
cook stove, used 7
months. -Call 753-6349.
14. Want To Buy
BTU, air
ONE 11500 '
WANTED: B-J Auto
conditioner $60.00. One
Salvage. Junked and
brown naughyde hide-awrecked cars needed. „
bed $125.00. One Early
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
American hide-a-bed,
nap, $175.00. Carl
like
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold. , 4924469 or 492-6307.
Call 753-9232.
OLD GARDEN tillers
that do not run. Call 496
8295 after 5 p. m.
15 Articles For Sale
NEW NAUTILUS Super
metal detectors for the
professional relic and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and.
Tenn. Call :Bob Mills, •
43672415 after 5 p.m.
BATH TUB enclosure
* kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be installed by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 04
Maple.
COIN OPERATED drink
box, $50.00. Four Mag
wheels with good 14 inch
tires for Ford or
Plymouth $100.00. Call
489-2595.
KING SIZE springs and
foam mattress. $25.00.
Call 753-5051.
FLORAL COUCH in good
condition. Call 435-4120.
MACHINE,
CANDY
three ponies and two
cars. Call 753-6940.

ILED THREE piece,
sectional, Howell kit:
chen table and 4 chairs.
cond.,
Very'good
reasonAble 4924300.
BOOKCASE BED and
dresser, chrome table
and chairs, refrigerator,
dog irons and electric
logs,' glider.
Rea.sonable, 1403 Poplar
Street.
THREE PIECE bedroom
suite, $100.00, chest
15.00, chair $5.00. See at
403 S. 10th Street.
36" KENMORE range,
continuous cleaning
oven,9 mos. old, $175.00.
Also 6 foot red vinyl sofa
and matching white
vinyl chair. Call 7539501.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street.' Rebuilt
vacuums, starting At
$45-00. We _rebuild your
vacuum for 620.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

NOW.
AVAILABLE
18 Sewing Machines
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densiti'es. Cut
BROTHERS SEWING
to your specs. West Ky. : machine, like new, with
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
foot pedal or knee pedal,
Avenue. 753-6767.
other attachments,
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
WEED EATERS, Clippie
1 p. m.
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
19 Farm Equipment
Needle model 500 $59.95. Wallin HardFOR ALL YOUR fencing
ware. Paris, Tenn: •
needs. Call AAA Fence
THOUSANDS USED
-paperkiacks. it price.
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
808 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821.
-SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. '
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders,6 ft. step,$14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

4-SALESMAN'S DREAM
- One of the newest,
BLACK it DECKER skill
-WANTED- •
hottest items on the
saw.73-4 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
market, MAPAKAM
noir towswotod's;
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
•
Fantastic
MARQUEES.
OA, moo, wad its... No
wott tor Vu.Ire di Ito
--heif concept in signs.
wort mid poy ao whoa its
Easy to All. Very high
sold. lore IUMIy &
potential. 'MAKE BEATEN down
earnings
Da. Asa Market, Dever,
carpet nap at doorways
area, your
Work
your
TN
bright and fluffy again
hours. MAPAKAM,Inc.,
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Dale,
E.
2001
Bel Aire ShopRing
Springfield, MO 65803.
Center. .
3. Cad Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Will
Morris wishes to thank
our friends and neighbors and the people of
Murray for their kind
words of comfoft and
kind thoughts in our
hour of sorrow.

16. Home Turrushidg.

LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'x26', in good condition. Price $35. Call
7534564.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
16 Home Furnishings
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughmag during
March.
111.100••••••••••40.
,
tanyVOINO

Supply Co., 1.444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
.
FOR SALE - 8-n Ford
tractor w-disc., plow,
cultivator and bush hog.
Also 2 .row cultivator
and roto tiller. Phone
247-5586.
SUP A FARMALL with
mower,cultivator, plow,
side dressing
att.
$1750.00. Nights 615-2326221 or 232-5870.
1970 FORD DIESEL
tractor. Model 4000,
$4500. Call 753-3068 after
p. m.
ONE ROW tobacco setter
with water tank. Call
753-5702.
ALLIS CHALMERS C-6,
combine, plow disc for
BAC tractor, farm
wagon, plow cultivator
and blade for John
qeere garden tractor. .3
h. p. tiller. Call 753-5577
•RF.GISTERED BLACK
Angus bulls. Eleven to
choose from. Emulaus and Ballet breeding.
:Call Myron or Glen
Culp, 753-5596.
150-300-500- GALLON
crop sprayers for sale.
10 year guarantee on
tanks. - Agri-Products,
753-3000.
70 Spnrtc Fcpstpment
14 FT. CHEROKEE boat,
35 h.p. Evinrude motor.•
rall 753-7948
-

-

I
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20. Sports Equipment

6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.

26 TV Radio

23 Exterminating

MOTOROLA- CONSOLE
stereo, solid walnut
cabinet. Price $275.00
Also 1 dual 601 Turntable $175.00. Call 4374143.

Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.

FOR
SALE:
14'
' CHEROKEE' bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete . crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
14' POLAR KRAFT boat,
18 h. p. Evmrude motor,
• trailer, trolling motor,
Lowrance depth finder,
$875.00. Call 753-7648
after 5 p. m.
--FOft- -long
wheel base pickup, also
two burner propane gas
carqping stove. Call 7533163 or 753-6686.
It: H.P. "Johnson for sail
boat, practically. new.
Heavy duty trolling,
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
22 Musical
WANTED SOMEONE to
take up small monthly
payments on color TV. J
& B Music, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-7575.
_ .
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
" 'ePRIGHT PIANO. Great
for a beginner. Call 7537986.
CON/CAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murrayt
Ky.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th

24 Miscellaneous

ONE YEAR OLD, 2
bedroom • central heat
and air on 1,2 acre
• wooded lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For,- sale like paywg
rent Call 753-3745.

GARDEN SPACE for
rent. Call 753-1624.

1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. 24' x 48'.
SALE - TILLERS chain
Three bedroom, bath
drive .with B and S and 1/2. Call 753-8435.
engines. 3 h.p., $179.95. 5
h.p. $199.95. Wallin EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
Hardware, Paris.
electric heat and central
"-air. 28 x 32 heated
SALE -SMOKE ALARMS
battery operated by workshop. New 4" deep
Water-Pik. $29.95. well. Water pipe to all 8
Wallin Hardware,Paris. acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247100-4
FT.
5457,-Puryear, Tenn.
FLOURESCENT lights,
used but good cond., sell
TWO BEDROOM Mobile
any number that's
Home on Lakefront lot
needed. Good for barns
in Pine Bluff Shores.
and garages. Call after 5
Reasonable. Call 436p. m. 43'7,-4296.
2292.

MADE
AMERICAN
braided rugs. One- 9x12,
one 12x15 and one 36" x
54". Call 436-2222.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made- any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

1973 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham,extra-nice.
1976 Pontiac Aster, 12,000 miles,new car trade in.
1974 Chevrolet El Cimino Pickup, loaded, low
mileage,extra nice.
1973 Oldsmobile Cutlass S, Sunroof, new car trade'
in.
1975 Mercury Monarch, all the extras,new car trade

MOBIL HOME 1966, 10
x 56, Porch, Ali conditioner, underpinned,
furnished. Call 753-5287
ora76,1-08398130 HOUSE TRAILER.
Would be ideal to sit on
lake. $4,40.00. Phone 1354-6217.
MOBILE HOME, 1974, 14
x 70, Schnitz, all electric: central heat and
air, underpinning, steps
and
wooden deck,
$8500.00. Call 753-8428
after 5 p. m.

1973 Vert Wagon, low mileage, automatic and air,
new car trade in.
Several Demonstrators at Big Savings

LI]

PURDOM
Olds - Putties • Cadillac

1141

GARAGE SALE „Saturday 16, April, 1977, 7 a.
m. til ? 1900 Sheirie
Line, Furniture, dishes,
rugs and odds and ends.

-satisfue,1 Customers Ace Our
MaesCesicent

1406 West M.
• /134315

29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM Mobile
home 12 x 65, bath,
living room and kitchen.
Call 753-4418.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
good condition, $80.00
per
month. $80.00
deposit. Call 753-0946.

MSU FACULTY member
and family want house
to rent. Call 753-9554 or
762-4120.
_
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment, large living
room, large kitchen and
eating area. 1604 Olive
Street. $150.00 per
month. Call 753.4451 or
after 5 p. m. 753-8618.
34 Houses For Rent

GReal
cEstate
Realtor i Pat Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

THAT BEAUTIFUL LEVERAGE
One of the great adTo dlustrate, assume a
vantages in real estate in- 6100,000 property was purvestment is that wonderful chased for only $10,000
word called leverage. In its cash and a $90,000 morsimplest terms, it means tgage loan. Frye years later,
using someone else's money
the same property is sold for
to y astir), increase your profit
$150,000 (a 50%.gain in
potential.
value). After paying off the
Real
estate
has ,$90.000 mortgage, the investor would realize, not a
traditionally been very good
security for loans. This
50% gain, but rather a 500%
means that real estate can
gain on his actual cash inbe acquired With a smaller
vestment because he only
percentage of cash outlay
invested $10,000 not
than most other, _in$100,000 for the property.
vestments.
Leverage arises because
Consulting with peopit.'
AIL of the income and AU
about their real testate needs
of the appreciation in
is our specialty. Drop by Purproperty value -belongs to
dom 8, Thurman on the
the property holder regarcourt square or call Pat
dless of the amount of the
Mobley 7534451 or 753loan.
8958. We're here to helid

43 Real Estate
4W"'and
Aciugs
east •of
Alino on blacktb
110^6 OF TODANI, WRING OUT YOUR- 171°
P
7534418.
road. Can
-TEA FAG."

34 Houses For Rent

41 Public Sales

HOUSE IN country about
6 miles from Murray,
prefer married couple.
Call 753-5978.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60bn 305 N.4th. Call
Z53-5881.
31 livestock • Supplies
HAMPSHIRE
DUROC
cross bred young Boar.
SerViceable age. Call
492-8861.
WHEAT STRAW for sale:
Call 753-8582 or 437-4239.
38 Pets

Supplies

SIX FULL BLOODED
Boxer puppies. Seven
weeks old. $40. Call 4892321 or 489-2392.

AKC REGISTERED Old
MOBILE HOMES and
English Sheep Dag
mobile home spaces for
puppies. Also female St.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Bernard, call 753-6412 or
Call 753-3280.
• 753-0959 after 4 p. m.

31 Want To Rent

Cli

YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. children's
clothes, ladies' and
.men's
cioth.es_.
household items, nick
necks, bedspreads, ete.
1/4 mile east of Lynn
Grove on Hwy. 94.

27 Mobile Home Sales

Phone 753-3914

TWO BEDROOM furnished house. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. $25.00 deposit,
$110.00 per month. Call
7536405 after 5 15. m.
FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
double
home with
nicely
garage,
decorated in •Farmington. Lease option
purchase
available. Call 345-2745.

43 Real Estate

'WARD SALE,2 party,8 a.
to 5 p. m. Saturday,
April 16, 1633 Farmer
Ave. Murray.'

OVEASTOCK Reduction
sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.

WALLIS DRUG

QOM*

41 Publir Sales

FOUR AKC registered
Labrador
Retriever
females. Whelped
March 25, 1977. Sire
Upland
Marsh
at
Midnight. Dam, Joker
VII. Have the best
bloodlines and great
potential. Cheap at
$80.00 each. Call 753-2943
ask for Terry Mashburn.
Will be weaned and
ready to sell by May 4th.
SPANIEL
COCKER
puppies. One blonde, one
black, $75.00 each. Call
753-6528.
DALMATION,
BEAGLES, Cocker
Spaniels, puppies and
grown dogs. All AKC
registered, shots and
wormed. Call 492-8861.

YARD SALE Saturday, 8
a. m.,to ?, Household
items, dinette set,
professional hair dryers
chair,clothing, odds and
ends, Stereo, at 602
Poplar Street, Murray.
RUMMAGE SALE, at
American Legion liall,
Saturday, April 16, 8:00
a. m., clothes all sizes,
household items, toys
and something for the
whole

YARD SALE,Friday and
Saturday,/ a. m. to 6 p.
m., 206 Elm Street.
Clothes, -shoes, furniture, and etc.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
April 16th„10 a. tn., 1711
Olive. Will sell 10 speed
bicycle, lamPs, end
tables, odds and ends.
RUMMAGE SALE: 1201
Main Street, Friday &
Saturday,9 a. m. to 4.p.
m. ,Some children's
clothes, toys, and baby
items.

YARD SALE, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday,
8:00 a. m. to? 641 North
3/
1
2 miles from Murray.
YARD SALE, 4 family at
Tr -City, on Hwy. 94, at
the Unique Boutique,
Saturday, Sunday and
Monday, 12 a. m. to 6-p.
m. Rain or shine. Riding
lawn mower, yard chair
set and lots more of
everything.
YARD SALE Saturday,
April 16, 117.00 till ?
Clothing all sizes,
adults,'girls, boys, and
babys, shoes, toys, baby
walker, electric appliances and other
items. In case of rain
following
will
be
weekend. 11
/
2 miles out
on Hwy 121 South.

YARD SALE-Saturday,
April 16, 8:00 a. m. to
COLLIE PUPPIES. Call
3:00 p. m. 1401 Story
492-8614.
Ave. Children's clothes,
men & women's clothes,
AKC BLONDE Cocker
children's books, old
Puppy.
Spaniel
dishes, drop leaf breakChampionship pedigree.
fast table, bedspreads,
Call 527-7668.
curtains, antiques,
barbie clothes & house,
39. Poultry Supplies
& many other items. In
PEAFOWL FOR sale. case of rain sale will be
next Sat.
$25.00. each. Call 1-5277880.
*

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1951

-

QUALITY BUILT home
with lots of built-ins.
Beautifully landscaped
lawn with large fenced
backyard. Large patio
with gas grill. You Must
see this modern 3
bedroom,2 bath home to
appreciate its quality
and charm. Located at
810 Broad and priced in
the 30's. Phone Kopperud Realty. 753-1222
for - more infornuttiOn.
We are members of the
Multiple Listing Service.
QUIET
COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built-in range. Paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500. Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
TWO ACRES IVITH 5
room house, plus 1967 12
x 60 trailer and lot. Call
492-8746.
(1) 4900 sq. ft. home
located • on a large
wooded lot. Owner will
consider trade for house
in Canterbury.(2)Small
cottage located on 5
acres, 2 bedrooms,
outside storage ... less
than
$15,000. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
202 Smith 4th Street
Mises 753-3263

1
2
FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
bath home located at 714
Olive has economical
central gas heat and
central electric air.
Fireplace, sunken bath
tub and many extra
features. Lots of living
area for your money.
Priced in the 40's. Phone
Koppernd Realty, 753;
1222 for more information.-

WEEKEND RETREAT,
Wood
frame
two
bedroom- vacation
cottage in Cypress
Springs area. Electric
wall heat, . wall air
conditioner. Wooded lot
about one mile from
water. All furniture goes
with home at only
$7000.00. Call or come by
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th
Street, 753-8080.

46 Homes For Sale

46 Homes For Sale

HILLSIDE CABIN in
Pine Bluff Shores
subdivision. All-purpose
room with bath,sleePing
loft with
movable
stairway , screened
overlokking
porch
treetops, basement'
storage area, masonary
construction, insulated,
fireplace, air conditioned, electric heat,
countertop cooking unit,
community water
system, access to boat
launching. dill 753-4574.

NICE OLDER model 3
bedroom home, 2 car
detached garage with 2
acres. Just off highiay
94, three miles west of
Lynn Grove. Priced to
sell. $15000. Call 345-2545
days after £..00-345-2208.

220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky, Lake.
FEEL HEMMED IN?
Suitable for row crop or
Then take a look at this
cattle. Good access.
spacious two story brick
Many fine building sites.
home on a 200' ir 320' lot
John C. Niubauer
located jUst southwest of
Realtor, 505 Math;--- gurray city imiti
Murray, 753-0101 or 753Large shade trees in the
7531.
yard, enjoyable open
space on all sides, yet
44. Lots For Sale
neighbors are near
enough for a feeling of
.5 MILES EAST of town.
security. The four
Maplewbod Estates,
bedroom home was
excellent lot with trees,
professionally
105'x 152'. Priced to sell.
decorated. Priced at
753-8256 after 5'p. m.
$59,600. If interested we
invite you to take a look.
$2,750 EACH. Your choice
CallSTINSON REALTY
of five (5) building or
for an appointment, 753mobile home lots. Sizes
3744.
range from 100' x 357' to
100' x 410'. Located on
KEPT
four
US-641, 5 miles South of WELL
bedroom brick, on 21,t
Murray. Call Stinson
acres, several'fruit and
RealtYtO. for details,
shade trees. Good
753-3744.
outside storage, 3 miles
from
town. Low 30's.
BUILDING LOTS. We
have building lots in - Call 753-7620.
Lynnwood Estates,
Fairvi-ew Acres,
Panorama Shores,
Meadow Green Acres,
also one lot on Pottertown Rd. Call for
details, Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or home •*753-4946.

BRICK - home
NEW
beautiful wooded lot oi
Highway 641 2/
1
2 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Engrgy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
1
2
baths, white brick on
Oaks„Cotuatry _Club,golf _
course_ Mid 60's. Call
753-9931.
_
FOUR BEDROOMS, 11
/
2
baths, comfortable den:
and
comlibrary
bination, large kitchen,two car garage. Perfect
for children, fencektplay
area, /
1
2 block From'
Robertson SchoOl and
two blocks from Murray
State University, on
dead end street. Central.heat and air with low.'
utility bills. '039,500.00._
Call 753-8096 or 753-7309.,
THREE
BEDROOM
frame on a large rot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.

TODAY'S FEATURED NOME

45 Farms For Sale
BY OWNER, 64 acre,
near Dukedom, Tennessee. 4 Bedroom
brick, one bath, new
well. 2.4 Tobacco base.
Call 753-0180.
10 ACRE FARM, 4 miles
South on 121. Three
bedroom house, stock
barn, hog parlor. All
fenced for hogs. Call 7530978,,
20 ACRE-FARM located
off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel
post. Call for more
details. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333, home
753-4946.
50 ACRE FARM with two
bedroom house. Call 4892300 or 753-7108 after 6 p.
m,
SMALL FARM. 9 acres
fenced located on North
side of Calloway County.
This land was in soy
beans last yetir, it also
has good building site
and on blacktop road.
Price $850 per acre.
Fulton Young Realty 408
South 4th, 753-7333,
home 753-4946.

New Listing
Located 5/
1
2 miles from town. This attractive 2
bedroom home has 1 acre lot with large garden
spot with strawberry patch. Home is in excellent
condition. Priced lathe teens:

KOPPERUD
REALTYM

se

711 Main

Ph. 753-1222

HELP WANTED
R.N.
In-Service Instructor
Excellentsalary and a great benefit plan. A company disposition as a member of our in-service
education staff.
A very progressive department with a pleasant
working atmosphere. Our 275 bed institution is
currently building a brand new hospital and expanding to 401 beds.
Appjicants-should havipa bachelors degree.
Call or send resume to:
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
Hopkins County Hospital
237 Waddill Ave.
Madisonville, Ky.42431
502 821-6430
We are a equal opportunity employer

series

'
Fiv.h. insured :4iii/4.-44iiIM-1111 income trust

MONTHLYOUARTERLYSEMIANNUAL PLAN

CARPORT SALE at 509
Whitnell from 9- -? on 14 &
15 April. Clothes', shoes,
toys, draperies, lamps,
guitar, and luggage and
other items.

AA Rated-This rating is _the result of insurance relating
only to the bonds in the portfolio and not to units of
the Trust. The insurance does not remove market- risk
since it-does not guarantee the market value of the units.
'This represents the net annual interest income based
upon the semi-annual distribution plan, after annualox (lenses, divided by the public offering price. The yield
will vary with changes in either amount.
A Prospectus containing more complete-inrolniation
about the IM-IT Fund, including all charges anci expenses
will be sent upon receipt of the coypon below. Read it
carefully before you invest 'end no money.

An Eye Catcher
Don't fail to see this charming 3 bedroom ranch. Your
boay will love the roving room diith a Franklin
fireplace...large kitchen, paved drive, garden area and
only minutesfrom town.Call today for an appointment-

1

Rceutrurpan.,.

Thx-Free
Insured Principal and Interest Payments-The terms of
the insurance polity are more fully described in the prospectus. No representation is made as to the insurer's
Ability to meet its commitments.

41 Public Sales

•

0.

•Stability in
diversification
•Convenient direct
payments
II Marketability
•No redemption fees
BOW FUND
$18-,500,000
.This is neither an offer to
sell nor a solicitation of an
offer to buy any Units of
the ,Fund. Tete offering of
Units is mode only by the
Prospectus and only in those
states in which Units May
legally be offered.

Please send me a free IM-IT prospectus
Name
Add,
Home Phone

_ Business Phone

%saw Mile

Two bedroom frame house on 2.26 acre shady lot
with horse barn and other buildings. Located one
and one-half miles Northwest of Penny Community within five miles of Murray. Call 753-1594
after 6:00 p.m. '

1511112
1534479

First of Michigan
intit
Corporation

L

•
•

R A/1

Woodmen Bldg •
Murray, KY 42071 I
15021, 753 9476

)
1 SI-embers Nev. Sor4k Slork Eschang*

win mow maim mil

-

4

•
1
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46 Homes For Sale

48 Automotiva cervice
TOPPER FOR long wheel
base pickup truck. Call
489-2302.

MUST SELL" Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone 753-7857.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1973 KAWASKI WO, 3
cylinder.
Excellent
condition. Phone 7535892 or after 5 p. m. 7536403.

1969 FORD COUNTRY
Squire. Power steering,
power
brakes,
automatic, AM-FM
radio, 9 passenger,
luggage rack, $550.08.
Call-436-5496 or 436-2524.

YAMAHA MX 125, good
'Condition, bottom end
newly overhauled.
$375.00 firm. Call 7537228:
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
_MMorcycle trailer-197
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.

P

1 1.2

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5
p.m.
1568 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 between 5 and 7 p. m.

den':

•

OM -

NOTICE

hen,•
rfect
play

It is necessary for the Murray Water System to
flush. the fire hydrants Saturday night, April
The flushing will begin about 10:00 p.m.and
will be completed during the night. U there is any
discoloration in your water when first turned on
Sunday morning,flush well before using. We are
sorry for any inconvenience, but it is required
that we do this twice a year.

r0

and
rray
on
ntral •
low.
0.00.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1977 . FORD RICKUP
truck V-8. Color - Indo
tan. 1,064 actual miles.
Perfect condition. Call
435-4403.
1971 DATSUN wagon,
automatic,- 1969 El
Camino, automatic.
small V-8 $895.00, 1962
Ford /
1
2 ton $295.00. Call
489-2595.
1974
VOLKSWAGEN,
convertible, excellent
condition, 18,000 actual
miles. 753-6883 or 7532326.
IVA _VW RABBIT, Agate
brown, radio, vinyl
interior, electric rear
window defrooteraililiAL
tires. Car purchased
August 1976. Excellent
ganditon. Call 753-9250.
1971 FORD MAVERICK,
4 door, automatic, 27,000
miles, $1150.00. Call 7537620.
074 HONDA CB 125, very
good condition. Call 7538267 after 5 p. m.

1956 FORD pickup. Good
mechanically and has
good tires. $175.00.
Phone 1-3546217.

GRAND
OPENING
Love'em To Pieces

PET SHOP
Come In and Register
For FREE 10 Gallon
Aquariums and
Other In-Store
Specials and Prizes

e2
ien
ent

•We carry all lines of tropical fish Si aquarium
, supplies

ain

•Full line of dog and pet supplies

AKC REGISTERED PUPPIES
•Dachshund
'Yorkshire Terrier
•Cocker Spaniels
•Toy Poodles
*Pomeranians
•Irirehaired Fox'Terrier
•Old English Sheepdog

HOMEMADE CAMPER
for long wheel base
pickup truck. Call 7534657.
- •

mce

• All On Special Too!
nt
Is
-

Grand Opening
Specials
All Fancy Tailed Guppies
00. Velvet Sword Tails

51 Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Gall Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Black Mollies

9

dmida.

•••••• "eons & Cardinals
Come In and See Becky & Debbie
for all your pet needs

Hours 10-30 to 7 Tort-Sat 1-7 Sunday - Closed Monday.
tieIf

Don't Hare It 11 ell Get It

Love'em To Pieces
24 Man west on the Mayfield Hwv.-(Hwy .58* -New Broom
Square. Ruston, Ky. - 527-1844

IBM FORD PICKUP, 6 GUTTERING
BY
cylinder with 42 in. SEARS, Sears seamless
camper, $650.00. Call
getters installed per
436-5450.
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
_ IV).TREMPIj Spitfire
for free estimates.
convertible, good
condition. New paint, MOBILE HOME
UN$1250.00. Call 753-9920 or
DERPINNING and
753-3000.
leveling. Call Charley, •
492-8333.
1969 COUGAR, CAN be
seen at 1613 Miller Ave. WILL BABYSIT in my
$500.00.
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 7,67-2555.
1974 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive. Call 492-8566.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
1974 MALIBU CLASSIC,
job too big or too small.
air conditioned, power
Call Jimmy and L. W.
steering and brakes.
(Dub) Lyons,. 474-2264.
56,000 actual Miles, very
sharp an& clean. Will
QUALITY. SERVICE
take trade-in. Call 435Company Inc. Air
4135.
condition sales and
service. Modern sheet
1965 MUSTANG BODY,
metal department.
straight axle in front, 12
Larry Wisehart,
volt positive 5.56 gear, 3
President. Phone 753slicks MOPAR 383-4
9290.
speed. For sale or trade.
Call 753-4862.

eV

i

071
6

AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
herbicides
and
pesticides: 'Battles Ag:
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.
NORMAN
KEMMERZELL Service and
repair. Plumbing Electric, Heating Cooling. Eleetric
newereQter,
.4362490.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 7524606.

WET BASEMENT? We
rffake wet basements
dry,work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760,
day or night.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing. heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
WILL MOW LAWNS.
Reasonable rates. Call
753-1537, ask for Rocky.
ANY GARDENING, yard
work,' mowing, spring
cleaning or odd join
done inexpensively. Call
753-8372
WILL'MOW yards and do
bush hogging. Call 7536271.

04.441PC .1

I OAK EIS

Drink Systems
N.L. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales
& Service
753-21125

1976 VW, Silver, 12000
miles, $2900. Call 7539694.

5•S`ENS .CA4

75.149115

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.
ROOFING,or roof repair.
Jackie
Youngblood,
New Concord, 436-2712.

immediate bedding needs contact

CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references, free
-estimates. Quicit drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos- stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
5,
No.
Building
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

WEEKEND GUESTS?
Repairing family car?
Group outing? Trip out
of town? Planning a
vacation? Call 753-1372,
Murray Leasing, Inc.

DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 7434429
after 4 p m.

BACKHOE WORK and
gravel hauling. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.

For Sale
3 Bedroom
Moose To
So *eyed

froas Co.•176-2341

-

54. Free Column

p,

We will offer one 75 4-- acre tract of highly productive bottom
land as alarm. The house and machinery shed tract will be sold
separately and grouped with the 75+ - acre tract.

usroonnsin.

AGRI-PRODUCTS
LAWN & GARDEN

The dwelling is a modern full brick veneer With 4 spacious
bedrooms, lus baths, living room with fireplsce, large eat-in kitchen - family room oseabrOarteroftleeietiblymemanitlerage - Across the highway is a modern dairy facility with a 36s 30 Her,extort that was erected last yost. This approrunately 3 acre
tract will be offered InthAdually as an, ase may well be for a
marine or Martini good caner.

AUCTionartnagalaIntSi
The 300 acre tract divided into small acreage tracts provides
your choice of rolling gram green hills, some wooded areas and
level to rolling cleared lands with ultra good views and prime
budding sites.
- We ere %waded on the North by the new resort subdivision of
Kentucky like Enterprises. Bounded an the South by the TVA
Reservelks.
Mat Keit In the Kentseky Lake with newly
devekiped picnicing. camping. boat launching. sand beach.
'trimming and water sports. "Callaway Nis" adjoins the land
Between the Lakes between Perks Lanftg and Kenlake. The
meet accadsble weekend spot for Wed Kentucky and upper
Wed Tennessee area.
This is perhaps your only mporhinity to get in on the beginning of
the development of this choice 11/11111.
The proximity of "Calloway Hills" to Ketilake, Paris Landing
and The Land Between the Lakes insures your Investment low
down payment and owner financing make this a potential tax
MOW program.
0111010115:
-Rees Murray,Ky
Kid Imike,right onbothry. 1M,connisa
tinise 5 aides and veer left onto Hwy.614 Go 1 mile to property.

.
S

Is ts,t9w Open

Located on Highway 121
or ColdwaterSood

v Garden Seed

Shrubs
v House Plants
Allis Chalmers
Lawn Tractors

15% devoid sale day Owner financing will be available on the
=all scrooge tracts. We anticipate modest prices. 'This accompanied by good owner finendng and nominal down payment
make this property affordable to most working people. On the
larger tract - contact your banker, Federal Lend Bank or other
1101,0116.

v Anything for
the Home Gardener
Phone

INDS by Werke* Censtrectim Cf., Ninuy,I.
INGINEEMPG AND UMW by Camel.
- Travis d Um.,Raines,
WM AND DEEDS by Aftenny May R. Neversteck, Itainvy, Ky.
DAIRY CATWE MID FARM MAMMY Will MU OM FRIDAY,
AFRO. 100
.
SALO EIPI5INAT1Y15 WILL RI ON TIN flOPERTY, MONDAY.
AMR 17 INN MI OATS.
FOR INFORMATION AND PLAT CONTACT

re.

THOMPSON REALTY & AUCTION SERVICE
1011 E. Mageelle Amass(615)524440 er
3;17
Tlessu
5)St-e7112
lites 4
Essaeives

753-3000

IXIE
DAIRY SALES
•••

QUALITY REALTY CO.
"A TOTAL AND COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE"
130-Acre farm approx. 8 miles southwest of Murray. Real nice-2 bedroom, 1 bath,
farm house. Deep well and lots of water, stock barn & tobacco barn. 70 Acres row
crop,all creek bottom. Owner will finance below bank rates with 25% down.
•

87 Acres on Irvin Cobb Road,7 miles from Murray,2 miles from Ky. Lake, 42 mile
of road frontage, farm limed, fertilized, and seeded last year, completely fenced
with barbed wire. Approx. 40 acres tillable, 18 acres in marketable timber,
estimated at 42,000 board feet, 3 years ago. 8,000 Scotch Pine trees set for Christmas trees. Deep well with pump & lots of water, year round flowing creek on back
side of farm.

To The Seller:
We have done extensive research and found the areas where
the prospective buyers are that are wanting to locate in our
area. Our ads appear regularly in the following papers:

IND.
EVANSVILLE COURIER & PRESS, FORT
WAYNE GAZETTE & NEWS, INDIANAPOLIS STAR NEWS, SOUTH BEND
TRIBUNE, WALL STREET JOURNAL'MIDWEST EDITION

OHIO
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, CLEVELAND
PLAIN DEALER

MICH.
DETROIT NEWS, DETROIT FREE PRESS,
GRAND RAPIDS PRESS

ILL.
NEWS,
COMMERCIAL
DANVILLE
SPRINGFIELD JOURNAL REGISTER,
DECATUR HERALD REVIEW, PEORIA
JOURNAL STAR

Our newspaper advertising is going into over 4,350,000
homes in North Midwest United States plus our TV and
Radio Advertising.
To The Buyer:
Regardless of the type of property that you are looking for,
we probably have it. We believe we have the largest selection of property of any realtor in this area,from residential,
lake,farm,and commercial. If you are in the Market to Purchase any type of property contact us.

Whatever Your Real Estate Needs
Whether It Be Buyer Or Seller
Here You Will Receive Prompt
And Courteous Service
527-1468
Murray-Calloway Co.
437-4891
Bill !gunnel-827-9921

Fulton - 472-2944
Masao - 236-2302

51 Services Offered

GET YOUR HOME FOR A razz, estimate DOZER, LOADER, WILL GIVE HOUSE to
backhoe work:trading,
on all stump removal.
anyone who will tear it
treated for termites for
hauling, and bushdown and move it.
Contact
K
and
S
Skunp
less than $150.00.
Free
hogging.
Removal, 4,15-4343 or
Located on 8th Street.
Bonded and licensed.
- estimates. Call 436-1382.
Call 753-6232. •
7534490.
Call Wards Terniite
Company,
Control
Mayfield, 247-3023 or
AUCTION SALE
. Fulton, 472-2928. Free KIRKSEY USED Fur409 ACRE DAME FARM DEVELOPS INTO
niture
.buy
Store,.
and
"GUlAWAY NUS"
Inspection.
(SMALL ACREAGE TRACTS)
sell, refinish
and
IMIRRAT, KINYIKKY
reupholstery. Call 489SATEIREMY, APRIL 23, 11100 AM
2752.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
. PIIMPUTT
Guam Lou
Ima Of MR.& MN.DOEU WIN
Steam clean one room at
CALL
Lowe
RICKY
for
miles East of Murray,Ky.. /4 mile front Kentucky Lake and the
8 cents per sq, ft. and we
new T'V4 Wildcat Quek Recreational Area, near "land Between
Fertilizer spreading.
will dean the hallway
the Lakes." Paris Landing and Kenlake.
Call 492-8887.
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
psocipon Of MUM:
10 room would enlY be
We are offering this property in various e tracts. We have
divided 3h1 acres Into small acreage tracts from 4 to 15 acres. All
$8.00. Call Mike Hut- WILL MOW YARDS. Call
are fronting a new county road or facing State Hwy 614, with a
753-9210, ask for Gary.
chens, 753-0359.
few 1 acre tracts. Property fronting Hwy.614 has a 4" water line.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done.?
.Then call 753-6614.

SCOTSME:114

NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes 8/ steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

ELECTRICAL WIRING
borne and industriaL.air
conditioning, andrefrigeration, heating.
Call 4744841.

4

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

We have immediate availability of Journeyman tradesmen
Free Estimate on all jobs large or small.
For service in the Murray area Phone
i

436-2655

1967
CHEVROLET,
Pickup truck. Can be
seen
at
Carroll
Volkswagen. 4354435.

HOME AND COMMERCIAL
BUILDERS

to
an
of
of
tve

Cleanest, most efficient work available.
Free Estimate

DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.

,4!
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO BUILD?
For ill you

WALLS'PAINTING

1973 MAZDA RX3, 2 door,
will sell or trade for
truck. Call 753-5577..

19'73 MERCURY, 'Colony
Park station wagon, low
Mileage, power steering
and brakes, power seats
and
windows, tilt
steering, nine passenger
AM-FM radio, new
radial tires,.extra clean.
Call 753-1323 or after 5 p.
m. 753-5763.

-PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
• residential. l4so drywall
finishing for free
estimate. Phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.

WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles •
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Authorized Fan
and""Stiii .rtaft dealer.
Clean _used campers.
Open 7 days per week.Call 753-0605.

1976 FORD F-250, 4 wheel FENCE SALES AT
drive, automatic, power
SEARS now. Call Doug
steering and brakes„ Taylor at 753-2310 for
12,000 miles, like new.
free estimates for your
Pinto, Gall 751-6345.

1919 BUICK ELECTRA
225. Power windows,
brakes and steering, tilt
wheel, air conditioned.
Call 753-0492 after 8 p.
m.

MOBILE.. HOME ANCHORS, -underpinning,
.awnings, and roofs
sealed. Call „lack
Glovtr, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.

1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848 COLSON
ELECTRIC
after 6. Must sell.
AND Plumbing. Cleet
Colson, licensed elecC3mrs
trician and 'licensed
le' TRAILER, camper.
master plumber. Alnico.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904.
Ky. 704549.

1971

DOM
A. 7.5
ay on
Call

51 Services Offered

49 Used Cars & Trucks

$425.N op,fleemd, reedy?. ea. Also precut you basil..,
low as 5X1111.4111.
I m te 24 z 60 standard bus IA precut
my she needed. hey We beet ter less
CROON 11111111 Perm wotanucs n3-8600

337 N. Poplar
NWT CALLS:
%Imo Brion-627-91Th

Benton, Ky.
Paducah
443-2312
knits kyd-342-41751
OARRELL W. COPE
EMPLOYING IRONER

_enwoommob
4
•
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I Deaths_ and Funefils
'Mr. Rex Mule,
Pride E. Dodd
Dies Thursday;
74, Of Puryear
Services Saturday Dies Early Today

44t

Shipboard Education
Voyages Are Postponed

*

Surruner and fall semester
voyages tentatively scheduled
this year by the Institute for
Shipboard Education in the
Semester at Sea program
have been postponed a year.
Adult education cruises in
the Mediterranean and along
the coast of North. Africa
during the summer and a fall
semester voyage around the
African continent will sail in
1978.. The next student sailing of
the S. S. Universe, the 18,000ton ship provided by the
Seawise Fundation for
education purposes and which
can accommodate about 500
students, will be an aroundthe-world cruise in the spring
of 1978.
Applications for the voyage
to the Orient, South Asia,
Middle East*, and the
Mediterranean rtext spring
-are now being accepted, ac-cording • to M. A. Griffiths,
executive director of the InShipboard
for
stitute
is
which
Education,

academically affiliated with
the University of Colorado at
Boulder.
Murray State University is
One of about 30 colleges and
universities affiliated with the
International Association for
Shipboard Education.
Students interested In shipboard education programs
may participate through
Murray State.
4
Additional
information
about any of the voyages may
be obtanled by writing or
calling Robert Head, Chairman, Department of Art, and
Semester at Sea Adviser,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, (502) 7623784.

Revival Services

Rogers Speaks Here To Begin Sunday
At'MemOrial Church. On Republican -Future

Vinson Named-To
Education Panel
ma'am vinaan.d,.dipeersi4ot
affai?s at Murray

Harold RagareRwho served people, becuase there is no
as chairman of former effective challenge to inpresident Gerald Ford's cumbent administrations."
The present Commonwealth
Kentucky re-election camAttorney of Pulaski County
of,
Pride E. Dodd, 82, of Wingo
paign,
spoke
to
a
group
Mr. Rex Huie of Puryear,
Route Two, Pilot Oak com- Tn.,,died this morning at 3:30
Murray State students, "sees evils" in the present
munity, died- at ,11:35- a. m. a.m. at the Henry C,ourity
faculty and interested citizens "one-party system" in the
Thursday at the Community General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
last night concerning the Bluegrass state. Feeling that
Hospital in Mayfield.
future
of the Republican the Republican party has
Mr. Huie was 74 at the time of
taken a "negative attitude" in
party.
. Be is survived by his wife, his death.
Ors. Ida Lampkins Dodd;
- in a lecture sponsored by trying to rebuild strength in
He is survived by his widow,
, three daughters, Mrs. Marvin Mrs. lvah Shrader Langston
the Murray state University weak areas.
"Until we can quit being
(Nova) Coltharp of Wing° Huie, of Puryear; one
College Republicans, Rogers
Route Two; Mrs. Juanita daughter, Mrs. Patsy Norrid
described the future of the negative and provide conHendron of Mayfield and Mrs. of Troy, Tn.; and a sister,
two-party system in Kentucky structive criticism, conCharlyne Cloys of Far- Miss Meadow Huie of Murray.
as being. "in jeopardy" structive alternatives; and
grand- Four grandchildren also
mington; seven
because of the domination of until we can articulate these
grandchildren, nine great
the Democratic party in,state alternatives to the people" the
survive.
children and one great-great
affairs. This 'is"a sad story for GOP will continue to be unMr. Hide was a member of
successful.
grandchild.
the Puryear United Methodist
Outlining other reasons for
He was a member of the Church.
the decline in support for
Ferndale, Michigan, Church
Funeral services will be
Republicans, Rogers cited the
of Christ and was a retired held at WO p.m.Sunday at the
loss of the Black vote to the
employe from the Plant McEvoy Funeral Home
Democrats as a Major
Protection Association of chapel in Paris with the Rev.
mistake. Republicans have
Michigan.
•Quincy Scruggs officiating.
"failed miserably by letting
Services will be 4ieldo(4 p.- Burial Vitt trIn Smith
J
--ffir)36
-7E—vTte -gip from
m. Saturday at the chapel 'of Pleasant Grove Cemetery in
, iy.
them."
the Max Churchill Funeral Calloway County.
A central Kentucky en- Rogers
the
blamed
Home with T. C. Wilcox and
Friends may call at the
vironmental
group_ and 35 Democratic party for the
„First
ktaptist
Church
The
Charles Simmons officiating.
funeral home -after 5 p.m.
individuals have filed suit in decline of the free-enterprise
will hold regular worship
Burial will be in the Murray today.
—US:Mgt-fret Courl requesting system in the United States,
--Dr. Roy E. BoatWfight
April
17,
r
services
on
Sunday,
City Cemetery. Friends may
at 10:45 a.m. and seven p.m. with lunch served by the a permanent injunction to halt and he called for the need to
call at the funeral home after 1
with the pastor, the Rev. Dr. ladies Sunday School classes the planned widening of the "get government out of free
p. m. Friday.
Paris Pike between Lexington enterprise." Comparing the
Bill Whittaker as the-speaker, at 12:30p.m.
- The deceased man was born
Sunday School workers and Paris.
free-enterprise system to a
Dr. Ray Moore as song
in Tennessee and was the son
Bluegrass Land and Nature basketball game, he sees
director, Mrs. Judy Henry as conferences and prayer time
of the late John and Mary
(Continued From Page 1)
organist, and Mrs. Alene will be 'held thusly: Adults, Trust Inc., the principal government as playing the
Dodd. Grandsons will be
Bro. Kenneth Hoover will be Knight as pianist.
Monday, 6:30 p.m.; Youth, plaintiff in the suit, filed role of "referee," but as it
pallbearers.
serving as the
The council approved a the speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
U.S. 'stands now the government is
Tuesday, 6:10 p.m.; Children, Thursday, names
proposal from Dr. Henley of and six p.m, services on
"A Place For You" with Thursday, 6:30 p.m.
Transportation Secretary "playing the game for the
the city's anti-recession funds Sunday, April 17, at the scripture from John 14:1-6 will
A series of gospel meetings
Dr. Boatwright is a native of Brock Adams and state
which totaled $5,288. The University Church of Christ. be the morning,sermon topic, Missouri where he attended Transportation --Secretary team of free-enterprise:"
will be cohducted by the.
Summing bp". Kentucky and
proposal stipulated that $2,000
Leroy Eldridge will make and "Greater Than Christ" Southwest Baptist College, Calvin Grayson as defendants. its obvious allegiance to the Church of Christ, llth and
of the fund be used to buy two- the announcements. Greeters with scripture from John Bolivar, Mo., William Jewell
Olive Streets, Benton, April
The plaintiffs contend the
way radio equipment for the will be David Fitts, Jimmy 14:12-14, the evening sermon College, Liberty, Mo., Central controversial project to widen Democratic party, he sees the 17-22. Services will begin at
majority of the states
street and sanitation depar- Ford, and Robert Hendon.
topic,
Baptist Theological Seminary, a 12-mile stretch of road would Democrats as "conservatives 9:30 a. m.and 6 p. m. Sunday,
ttnents, $2,000 to be used in
and 7:30 to 7:50 a. m. and 7:00
Prayers will be led by Larry
The Adult Choir and the Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas destroy the scenic and historic who have registered the p. m. Monday through Friday.
moving the old L & N Railroad Dunn,. Prentice Dunn, James
the
two-lane
highnature_
of
and Southw.e.stara Baptist
wrong way."
depot to the carcounty park, Feltner, and Rob Gingles. - Young_ Musicians Choir will. Theological- Seminary TEA- way.
-John Dale;-Murray, wilt be
service,
sing
at
the
morning
$1,000-to
be
used
by
the
street
the the regula
"The Kentucky Heritage
Bible study will be held St - along with Miss Carol Spann tention).
The funeral for Mrs. Joseph
estpac
beof
evangelist.rHheerhas
Franklin (Mamie Nance) department to upgrade 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
Since 1952 he has served as Commission last March apwho will sing a solo. The SAI
the-1th and Poplar Church in
proved nomination of a section
Page of 1312 Sycamore Street, warehouse facilities, and $88
School
Director
of
the
Sunday_
Elligatle wilL aing..at the.
Murray for --- the Past far
-Murray-,isbeingheld-today at -_..to be used to replace theroof
bepartment of Kentucky of the pike to the %nowt
evening service.
on
the
equipment
building
at
'
years, having moved there
Register of Historie Places. .
at the Oak trove
two
Convention.
Since
-Baptist
Assisting in the services will the
Murray
City
Cemetery.
serving the NeW
after
Right
of
way
acquisition
Rev.
the,
Church
with
Baptist
retiring from this post, he has
in
frorchseven
yhu
Prices of stocks of local interest at be Fred Schultz, Bill Wilson, served as interim pastor and
e untC
ide co
Ca
Prlloovweync
begun
on
the
already
has
R. J. ,Burpoe and the Rev. $200 of the fund had already noon
today furnished to the Ledger & J. D. Rayburn, and G. T.
project.
Harold Smotherman of- been allocated for the pur- Times by I. M.*ion Co. are as follows:
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
is
now
pastor
of
the
Living
Moody.
ar
ole
as.
ficiating. Leland Peeler is chase of an electronic "stun
The Kentucky Commission on
Hope Baptist Church, BowItng
gun"
to
be
used
by
the
dog
received his A. A. at
Human
Rights
has
awarded
to
directing the song service with
+1.65
Green.
Indus. As.
Vohinteer nursery workers
warden.
_College, his
Freed-Hardeman
as
pianist.
a
Louisville-area
woman
what
Teri Downing
will be Mesdames Wilburn "Bro. Boatwright', is an
31 +Si
The council approved the Airco
at Oklahoma Christian
B.
A.
may
be
the
largest
sex
0_ T.- Paschall, Btu Crouse,
43
. -/
3
4
Sunday
School
Am. Motors
outstanding
Farris, )Bobby Henry, Max
34 unc
Oil
Gerald taking of bids on new dump Ashland
Page,
discrimination settlement cialege, and his M. S. in!
Marvin
Beale, Bobby McDonrell, leader and Bible preacher. We
62'. tine
A.T. &T.
beds
for
two
sanitation
trucks
ever made by the 17-year-old -Communications from'
57% +1'4
-Paschall, Virgil Paschall, and
Ford Motor
invite everyone to attend these
Reginald
Fields,.
and
B.
C.
53% +%
Gen. Dynamies
Murray State University i
commission.
Glenn Orr;Sr., are serving as 'and authorized the lire Gen.
Grogan, Mr. and Mrs Marvin services," said the Rev.
70% -%
Motors
1970.11e has been involved
_The__ award te
27% +%
pallbearers. Burial will be in committee and the major to Gen.Ilre
Harris,.
Misses Karen_ Bailey Jerrell• White,. church pastor.
LOUTSVILLE,"Ky. (AP) —
. 33% -Li
GoodrichGreenwood may exceed foreign campaigns, numero
the Oak Grove Cemetery with spend up to $150 to buy a new Gulf
The nursery will be A 43-year-old
29% +v. and,Lisa,Francis, and Randy Oil '
'
Livermore man $20,000, according to a com- evangelistic Meetings, an.
35 +%
the arrangements by the J. H. Mower for Fire Station No. 2.
Pennwalt
provided
for
each
service.
May and Jeff Lyons..
could receive a five-year
22% unc
Quaker Oats
mission spokesman. Antn has done extensive radii
Churchill Funeral Home.
be
will
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Transportation
33% -14
Republic Steel
prison sentence and a 65,000
21% -14 -a.m.
Singer Mfg.
Mrs. Page, age 81, died
available by phoning 753-5750. fine if convicted on charges of Ftefeasing Co. of Louisville preaching.
10%. +
Tappan
Bro. Dale is married to the
ordered this week to pay
Wednesday'al 10:10- p. m. at
17%
Western Union
intercepting communications, was
money and offer her former Marsha Hendon. They
'24%
the Murray-Calloway County
Zenith Radio
the
her
.the FBIsaid Thursday.
have two-children, kgren and
jolLback.
Hospital. She was a.member
William David Snodgrass, her
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Ms. Greenwood, who Michael.
of the Grace Baptist Church
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
the supervisor of maintenance
Times by First Of Michigan, Corp.. of
prefers that designation, was
and was the daughter of thefor the Ohio County schools,
Murray,are as follows:
of
Sula
Church
and
West
Murray
fired from her job .as_a newThe
late John Wright
was arrested earlier this week
hic
26%
car driver on Oct.8,1975. Auto
Christ, Doran Road at Holiday Heublein
Kuykendall Nance.
McDonalds Corp
43% +
on a United,States warrant,
6% uric
• Releasing receives cars from
Survivors are her husband, Drive, will have a gospel Ponderosa Systems
said
Stanley
S.
Czarnecki,
Kimberly Clark
45 unc
the Ford Motor Co. for shipGLASGOW, Ky. (API — after takeoff from the airport
Joseph Franklin Page, one meeting starting Sunday, Union Carbide
+1
/
41
here Wedneday night. Mrs. special agent in charge of the ment to dealers.
W.uric Federal aviation investigators
son, the Rev. Grover Wright April 17, and continuing W.R. Grace
FBI
in
Kentucky.'
Joan
Texaco
26% -%
Doering, 26, of
After 28 days of emPage, and one granddaughter, through Friday, April 22.
General Elec.
53% +% have begun a probe into the Edmonton, was
He said the charges against
reported in
11% one crash of a small airplane in
ployment, she said in the
Bro. Johnny Stringer will be GAF Carp
Miss Cheryl D. Pierce, all of
guarded condition Thursday Snodgrass "stem from the complaint, a company official
Pacific
34 +34o
Murray; one sister, Mrs. the speaker for the services to Georgia
Pfizer
29% +14 which three persons_..were
discovery of recording
night at a Glasgow hospital.
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP)
32% laic killed.
told her "she might injure
Notie Page, Forydyce, Ark.; be held Sunday at 10:50 a.m. Jim Walters
equipment attached to the
Kirsch
Ellis
15 unc
Rice,
60,
the
pilot,
— Funeral services are
herself"
if
she
continued
on
One
person
survived
the
one brother, Aubrey C. Nance, and six p.m. and nightly at Disney
35% -%
Kevin Houinhan, 27, and telephones of the Ohio County the job.
scheduled
today,
in
Franklin Mint
22% -41 __crash, which occurred shortly
3:30 p.m.
-Paris, Tn.
Brenda Puckett, 31 — all of BOard of-Education in HartIn addition to specific Georgetown for a 5-year-old
Glasgow — died in the crash, ford."
remedial orders relating to Scott County boy who was
Snodgrass
has
been
state police said.
. _
Ms. Greenwood's complaint, killed when he was run over by
James Pedigo, who lives released on $2,500 bond.
the commission order the the tractor his father was
_•
near the crash site, said he
company to -cease *d driving, authorities said.
and- his wife were watching
Scott County Coroner
desist" from its -unlawful
television Wednesday night
practice of discriminating „Kenneth Grant said John
when they heard a loud noise.
against female employes and Raymond McKinney Jr. died
He said he drove around the
applicant for employment Wednesday.
area in his truck but could find
The boy's father, Raymond
because of their sex."
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
no clue to the sound and
McKinney of Stamping
The program will be aimed at used to reduce the fiscal 1977 budget
dashing Americans' hopes for a $50 tax
assumed it came from a
LAKE DATA
Ground, had stopped the
keeping inflation from getting worse in deficit.
rebate this year, President Carter is
traffic accident along the
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.6 tractor to disconnect a harrow
the short run and reducing the current
He said he would "strongly oppose"
letting them know what help they can
highway.
when the youth walked around
high level of prices in the long run.
any congressional efforts to divert the
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, down 0.2.
- expect from the government to ease the
The plane crashed in a field minister of the First Christian
Below dam 325.8 down 0.7,. to the front of the tractor. The
The administration says the un- funds to new spending programs.
burden of inflation.
owned by Edward Geralds. Church (Disciples of Christ),
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357:7 boy was crusVd when his
derlying inflation rate in the economy is
Budget Director Bert Lance told
The President planned to unveil at a
His daughter, Marae,said she will speak on the subject, dawn 0.2.
father unknowingly started
about 6 per cent, which is still high by reporters the deficit, estimated
White House news conference today the
telephoned police Thursday "-Discovering The Will of
Below dam 330.1 down 0.1. the tractor and drove forward,
historical standards. But in recent previously at nearly $70 billion, will be
details of the anti-inflation program he
morning when she spotted the God," at -the 10145 a.m. Sunset 6:30. Sunrise 5:23.
Grant said.
months, there have been worrisome reduced to at least $57 billion.
premised during Ws campaign.
wreckage from a window of worship services on Sunday,
signs inflation might be edging toward
Chairman Arthur F. Burns of the
aifilien tax rebate
tR14,
her home.
the double-digit range.
April 17.
Federal Reserve Board hailed Carter's
Carter may have done
Carter said at a White House news decision. "This is an extraordinary act
"An Easter Carol" will be
more to reassure business about the conference Thursday that his decision
the anthem to be sung by the
of honesty and courage on the part of
administration's commitment to fight
to scrap the rebates was done partly out the President," said Burns, who may
Junior Choir,- -directed by
inflation than anything that will be in
of concern over the recent statistics have helped kill the rebates with his
Margaret Porter with Jane
today's program.
showing inflation on the rise.
Prince as organist:
repeated warnings to Congress that
On Wall- Street,- which had..been
He also junked his proposals for $2.5 they would be inflationary.
LOUISVILLE, KY. 1AP)
Dr. Bill Seale will be worworried over the possible inflationary
billion in tax credits for business. Both
— U.S. Dist. Judge James F: ship leader, Danny Fleming
Labor leaders withheld comment on
impact of the rebates, the stock market
plans had been part of the $31 billion the rebate decision, although Carter
Gordon is expected to decide will be candle lighter, and Mr.
gained nearly 9 points in heavy trading
two-year economic stimulus program said he believes President George
by next Wednesday whether and Mrs. Jim Clinkenbeard
Thursday.
" Carter decided upon before taking Meany of the AFL-C10 supported it. He
Jefferson County first-graders and Elmer Collins will be
Although Carter said last year he
office.
said he had consulted labor leaders.
will be bused next fall under greeters.
would ask for standby authority to
Carter said he will continue to push
Elders serying Will be
Most reaction in Congress was swift
his 1975 desegregation order.
impose wage and price controls, he and
for the jobs programs and permanent and approving, although Sen. Edmund
Thomas L. Hogan, a Henry Holton. and Eugene
his advisers have said they no longer
tax adjustments that made up about $20 S. Muskie, D-Maine, accused the
civil fights'- attorney, has Scott. Henry Fulton, B. D.
want this.
billien of hisariginal economic stimulus President of breaking a promise to
argued that first graders must Hall, John Ford Hall, Coleman
"There is nothing In this program
program:
persons needing the money to pay high
be bused----aext fall if the McKeel,Dan McKeel, Robert
that involves controls or coercion,
Carter Said the energy program he flan charges and other bills.
schools are to eliminate 'all
,'and Steve Shaw will
either actual or standby in nature,"
will announce next week "is quite
vestiges of segregation. ,
"The people have been told since last
serve as deacons.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael severe" and hinted it could add a new December
Hogan argued,- in a brief
Youth groups will meet
that this relief is coming,"
Blumenthal told reporters this week.
inflationary spark of its own.
Muskie said. "They...have been looking
filed this week, against Sunday at five p.m., for youth
Instead of controls, the new antiHis surprise decision to scrap the forward to it.... We ought to keep faith
schdols
Supt.
Ernest choir, at 5:30 p.m. for supper,
inflation program was expected to rebates for 200 million Americans was with them."
40Grayson's request thdt fi&t- separate meetings at six p.m.
emphasize voluntary discussions the result of both political and economic
graders be exempt from
The rebate had been facing an unSunday School will be at 9:30
among business,.labor and government considerations,
but
primarily certain fate in the senate.
busing during the 1977-78_ , a.m.
of wage and price policies in theprivate economic, Carter said. He said the
Sen. Russell Long, chairman of the -school year.
economy.
economy is now doing well without it, Senate Finance Committee, said he
Attorneys for the school
It—tilso will lay out-the general in- and he is worried over recent statistics believes the rebate could have
board have argued that busing
won
The blue whale- can reach
flation targets the administration hopes that show inflation worsening.
first-graders would severely lengths of up to 100 feet and tip
Senate approval, "but not without the
will
put
great stress on
to achieve and
We don't think there's a need administration's support."
jnconvenience the school the *ales at 200 tons, the
Pants—?
reducing government paperwork and anymore," Carter said.
system because the children equivalent weight of 33 African
"If the economy sags,the rebate may
711
FIP
regulations that are said to cause
The President said the money saved be renewed; we'll just have to wait and
would have to be bused elephants,,according to Nation4 IAXICIdr.(1 center
kin(• '
private business to increase prices. .
al Geographic.
73
C,8
from the rebates and tax credits will be see," said the Louisiana Derhocrat
separately from older pupils.
.

Council ...

Memorial Baptist Church
Will have revival services
April 17-22, -with the Rev. Dr.
Roy E. Boatwright as
evangelist. Evening services
will be at 7:30 p.m. Noonday
services will be held Tuesday
through Friday at 12:00 noon

Suit Filed
To Stop
rolec
P_t

Regular Services

Scheduled Sunday

•

At First Baptist

Kenneth- Hoover
To Speak Sunday

-

alumni
State- University, has been
named to the Governor's Task
Force on Education. ,
In naming Vinson to the
Goals of Education. subcommittee, Gov. Julian M.
Carroll emphasized that the
- task force's over-all objectiv
is "to develop a compl
• blueprint pr education, fro,
kindergarten throug
I
graduate school; that
serve the need of Kentucky'students for the next quart •
century."
A final report from the .
subcommittees making up th
task force is expected by
end of the year.
A native of Callowa
County, Vinson has been
_ Murray State alumni direct.
since October, 1968. H
received his undergradua
degree in 1949 at Murra
State, and his master's degr
at the University of Kentuck
•
Before coming to Murray
he was with the Kentuck
Department of Agriculture
Frankfort, 13 years of
10 assistant -toned

Gospel Meetings
Slated At Benton

At Univ. Church

Church Next Week

Funeral Is Today

At Oak Grove For

Mrs. Mamie Page

_

Settlement
Awarded By
Commission

STOCK MARKET)

Prison Term
Possible For
Livermore Man

Gospel Meeting
To Start Sunday
At West Murray

Probe Begun Into
Crash Of Airplane

Services
Set Today
For Victim

Anti-Inflation Program To Be
Unveiled Today By Carter

Dr. David Roos
To Give Message
At 1st Christian

Gordon To
Decide On Busing

20')/0

OFF

ALL WICKER

Tables

-Chairs
Love Seats

This Saturday Only
April 16

irr
a

•

2

